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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Introduction

Three Advanced Design Projects have been completed this academic year at Penn State.

At the beginning of the fall semester the students were organized into eight groups and given

their choice of either a comet nucleus or an asteroid sample return mission. Once a mission had

been chosen, the students developed conceptual designs. These were evaluated at the end of

the fall semester and combined into three separate mission plans, including a comet nucleus

sample return (CNSR), a single asteroid sample return (SASR), and a multiple asteroid sample

return (MASR). To facilitate the work required for each mission, the class was reorganized in

the spring semester by combining groups to form three mission teams. An integration team

consisting of two members from each group was formed for each mission so that

communication and information exchange would be easier among the groups.

The types of projects designed by the students evolved from numerous discussions

with Penn State faculty and mission planners at the Johnson Space Center Human/Robotic

Spacecraft Office. Robotic sample return missions are widely considered valuable precursors

to manned missions in that they can provide details about a site's environment and scientific

value. For example, a sample return from an asteroid might reveal valuable resources that,

once mined, could be utilized for propulsion 1,2. These missions are also more adaptable when

considering the risk to humans visiting unknown and potentially dangerous locations, such as a

comet nucleus.

Comet Nucleus Sample Return Mission (CNSR)

Background

Presently, much of the scientific community's understanding of the universe has come

from remote observation of the cosmos, but technological advances within the past thirty years



haveallowed for the studyof retrievedcosmic materialson Earth. TheseEarth-returned

sampleshaveprovedto beof immensescientificvalue,providingmanyanswersandpotential

pathsof inquiry.

Althoughcometshavebeenobservedfor manycenturies,a mysterystill shroudsthe

compositionof thecometnucleus. Cometsare thoughtto havebeenformed simultaneously

with the Sunandplanetsandthereforeconsistof themostchemicallyprimitive solid matter

knownto havesurvivedin theplanetarysystem3. Thus,theexaminationof asamplefrom a

cometnucleuswouldgreatlyaddto knowledgeof theSolarSystem'sorigin.

Mission Objectives

A CNSR mission is proposed to return a comet nucleus sample in its own environment

to Earth for study. The primary mission objective consists of three phases: rendezvous with a

short period comet, acquisition of a 10 kg sample from the nucleus, and maintenance of the

sample composition and crystalline structure for return to Earth. The secondary objective for

the CNSR mission is to monitor comet activity through perihelion by using a penetrator

equipped with scientific instrumentation.

The comet Wild 2 was determined to be the most suitable target because of its low

inclination to the ecliptic plane, its short orbital period, and its recent change in perihelion

distance. An encounter with Jupiter changed Wild 2's perihelion distance from 6.2 AU to 1.6

AU. Consequently, the now short-period comet has the crystalline structure of a long-period

comet 4. A tethered coring unit will reach the comet nucleus and extract a sample that will be

housed in a protective environment so that it may be returned to Earth in an unaltered state.

Upon rendezvous with the comet, a sampling probe will extract a two meter core sample from a

target site where undisturbed material maintains a temperature less than 130 K 3. The comet

must have a relatively low mean temperature to retain its volatile material -- any material above

that temperature is believed to have experienced too much heating to be of great scientific value.



Thelastphaseof theprimaryobjectiveis to maintain,asbestaspossible,thesample's

undisturbedstateduring the transit to Earth. This involves monitoring and controlling the

sample'spressureandtemperature,aswell askeepingit physically stable. A chemicallyor

physicallyalteredcometsamplewould leadto falseconclusionsandadistortedpictureof the

originsof theSolarSystem.

The secondaryobjectiveof theCNSR mission is to obtain asmuch information as

possibleon theactivity of Wild 2. Thisensuresthatthesampleis representativeof thecomet

andallows it to beplacedin thepropercontextwith respectto othercometsinvestigatedonly

by remotesensing.Sufficientcharacterizationof the sampledcometalsoeliminatestheneed

for multiple samples. To fully characterizethe comet,a penetratorwill be left behindto

monitorthecometthroughperihelion.Characterizationof thecometincludesthedetermination

of size, shape,density, and surfacetemperaturedistribution. The penetratorwill monitor

temperatureandgasproductionchangesof thecometuntil perihelion.

Mission Prgfil_

The spacecraft will be launched on an Atlas ILA equipped with a Centaur IIA to inject

the spacecraft into a low parking orbit and to provide the necessary Earth escape velocity (see

Figure 1). The upper stage will then separate from the spacecraft, systems will be checked,

and instrument booms and solar arrays deployed (see Figure 2 for spacecraft configuration).

After Earth escape additional correction maneuvers during interplanetary cruise will insure

accurate targeting for Wild 2.

At 100 to 200 km from Wild 2, the comet approach maneuvers reduce the relative

velocity to 2 rn/s. The comet's exact size and spin rate will then be determined and during the

global characterization phase the surface will be mapped for candidate sampling sites.

Candidate sites will be mapped in detail from an altitude of 50 km, and the coma gas and dust

will be analyzed. While the spacecraft awaits final site selection it will return to an altitude of

100 km.



After a target site has beenselected,the spacecraftwill return to a low, forced

synchronous orbit at 0.5 km above the selected site, reducing contamination of the surface by

the thruster plumes. A sampling probe powered by liquid propellant rocket thrusters will then

be jettisoned from the spacecraft to impact the target site. Because the spacecraft and the

sampling penetrator are connected, a synchronous orbit must be maintained during extraction.

Drilling commands will be sent from the spacecraft through cabling enclosed in the tether.

After extraction, the tether will be used to retrieve the specimen from the sampling penetrator.

Finally, a monitoring penetrator will be deployed and anchored into the comet to monitor Wild

2's activity. This penetrator will be equipped with scientific instrumentation to observe comet

activity and return data. An optical communication system powered by a radioisotope

thermoelectric generator (RTG) will relay the information to Earth. The RTG will also provide

power for the scientific instrumentation.

After the sample has been safely retrieved, it will be returned to the spacecraft and

hermetically sealed within multi-layer insulation. Once the sample has been secured in a

thermally controlled environment, the spacecraft will depart from the comet leaving behind the

monitoring probe. Heat pipes and phase change materials will be used to direct heat from the

other spacecraft subsystems away from the sample.

The spacecraft will leave the comet and be placed on a direct Earth return trajectory.

The Earth return trajectory will contain no additional maneuvers except those needed for

navigational corrections. Upon arrival at Earth the spacecraft's relative velocity will be

reduced, and it will be placed into a circular Space Shuttle accessible orbit and remain there no

longer than approximately two weeks. The sample will then be retrieved by the Shuttle and

returned to the surface in a thermally safe environment.
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Overall Mass. Power. and Cost Budget_

The spacecraft will have a total mass of 5149 kg (see Table 1) and require a total

operating power of 528 Watts (see Table 2). A cost model 5 was applied to the mission

estimating a total cost of 1.88 billion FY92 dollars (see Table 3).

Table 1: Spacecraft Mass Budget

Element Mass (kg)

S pacecra ft 1309
Structure

Bus 801

102Booms (truss
structure)

Fasteners & joints
(10%)

90

Deployment mech. 90
(10%)

225Contingency (25%)

Sampler
Penetrator

Power

Solar Array
RTG

GN&C

Scientific
Instruments

Communication

Computer
TOTAL

10% Electric wirin[

10% Mass Mar_in
Thermal (8% Dry
Mass)
TOTAL DRY MASS

95

262

93

10

83
77

134

7

12

1990
199

199

159

2547

Propulsion 2602
2312Propellant

Tanka[e (10%)
Valves, tubing (25%
of tank mass

TOTAL WET!
MASS

231

57

5149



Table 2: Power Budget Table 3: Cost Estimation 5

Spacecraft
Component

Power

(w)

GN&C 20

150Mapping
Communications

Computer S_'stem
Structure

122

50

50
Thermal 40

27Sample Extraction
AVG. POWER 459

Margin (15%) 69

TOTAL AVG. 528
POWER

Mission Component Cost ($M)

Computer 47.97
Communications 17.83

Power 135.31
240.13Sampler

Penetrator 368.00

Thermal 123.04

Propulsion 0.51
GN&C 129.33

Scientific Instruments 209.26

Su'ucture 524.38

Launch System 85.00

TOTAL 1880.76

Single Asteroid Sample Return Mission (SASR)

Mission Objectives

The primary objective of this mission is to extract a core sample from a target asteroid

and return this sample to Earth for detailed compositional analysis. Secondary mission

objectives entail performing a wide variety of scientific observations that will enable

humankind to better understand the physical nature of asteroids, their possible origin, and their

effect on the interplanetary environment.

Mission Profile

The mission designers selected 433 Eros as the target asteroid because of its

accessibility, its relatively large size, and its well-known orbital parameters. In addition, at

least three launch windows will exist for a mission to Eros between 1992 and 20106.

Figure 3 illustrates the mission profile. The spacecraft will begin the mission with the

landing struts, instrument booms, and high-gain antenna collapsed enabling it to fit in the



launchvehicleshroudandwithstandall launchforces.An AtlasIIA launchvehiclewill propel

thespacecraftinto Low EarthOrbit (LEO). While in LEO, thespacecraftwill performchecks

of all systems.A Centaurwill theninjectthevehicleinto therequiredtransferorbit afterwhich

the spacecraftwill deploy the landing struts,booms,and high-gain antenna. Scientific

measurementsof the interplanetaryenvironmentwill beginat this time. At a distance of one

million km from Eros, the spacecraft will begin to photograph the asteroid and perform

scientific observations. Once the spacecraft descends to an altitude of 2.5 km, it will maintain

its position above a location on the surface. A passive/active sensing technique will utilize

visual images and laser radar scans to identify a safe landing zone that is within the

maneuvering range of the vehicle. The spacecraft will then land at this location and anchor into

the surface with barbed spikes. Once secured on Eros, the scientific instruments will perform

several observations and then cease operations to allow power to be concentrated on the drilling

process. The drill will then proceed to extract a five-foot long core sample. Once this sample

is stored on the spacecraft, pyrotechnic charges will separate the vehicle's upper portion from

the rest of the spacecraft and depart from the asteroid, leaving the drill and landing struts

behind. If enough propellant remains, the spacecraft will perform the maneuvers required to

complete a detailed map of Eros. Once the mapping is completed, or discovered to be beyond

the capacity of the propulsion system, the spacecraft will begin the voyage back to Earth. On

the return trip, the vehicle must again execute a mid-course correction. Upon arrival at Earth,

the spacecraft will maneuver into LEO where it will remain until it can be retrieved by the Space

Shuttle.
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Spacecraft De_criptio. n

Figure 4 illustrates the basic spacecraft configuration. The spacecraft structure will be a

semimonocoque design constructed chiefly from beryllium. It will use three modular RTGs

for general power consumption and will employ three batteries to provide the power required

for drill operation. The vehicle will be propelled by four main thrusters that use a bipropellant

consisting of monomethylhydrazine and nitrogen tetroxide. Twelve attitude thrusters will

utilize hydrazine as a monopropellant. The control system will incorporate three-axis

stabilization with momentum wheels. Spacecraft communications will be accomplished by one

high-gain antenna and two low-gain antennas that operate in the Ka-band. The scientific

payload will include: a visual and infrared mapping spectrometer, an ultraviolet spectrometer, a

plasma spectrometer, a magnetometer, a dust analyzer, a laser radar system, and two charge-



coupled device cameras. The thermal subsystem design consists of thermal blankets and

heaters for the majority of the spacecraft. Thermal requirements for the drill necessitate the

additional use of heat pipes and second-surface mirrors. The electronics will be mounted on

cold rails from which heat will be transferred by heat pipes to the second-surface mirrors. In

addition, the infrared-sensing instrument will require a radiative cryogenic coolant system. The

command and data handling system must be highly autonomous, utilizing higher-order

languages, and hybrid architecture.
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Figure 4: SASR Spacecraft Views

Overall Mass. Peak Power. and Cost Budgets

Table 4 shows the overall spacecraft mass budget and peak power budget. The peak

power values are not totaled because all the subsystems will not be simultaneously operating at

peak requirements during any particular time of the mission. Table 5 summarizes the overall

estimated cost budget for this mission in FY925M5, 7.



Table 4: SpacecraftMassandPeakPower
Budgets

Subsystem

Propulsion
C&DH

Mass

(kg)

3633.11

121.35
450.00Drill

Attachment 150.00

Structure 550.00

Peak
Power

(w)
150.0

451.1

7500.0

181.0

N/A

Scientific 116.20 114.2

Payload
Communications 32.00 80.0

Power 550.00

GN&C 200.00 550.0

Thermal 50.00 60.0

TOTAL 5852.66 N/A

Table 5: Overall Mission Cost Budget 5,7

Segment
Description

R & D and Testin[
First Unit

Ground Se[ment

Launch Segment

TOTAL

Cost

(FY925M)

1141.16

57.09

1530.65
115.70

2844.60

Multiple Asteroid Sample Return Mission (MASR)

Mission Objective

The goal of this mission is to return sample material from three asteroids to Earth for

scientific analysis. Asteroids Euterpe, Psyche, and Themis will be sampled, covering three

major classes of asteroids, S (stony iron), M (metallic), and C (carbonaceous), respectively.

The MASR mission utilizes numerous state-of-the-art technologies including a nuclear reactor

for the power system, a low-thrust propulsion system, a deployable truss structure, and an

optical communications system.

Spacecraft Configuration

The spacecraft configuration consists of a main spacecraft and a tethered lander (see

Figures 5 and 6). The spacecraft employs a reactor with shielding and radiator panels

separated from the main spacecraft body by an expandable truss. This configuration keeps the

harmful radiation from the reactor away from sensitive subsystems like the computer or



scientific instruments. The main spacecraft body contains all required propellant, the lander,

and all other subsystems. The tethered lander is stored inside the main spacecraft body and

consists primarily of a drill and a small GN&C system.

/
Nuclear Reactor

Y
Composite Truss

Attitude Thrusters

Main Bus Housing
Lander

Figure 5: MASR High Technology Spacecraft

Figure 6: Sampler/Lander



Mission Profile

The following description of the mission plan is summarized in Figure 7. The mission

scenario begins by launching the spacecraft into LEO with a Titan IV on March 1, 2002. The

Titan IV will be used because it is the only current launch system that can accommodate the

spacecraft's mass, 15,800 kg, and size, 16 m long by 4.5 m diameter. During the launch

phase, communication with the spacecraft will be through an omnidirectional antenna. Before

starting the nuclear reactor, power for the communication and housekeeping systems will be

supplied by batteries. Once in LEO, the spacecraft will then deploy the partially collapsible

truss structure and optical communications system, again by battery power. The omni antenna

will then be switched off and the optical communication system used for the remainder of the

mission. The reactor will be powered up and a functional check-out performed on all

subsystems. The spacecraft will now rely on the nuclear reactor for power. A series of xenon

thrusters will be activated, propelling the spacecraft toward the first target asteroid. The

thrusters will cycle through thrust and coast stages to achieve the most efficient trajectory. This

thrust profile has been calculated by NASA's QuickTop 2 (QT2) computer program.

Once the main spacecraft detects the asteroid with sensors, the rendezvous and docking

(RVD) processor will take control and implement the necessary orbital maneuvers to orient the

main spacecraft in the proper attitude. While the main spacecraft is approaching the asteroid,

several scientific instruments will be collecting data to determine the best possible landing sites.

A mass spectrometer, laser altimeter, and a radiometer will provide a complete map of the

asteroid's surface. The main computer system will analyze this data and select the four best

sites, three to sample and one as a backup. These landing sites may require additional

maneuvering of the main spacecraft. The lander, while still attached to the main spacecraft

through a tether, descends toward the asteroid and one of the landing sites. The lander's

propulsion system will consist of 12 xenon thrusters powered by the reactor through a cable in

the tether. The RVD processor on the main spacecraft will also control the lander during its

rendezvous with the asteroid.



The landerattachesitself to the asteroidby drills in the landing pads. Threecore

samples,from threedifferentlocationson theasteroid,will beextractedfrom theasteroidalong

with otherscientificdata. While the landeris maneuveringto thenextsamplingsite themain

spacecraft,while orbiting above,will follow it to thenext site. This is necessarydue to the

limited length of the tether. Eachsamplewill be encasedin its coring barrel to prevent

contamination.All samplesandscientific informationwill bestoredon themain spacecraft.

Powerandcommunicationsfor the landerwill beprovidedby themainspacecraftthroughthe

tether.

After thethreesamplesaretakenfromtheasteroid,thelanderwill thenrendezvouswith

themainspacecraft.TheRVD processorwill alsocontrol thesemaneuversandwill dock the

landerin thecenterof themainspacecraft.Oncethelanderis secure,themain spacecraftwill

thenproceedto thenextasteroid.Becauseof the largeamountof dataneededto bestoredfor

theseRVD maneuvers,datawill be transmittedto Earthbetweenasteroidencounters.When

thenextasteroidis locatedby thelong-rangesensors,therendezvousandsamplingscenario

will thenberepeated.

After the last sampleis obtained,the landerwill return anddock in its stationin the

centerof thebaseof themainspacecraft.Themain spacecraftwill thenbeginitsjourney back

to Earth. Thereturnleg of themissionis similar to thefirst leg in thatit will consistof a series

of thrustandcoastperiodsascalculatedby QT2. Along with the thrustandcoastperiodsthe

programprovidestheappropriateorbitalpathsfor returningto Earth.

The ship will approachEarthto enteranorbit whereit may releasethe lander,or the

samplecontaineraloneif feasible.This orbit will bedesignedsuchthattheSpaceShuttle,or

itsreplacementin 2026,will beableto retrievethesamples.

After thesamplecontaineror landeris releasedthemainspacecraftwill havecompleted

its duties. The reactorwill thenbeshut down usingsystemsthat aredesignedto function

independentlyof the spacecraft.Two proposalshavebeensuggestedfor dealing with the

spacecraftafterthemissioniscomplete.Themaingoalis to eliminatepossiblecontamination



to the environmentafter thereactoris shutdown. Oneproposedmethodis to havethemain

spacecraftthrustintoa highnuclear-safeorbit thatwill notdecayfor approximately1000years.

Another solution is to sendthespacecrafton anEarthescapetrajectory. If reentrywereto

occurafter spendingalong timein space,amajorityof theradioactivitywouldhavedecayed.

However, as an added safety feature, the nuclear system will be designed to safely

accommodateaccidentalreentry. The SP-100hasbeendesignedto remain inoperableandto

survive theintenseheatandaerodynamicforcesof reentryand to bury itself on impact in

water,soil, or pavement8.

f

J

Psyche

\
\
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Three Samples Collected
From Each Asteroid

Titan IV Launch

Figure 7:

/

Shuttle Recovery

Earth

MASR Mission Scenario

Overall Mass. Power. and Cost Budgets

Mass, power, and cost budgets 5 are shown in Table 6. A substantial safety margin is

included in each of these categories to ensure a reliable design.



Table 6: Mass, Power, and Cost Budgets

Subsystem

Communication

Computer
Drill

GN&C

Landing gear
Launch Vehicle

Mass

(kg)

52

45

160

260

15

N/A

Power

(w)

57

89

1200

394

300

N/A

Cost 5

($M)

158

20

329

34

69

150

Power 6000 N/A 1418
1800 86000 1423

250

N/A

Propulsion
Scientific Inst.

Structure

Micromet.
Prot.

N/A

120

220

128

180

373

1,000

Thermal 125 N/A 16
400 50

9325 89290TOTAL 4227

Conclusion and Recommendations

Three design projects completed by the students have been discussed. There are still

some unresolved issues in each of the missions which need to be addressed. First, a redesign

of the monitor penetrator in the CNSR mission is required to place the RTG and optical

communications package away from the rocket engine. Two members of the SASR team

found that the hardness of the asteroid surface cannot be determined. A sampler drill to

accommodate this variable should be examined. Using the QT2 trajectory code, the MASR

mission length was calculated to be approximately 24 years. Missions of this length cause

serious wear on systems. Reducing the length could be as simple as visiting the asteroids in a

different order or visiting fewer asteroids.

Samples returned from the Moon by the Apollo astronauts have provided a wealth of

information about its composition. Missions that return samples from comets and asteroids are

important because they may reveal the intricate building blocks of the Solar System. In

addition, asteroids may contain mineral deposits that could be refined for use as propellants.



Perhapsone day humanswill visit the asteroidsandcomets,but until then theserobotic

missionscanprovideinformationof considerablesignificanceto cosmologistsandplanetary

geologists.
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Abstract

Although comets have been observed for many centuries, little is known about them.

A mission is proposed for returning a comet nucleus sample to Earth. Primary goals of this

mission consist of three phases: rendezvous with a short period comet, acquisition of a 10 kg

sample, and maintenance of sample integrity for Earth return. A secondary goal is to monitor

the comet through its orbit to perihelion. Comet selection criteria determined Wild 2 to be

the most suitable mission target, using a Hohmann-like transfer for trajectory design. A

hybrid electric/chemical propulsion system is proposed because it will reduce the overall

propellant mass by 59%. The power subsystem will consist of sets of solar arrays

complemented by an RTG. A central heating system, in conjunction with passive devices,

will be used in the thermal control subsystem. The spacecraft bus and scan platform boom

structures have been modelled using ANSYS, estimating natural frequencies and deflections

that would result during launch. An Atlas IIA was selected as the launch system based on

mission requirements and size constraints. The present design includes a sampler penetrator

which will retrieve a 2m by 5cm diameter specimen to be hermetically sealed and returned to

the spacecraft bus for transport to Earth. A separate long-lived monitoring penetrator will be

employed to observe and analyze comet material properties and activity through perihelion.

I - ii
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1.0 Introduction

Past rendezvous missions to observe and gather particle emissions from short period

comets have given scientists reason to believe that comets contain material which closely

approximates the composition of the primordial solar nebula [1]. The study of this material

may help scientists to discover more about the distant past of the planets while at the same

time refine the current theories regarding the nature and evolution of the Solar System [1].

A comet nucleus sample return (CNSR) mission is proposed to return a comet sample

in its own environment to Earth to be studied by scientists. The mission scenario is presented

in Figure 1.1. The primary mission objective consists of three phases: rendezvous with a

short period comet, acquisition of a 10 kg sample from the comet nucleus, and maintenance

of the sample composition and crystalline structure for return to Earth. The secondary

objective for the mission is to monitor comet activity through perihelion by using a penetrator

equipped with scientific instrumentation.

The following report details topic information in the Snowball missions. These topics

include: mission target; trajectory design; launch vehicle; spacecraft structure; power;

propulsion; guidance, navigation, and control; command and control; thermal; science;

sample extraction and storage; and the penetrator monitoring unit.
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2.0 Mission Target

2.1 Target Selection Criteria

Several criteria have been placed on selection of the mission target. Two primary

criteria are that the comet's orbital motion should be well understood and the comet should

exhibit both quiescent and active stages. In addition, it is desirable that the spacecraft be able

to rendezvous with the comet before it becomes active and that the comet should have a

relatively high gas production rate near perihelion. Other criteria are that a good

observational history should exist for each comet and that during the rendezvous phase the

comet should be easily observed from Earth. Ideally, the comet orbit should not place

unnecessary cost burdens upon the launch vehicle, spacecraft, and ground operations [2].

Additional research has produced several other target requirements. The comet

should have a well-identified nucleus and a low inclination to the ecliptic plane. The target

should also have a short orbital period and small non-gravitational acceleration.

Table 2.1 lists the orbital parameters of the two comets of interest. Note that both

comets have a small inclination to the ecliptic plane and a short orbital period making them

both reasonable choices. Wild 2 is particularly attractive because its 1974 encounter with

Jupiter lowered its perihelion distance from 6.2 AU to 1.6 AU. Thus, it has only recently

begun to experience the chemical differentiation induced by significant thermal forces [2].
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Table 2.1: Comet Targets (Myers, Mark ,"Trajectory Design For The Comet
Rendezvous Asteroid Flyby 1995-1996 Opportunities," Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, Pasadena, California, AIAA, 1988)

Orbital Elements

Aphelion Dates

Perihelion Dates

Inclination (de[)

Period (yrs)

Mag. of Gas Production

Semi-major Axis

Eccentricity

Perihelion Radius (AU)

Wild 2

7/13/00

12/07/06

9/26/03

2/22/03

3.2

6.41

8.0

Kopff

9/19/99

3/05/06

12/12/02

5/25/09

4.7

6.46

8.2

3.473.45

0.54 0.54

1.59 1.58

Aphelion Radius (AU) 5.31 5.35

94 98No. Days r<1.66 AU

No. Days r>4.73 AU 894 932

2.2 Target Selection

A calculation, shown in Appendix A, was performed to determine the total AV

required for a heliocentric Hohmann-like transfer to the specific comets of interest: Kopff and

Wild 2. The calculation provided information comparable to that obtained from Reference

[2]. The lower velocity required for the transfer to Wild 2 is most attractive in this case, but

other trajectories cannot be dismissed.

Interplanetary transfer modes have been considered in detail in References [2] and [3]

for various transfer opportunities. Earth (EGA), Jupiter (JGA), Venus-Earth (VEGA), and

Venus-Earth-Earth (VEEGA) gravity assists significantly minimize the total AV required for

comet rendezvous, but limit launch windows to times of correct planetary alignment. Also,

gravity assist trajectories require a more complex analysis than direct trajectories.
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2.3 TheCometNucleus

Currently, there is a limited quantity of information about the comet nucleus.

Previous comet observationmissions have indicated that the comet nucleus is a fairly

homogeneousmixture of ices and silicates. The surfacemay be coveredby a layer of

nonvolatile silicatewhich is lessthanonemeter in thickness[4]. Previousstudiesindicate

five cometsurfacetypes[5]:

• Active ventswith sublimatingexposedvolatiles

• Mantledareaswith gasanddustrelease

• Mantledareaswith outgassing

• Ventswith exposedicesin dormantphase

• Inactiveareas,containingno iceswithin afew metersdepth

Ventsona cometaredescribedasdiscretedustor gassources.Theseventstypically release

CO,NH3,CO2,CH4,N2, materialswhich aremoreactivethanwaterice [5].

2.4 ConclusionsandRecommendations

Thereareseveralsimilar cometssuitableasmissiontargets.The selectionof Wild 2

is basedprimarily on its recently lowered perihelion and low AV requirements. Further

researchinto gravity assisttrajectoriesmay limit the availability of Wild 2 as a possible

target. Thusmanymoretargetsshouldbeconsideredin adetailedgravityassistanalysis.
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3.0 Trajectory Design

3.1 Requirements

In general, there are an infinite number of paths which a spacecraft may take to a

given destination. In order to choose an appropriate trajectory, it is clear that many general

parameters of the mission must be analyzed. These parameters include: launch windows,

arrival date, deep space maneuvers, propellant limits, mission duration, and launch capability.

3.2 Trajectory Options

Various trajectory options have been considered for transfer to Wild 2, including:

Hohmann-like, Earth Gravity Assist (EGA), Venus-Earth Gravity Assist (VEGA), and

Venus-Earth-Earth Gravity Assist (VEEGA) transfer modes. Trajectories utilizing Mars or

Jupiter flybys are rare and have not been considered at this point. Moreover, VEGA and

VEEGA trajectories would limit available launch windows due to waiting for the correct

alignment of Earth, Venus, and Wild 2. Gravity assists using both Venus and Earth would

also significantly increase flight time. Therefore, the scope of this investigation has been

limited to the comparison of a Hohmann-like transfer and EGA.

Appendix A contains a calculation of the required AV for a Hohmann-like transfer to

Wild 2 at aphelion from a 200 km Earth parking orbit. The launch AV to be performed by an

upper stage burn, and the post launch AV, including navigational allowances, are listed in

Table 3.1 for the Hohmann-like transfer. This table contains AV allowances for a comet

approach sequence, comet exploration, comet escape, and Earth return based on the planned

Rosetta and CRAF missions contained in References [2] and [6], respectively.
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Table 3.1: AV Budget for Hohmann-like Transfer

Event

• Post Launch and Navigational Allowances

Interplanetary Maneuver 1493

Inclination Change 406

Comet Approach Sequence 1595

Comet Exploration 189

Comet Escape 10

Earth Return 235

Total Post Launch AV and Allowances 3928

.Launch

Launch 6340

Total Launch and Post Launch AV 10,270

AV (m/s)

Table 3.2 contains the AV budget for the CRAF Baseline Mission to Wild 2 [2]. The

AV values are representative of other AV-EGA trajectories which have been documented in

References [2], [3], and [6].

Table 3.2: AV-EGA Trajectory for the CRAF Baseline Mission

Event 6V _rn/s_

Post Launch and Navigational Allowance 3476

Launch 4350

Total 7830

The AV-EGA is thus 24% lower than that of the Hohmann-like transfer, this is

primarily due to the reduction in required launch AV. Since the total required AV is directly

related to the mass of the spacecraft, it is clear that using an Earth Gravity Assist trajectory

would be favorable to the mission.
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3.3 TrajectoryAnalysis

3.3.1 Orbit AlignmentDetermination

The determinationof the heliocentric positionsof both Earth and Wild 2 is very

critical in missionplanning. By knowingtherelativepositionsof eachbodyat pointsin time,

variousrelationscanbe determined. Onesuchrelationshipis thephaseangleat departure

which is theanglebetweentheradiusvectorsto theEarthandWild 2. The requirementthat

the phaseangleat departurebe correct severelylimits the times when a launch may take

place[7].

The orbital elementsfor bothEarth andWild 2 havebeenobtainedandarelisted in

Tables3.3and3.4,respectively.

Table 3.3: Orbital Elements of Earth for the Epoch 1969 June 28.0 (Bate, Mueller,
White, "Fundamentals of Astrodynamics", Dover Publications, Inc., New
York, 1971)

Semi-major
axis

a (AU)

1.00

Orbital Inclination to Lon'gitude of Longitude of True

eccentricity ecliptic ascending perihelion longitude at
e 1 node, f2 n epoch, lo

.0167 0.00 undefined 102.416 276.117

Table 3.4: Orbital Elements of Wild 2. (orbital elements obtained through personal

correspondence with Jost Jahn, Bodenteich, Germany.

Perihelion
Radius

Rp
Eccentricity

e

Argument
of

Periapsis

Longitude
of

Ascending
node

Inclination
i

Magnitude
of Gas

Production

5/6/97 1.5826 .5402 41.77 136.15 3.243 8.1

1.59049/26/03 .5387

.5374

.5384

2/23/10

41.75

41.79

41.707/20/16

136.14

136.09

136.12

1.5981

3.240

3.238

3.2401.5921
i

8.0

8.0

8.0
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Usinga computerprogram(AppendixB), theseorbital elements have been used to calculate

the ecliptic projection of the orbits of Earth and Wild 2 as shown in Figure 3.1. These orbits

correspond to the start date of 8/26/03 and continue for one period.

Earth I_

8/07/03

Wild 2 1

lel 5/03 --_ [r ,2' _'_.

._ ..........................
"........1.....

Ear
-2 11/

*_,.

-3 • _l

-2 0 2 4 6

I (AU)

12/07/06

Figure 3.1: Ecliptic Projection of Wild 2 Orbit

Appendix B contains the program used to determine the orbits for a user-defined start

date and simulation length. The program utilizes the orbital elements at a given epoch time

and calculates both the perifocal and heliocentric coordinate positions. A Newton-Raphson

routine was used to determine the eccentric anomaly at each time interval. Due to a coding

problem, results had to be corrected by 180 ° . Future work is needed to correct this error.
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3.3.2 TheTwo-Body BoundaryValueProblem

Using the developedprogram the position of both the Earth and Wild 2 can be

determinedfor anypoint in time. A constraintplaceduponthemissionis that thespacecraft

must rendezvouswith Wild 2 at or near aphelion to avoid damagingdebris. Also, at

aphelion, the heliocentric speedof Wild 2 is small and the AV required to match the

spacecraftandcometvelocities is minimized. As notedon Figure 3.1, aphelionoccurson

12/07/06. A study of the trajectory design for the CRAF mission conductedat the Jet

PropulsionLaboratorymentionsthat theoptimal (in thesensethat the total AV requiredto

effect cometrendezvousis minimized)launchoccursvery nearthedatethat theEarthcrosses

thecomet'speriapsisdirection [3]. This is obvioussinceit is closestto aHohmanntransfer

which is known to provide the minimum AV required for an interplanetary mission. An

attempt was made to analyze the total required AV for the range of dates, 8/07/03 to

11/07/03, when the Earth is near Wild 2's periapsis.

The analysis program included in Appendix C utilizes Lambert's time-of-flight

equation for an elliptical transfer. Fixing the arrival date and location of Wild 2's aphelion,

the total required AV may be acquired for the set range of launch dates. Total AV is a useful

comparative measure of mission performance since it is dependent upon the trajectory

parameters and is not coupled to either the launch vehicle capability or spacecraft design [3].

Although this analysis was not possible, all is not lost, since the trajectory which has

the minimum total AV is expected to resemble a Hohmann transfer. Thus, the patched conic

approximation provided in Appendix A provides a good estimate for the total required AV for

preliminary estimates of mission requirements, such as propellant mass.

3.3.3 Injection From Circular Orbits

The mission will begin when the spacecraft is launched from Cape Canaveral into a

circular parking orbit. At the appropriate point, an engine restart will be initiated and the

spacecraft will move along a hyperbolic path relative to Earth. The asymptotic value of the
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relativevelocity vector is thedeparturevelocity of thevehiclewith respectto theEarth. The

sphereof influenceof the Earthextendsto a distanceof half a million miles. Beyondthe

sphereof influence,theEarth'sgravityeffectsdiminishrapidly andsolargravityprovidesthe

forcefield which governsthepathof thespacecraft[8].

3.3.4 Non-coplanarInterplanetaryTrajectories

The simplified analysisto generatepossibletrajectorieswill assumethat theorbit of

Wild 2 lies in theplaneof theecliptic. Of course,this is not true. In reality, theorbit of Wild

2 is inclined 3.2° to the ecliptic. A good procedureto usewhenthe target lies abovethe

ecliptic is to launch the spacecraftinto a transferorbit which lies in the ecliptic planeand

then makea simple mid-courseplanechangewhenthe true anomalychangeremainingto

interceptis 90° [7]. This planechangeresultsin additionalAV constraints and thus, greater

propellant expenditures. With this assumption in mind, Wild 2 has a relatively small

inclination and its ecliptic projection will be used for the purpose of analysis.

3.4 Maneuver Considerations

Maneuvers may be necessary to correct for the non-gravitational acceleration of the

comet nucleus. The non-gravitational forces result from the expulsion of comet gas which

acts as a thruster, modifying the orbit about the sun. These forces can slow down or speed up

a comet

Orbit perturbations and maneuvers to correct the orbital elements must be considered.

Both bodies, the spacecraft and the comet, will be equally affected by the gravitational force

of the Sun. Thus, the bodies may be considered to be in a uniform gravitational field, and

orbits about the comet may be considered a two-body problem.

Since comets are relatively small as compared to other celestial bodies, an orbit about

one may be difficult to achieve or the orbit may be at too low an altitude. A high-altitude

synchronous orbit may be forced to correct this problem. To achieve such an orbit,
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downwardthrustingwith respectto Wild 2 maybeusedto createanartificial gravity force.

Thisposesa problemsinceit takespropellentto attainthis thrust.

3.5 ConclusionandRecommendations

It shouldbenotedthat rendezvousmissionsto targetswith orbital properties,suchas

thoseof Wild 2, using direct trajectoriesare, in general,not feasiblefor sizablepayloads,

This is becausethe requiredhigh injection energiesarenot within the capabilitiesof any

currentlaunchvehicles. Thedirecttrajectorieshaveimportantpredictivevaluefor trajectory

design using AV-EGA, VEGA, and VEEGA trajectory classes[3]. Therefore, if sucha

missionis to actuallybeflown, importanceshouldbegivento morefeasiblegravityassistor

low thrustoptionsutilizing trajectoryoptimizationsoftware,suchasMIDAS or QT2.
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4.0 Launch Systems

4.1 Requirements

A typical launch system includes a launch vehicle with one or more stages, which

provide required velocity changes to place the spacecraft in orbit and an adequate design

envelope which protects it from the ascent environment [9]. The launch system is limited by

several constraints including specific orbit, velocity to achieve that orbit, spacecraft size,

mass, cost, and availability [9]. Other areas that need to be addressed are fairings, structural

and electrical interfaces, and payload environment. The satellite must be designed to

withstand the payload environment which is typically exposed to a temperature range of 9 ° to

37°C. Static pressures are about 79 millibars [9]. The electrical signals must be compatible

between the spacecraft bus, payload, launch vehicle, and the launch site. Electrical signals of

different frequencies and power levels can combine to form transmissions that can interfere

with electrical systems. The satellite structure must also withstand the various load conditions

which include venting loads, aerodynamic loads, acceleration loads, vibration loads, and

acoustic loads.

4.2 Launch Parameters for the Spacecraft

The spacecraft has an estimated dry mass of 2548 kg and a loaded mass of 5150 kg

(see Table 4.1) and uses a Hohmann-like transfer. Final analysis of the spacecraft structure

estimate dimensions of the spacecraft to be 2 meters in diameter and 5 meters in height when

folded for launch. And finally, an Earth escape orbit must be achieved after the burn has

been completed, requiring a velocity of 8.85 km/s based on a Hohmann Transfer orbit (see

Appendix A). These requirements limit the choice of launch vehicle, especially by payload

capacity and fairing size. The proposed launch vehicle for this mission is an Atlas system,

although a Delta II may be possible should the spacecraft mass change, perhaps due to an

alternative trajectory design. The option remains, however, to design a new launch system to
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meet the requirements of the mission, but the cost implications would probably be

unacceptable.It is most beneficialto thismissionto designthe spacecraftto becompatible

with severallaunchsystemsto enhancelaunchavailability.

Table 4.1: Mass Budget

Element

Spacecraft Structure
Bus

Booms (truss structure)

Fasteners and joints
(10%)

Deployment mechanisms
(10%)

Contingency (25%)

Sampler

Mass (k[[)
1309.35

801
102

90.3

95

Penetrator 262

Power

Solar Array
RTG

Guidance Navigation &
Control

Scientific Instruments

Communication

Computer
TOTAL

10% Electronic wirin_

90.3

225.75

10% Mass Mar_in

Thermal Control (8% dry)
TOTAL DRY MASS

Mass Propellant for
Hohmann-like transfer

Propellant tanks (10%)

Valves, tubing (25%) of

propellant tank mass
TOTAL WET MASS

93
10
83

77

134.9

7.1
12

1990.35

199.04

199.04

159.23

2547.66

2602.02
2312.6

231.26

57.82

5150

4.3 Atlas Commercial Launch Vehicle

Although the Atlas series has several rockets which meet the payload capacity criteria

for the CNSR mission, it is presumed that only the Atlas II and Atlas IIA will still be in
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production by the time the mission is preparedfor launch. Performanceparametersare

available in Table 4.2 for a low Earth orbit of 185 km at an inclination of 28 degrees

assumingthe smallerpayload fairing is used[10]. The Atlas, primarily usedby the Air

Force,is capableof low Earth,geosynchronoustransferor geosynchronousEarthorbitsand

is usedequallyfor eachtype. From 1958to 1990,thesuccessrateof this rocketwasa fairly

high 86.9%,accomplishing213 of 245 attempts[10]. Howeverthesefiguresdo not include

datafrom theAtlas IIA, andIIAS.

Table 4.2: Performance Parameters for Atlas, Delta Launch Systems

Launch

System

ATLAS I
ATLAS II
ATLAS IIA
ATLAS IIAS

DELTA II

LEO

(kg)

5785
6600
6965
8595

3990
5045

Fairing Envelope
Dia. (m) Length (m)

3.3, 4.2

2.9,3.05

10.4, 12.0

8.47, 7.92

Compatible Upper
Stages

Centaur I
Centaur II
Centaur IIA
Centaur IIA

PAM-D

The Atlas II and Atlas IIA models are compatible with the Centaur IIA upper stage,

which is assumed to be part of the launch system. Launch sites for this rocket include both

Vandenburg Air Force Base and Cape Canaveral Air Force Station, although the Atlas IIA

and IIAS are limited to only the Cape Canaveral site. Financial analysis produces ranges

from $80-120 million in 1990 dollars.
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4.3.1 PayloadCompartment

The payload fairing will protect the spacecraftfrom the time it is loadedinto the

payload envelope through atmosphericascent. The fairing can experiencea dynamic

pressureof 33520 N/m2 with a maximum pressurechangeequal to 5.4 KPa/second.

Maximum acoustic levels can reach 137.4 dB with frequenciesat a minimum of 10 Hz

laterally and 15Hz longitudinally [10]. The launch systemapplies both axial and lateral

loadsto the spacecraftduring launchandascent.Although the maximum loads do not occur

simultaneously, they can reach 6 g's axially and +__2g's laterally.

The Atlas has a choice of two payload fairings (see Table 4.2) each with the

capability to add a thermal shield or acoustic blanket for very controlled environments [10].

The estimated dimensions for the spacecraft when in a folded configuration indicate a smaller

payload fairing size can be used for this mission. The dynamic envelope, or useable envelope

for this fairing has a maximum payload diameter of 2.92 m, maximum cylinder length of 5.33

m, and maximum cone length of 3.84 m with a payload adaptor interface diameter of 0.945 m

or 1.21 m [10]. The fairing structure is a skin-stringer shell made of aluminum.

4.3.2 Payload Delivery

The ultimate goal of the launch system is to safely deliver the payload to a desired

orbit. To assure this, the Atlas IIA is integrated with a Centaur avionics system for guidance,

flight control and sequencing functions [10]. The Inertial Navigation Unit (INU) performs

the inertial guidance and attitude control computations for the Atlas and the upper stage, as

well as controls the upper stage tank pressure and propellant use [10]. The Remote Control

Unit (RCU) provides sequencing for the vehicle and spacecraft. A Power Distribution Unit

(PDU) provides changeover capabilities form ground to internal main vehicle power system

to meet spacecraft power requirements.
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The attitudecontrol systemis capableof payloaddelivery with anaccuracyof +0.5 °

in pitch, yaw and roll. For a Low Earth Orbit, the system can deliver the payload to a circular

orbit +6.5 km and within 0.011 ° inclination.

4.4 Conclusions and Recommendations

A vast improvement to the launch system would be to lower the margin between the

spacecraft loaded mass and the maximum payload capability. A reduction of only 100 kg in

the spacecraft mass would allow the launch system to be downgraded to a Delta II. This

launch system would still meet the size constraint of the spacecraft, with fairing size options

of 2.9 m and 3.5 m. System cost would drop substantially to $45-50 million using the Delta

system. Finally, since the Atlas IIA was in production during 1991, while the Delta II was

already completed by 1989, there is not a comparable amount of reliable flight data available.
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5.0 Spacecraft Structures and Mechanisms

5.1 Requirements [9]

The spacecraft structure and mechanisms subsystem will consist primarily of the

spacecraft bus and attachments (see Figures 5.1 and 5.2). This subsystem will mechanically

support all spacecraft subsystems and attach the spacecraft to the Atlas II. The spacecraft can

be categorized as having two classes of structures. The primary structure, the first class, will

be responsible for carrying the spacecraft's major loads and the secondary structure, the

second class, will support low-weight components (typically under 10 lbs).

Solar Array Sun Shade

Figure 5.1: CNSR Spacecraft Launch Configuration

Many design parameters for the spacecraft structures and mechanisms subsystem are

determined by the launch vehicle. These parameters must be designed to fit within

requirements for the payload fairing or dynamic envelope of the launch vehicle. Strength,

weight, geometry, and stiffness requirements of the spacecraft and the interface to the launch
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booster must be satisfied as well as rigidity and natural frequency requirements. The

spacecraftstructuremust bedesignedto surviveall phasesof the designprocess,including

manufactureand assembly,transportandhandling, testing,pre-launchtesting,and finally,

launch,ascent,andmission operations[9].

RTG (Back Side)

Magnetometer
Sun Shield

Xenon Propellant Tanks (2)

Hydrazine Tanks (2)

High-Gain Antenna

/ Solar Array

ion

A, 7 _ scan Platform

_ j P e a o,

M_ Engine

Figure 5.2: Deployed CNSR Spacecraft

5.2 Advanced Composite Materials

The use of advanced composite materials in construction will provide many

advantages. Not only do composites achieve very high strength and stiffness at low weight,

but they have also proven to have improved damping qualities and to be damage tolerant to

impact and fatigue. The potential also exists to tailor material properties to optimize

structural efficiency and also to create smart structures for specialized applications.
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Of course, composite materials are not perfect. Composites are difficult to

manufacture which makes them costly and also difficult to fasten together. Most composite

material structures have metal end fittings attached by bonding, but the bond's strength

depends on the process and workmanship [9]. Another problem associated with the use of

composites for space purposes is outgassing. In order to avoid this problem, special

laminates will need to be applied to the composite. Continuing research and increased

popularity in the use of advanced composite materials should dictate the need for new

manufacturing techniques and mass production. This should make composites relatively

inexpensive to use and the advantages will far outweigh the cost. Thus, advanced composite

materials will be utilized whenever possible in the spacecraft construction.

5.3 Truss Construction

As shown in Table 5.1, all truss members will be graphite/epoxy (G/E) tubes with

beryllium end fittings. The use of G/E will provide a high stiffness to weight ratio along with

negligible expansion and contraction resulting from temperature gradients [9]. The use of

beryllium provides a way to fasten the tubes together in addition to providing high stiffness.

Figure 5.3, which was created on the ANSYS TM finite element package, illustrates one of the

instrument support trusses which will be used.
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Table 5.1: Spacecraft Materials (Wertz, J.R., and Larson, W.J., Space Mission
Analysis and Design, Kluwer Academic Publishers, Boston, MA, 1991)

Mamrial

G/E

Kevlar

Aluminum

Honeycomb
Hex 5052

Beryllium

Young's
Modulus

E

(GPa)

289

75

3.1

293

Density

P * 10E3

(kg/m 3)

1.69

1.38

0.096

1.85

Shear
Modulus

G

(GPa)

4.1

2.1

N/A

138.0

Specific
Stiffness

E/9

(103N rn&g)
171

54.3

32.3

158.4

Location

truss

bus skin

panel

bus core

end fittings;
propellant

tanks

Figure 5.3: Instrument Support Truss
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Themodelwasconstructedwith ANSYSTM using simple beam elements assuming an

effective spar radius of 1.9 cm and a flexural rigidity of 3.077x104 N m. Analysis was done

on the LPSP truss structure for launch configuration. This condition was investigated

because of extremely harsh loading conditions experienced during launch, which the LPSP

will observe more than the HPSP because of the higher instrument mass being supported. At

the time of analysis, the exact launch vehicle was not known so a launch G-force of 7.7 g was

assumed, for a worst case scenario. The results of this analysis are provided in Table 5.2.

Appendix E shows the truss in each of its first three natural frequencies. None of these

determined frequencies match fundamental vibration frequencies of the launch systems under

consideration. As a result, there should not be much of a problem for the truss during launch,

except for the possibility of acoustical frequencies, which were not investigated.

Table 5.2 ANSYS TM Structure Analysis

Maximum 1st Natural 2nd Natural 3rd Natural

Component Mass (kg) Deflection Frequency Frequency Frequency
(cm) (Hz) (Hz) (Hz)

Truss 51.83 0.0073 85.84 97.45 189.81

Bus 802.91 0.275 .........

5.4 Spacecraft Bus Construction

The spacecraft bus, which will contain many of the delicate and mission-critical

instruments, must be designed to withstand impacts from comet debris. The structure will

consist of an eight bay bus with sandwich construction skin panels, as shown in Figure 5.4.

The skin panels are designed as a sandwich using Kevlar face sheets separated by an

aluminum honeycomb core, as shown in Figure 5.5. This type of construction features high

strength, stiffness, and impact resistance and is stiffer than skin-only designs of comparable

weight [9]. Analysis performed on ANSYS is given in Table 5.1, where reaction forces

during launch by the scan platform booms were applied.
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Figure 5.4: Eight-bayBusStructure

AluminumHoneycomb

f [[_[[_[[[_[_[[_[[[[[__[[HW[[_[[_[_[_[[[[[[[[H[_[_u_[[[[[[[_[H_u_W_[[[[_[H[[_H[W_[[[_[[_[[_---(-0.1cm

Kevlar._ -_S.O cm

Figure 5.5: Sandwich Construction Skin Panels
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It is imperativethat the spacecraftdesignmeet the aforementionedrequirementsas

well asadditionalcriteria to beaneffectivespacecraftbus. The missioncalls for a busthat

hasapositivehistoryof usage.Also, this spacecraftbuswouldhaveto changeto specifically

fit this mission,which meansthat it canbe easilyreconfigured. Lastly, this spacecraftbus

wouldhaveto becosteffectiveto avoidtheburdenof additionalfunding. Thespacecraftbus

chosenfor the Snowballmission,theMariner Mark II, meetstheserequirements,aswell as

structuralandgeometricrequirementsdeterminedby the launchvehicle. The MarinerMark

II programwasdesignedat JPL by working with theSolar SystemExploration Committee

(SSEC). Theconceptis to makea spacecraftwith VoyagerandGalileoquality science,and

to useinheritanceandnewtechnologyto keepdevelopmentcostslow [11].

5.5 TetherConstruction

Thecometsamplewill beretrievedby meansof a tetherconnectingthesamplerwith

theorbiting spacecraft.Thetethermustsupportthemassof thesamplein additionto its own

massand any externalforces. NASA andthe Martin Marietta Corporationhavecreateda

tetheror amulti-layeredcablethatis only one-tenthof aninch thick. At its coreis acopper-

wound,plastic filament that is surroundedfor strengthwith braidedKevlar. The outermost

layer is madeof Nomex,a syntheticfiber that will protectagainstoxidation by any ionized

gases.Thetethercanhold up to 1873.7N without breaking[12]. A tetherof largerdiameter

andsimilarconstructioncanbedevelopedto supporta greatermass.

5.6 ConclusionsandRecommendations

Further investigation should be made into the optimization of the scanplatform

boomswith respectto size,strength,andweight. Investigationof the acousticalfrequencies

encounteredduring launchshouldalso beanalyzedfor the truss structure. The spacecraft

bus,beingoff the shelf,cannotbeoptimized; however,it canbe analyzedfor full reaction

forcesduring launchto assuresurvivalduringlaunch.
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6.0 Power

6.1 Requirements

The power subsystem will consist of the sources to generate electrical power, the

storage mechanisms, the wiring for distribution, and the regulators for control purposes.

Furthermore, a method to dispose the excess heat within the spacecraft will be necessary.

Major considerations concerning this subsystem involve the reliability, lifetime, and heritage

of each component. This comet sample return mission will require approximately 528 W of

power. Table 6.1 outlines the estimated power needs of the spacecraft.

Table 6.1: Power Budget

Spacecraft Component
Guidance, Navigation, and

Control (sensors only)

Mapping
Communications

Computer System
Structure

Power OV)
20

150

122

50

50

Thermal 40

Sample Extraction

Average Power

Margin (15%)

Total average requirements for
operating power

27

459

69

528

6.2 Sources

For the comet mission, a method to supply electrical power for the spacecraft's

operations is needed. The possible power source options for long duration (5-15 years)

space missions are solar, nuclear reactor, and radioisotope [ 13]. The solar power source can

be photovoltaic arrays or solar dynamic systems. Both static and dynamic use of a nuclear

reactor or radioisotope comprise the other options. Solar arrays function as power sources by
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converting the incident solar radiation into electrical energy. The static power sources

convert thermalenergyinto electricpower. For thedynamicpower sourceseither Stirling-

cycle, Rankine-cycle,or Brayton-cycleenginesgeneratetheelectricalpower. Theseengines

useaworking fluid that is transferredfrom a heatsource,suchassolararrays,radioisotope,

or nuclearreactor [9]. Nuclear reactorusehasbeenessentiallyruled out for this mission,

becauseis hasnotbeenprovenreliableandis not fully developed.Thepowersourcesfor the

spacecraftin this cometmissionwill needto producepowerfor anextendedperiodof time;

the reliability and effectivenessof the various power sourcesare the main factors in

determiningtheappropriatepowersourcethatwill meettheneedsof thiscometmission.

6.2.1 SolarArrays

Solararraysareuseful for missionsup to aboutten years. Sincethe samplereturn

mission will probably take from six to eight years, solar arrays are a viable option.

Photovoltaicsproducebetween26-100W/kg. In addition,theycost2500to 3000dollarsper

W [13]. Silicon, gallium-arsenide,or indiumphosphidesolarcells will beusedto construct

the arrays. Silicon solar ceils cost less thangallium-arsenidecells and indium phosphide

cells,mainly becausethelatterarestill in thedevelopmentalstages.Usingsiliconsolarcells,

however,requires that the solar arraysbemore massiveand larger than the arraysusing

gallium-arsenide.Gallium-arsenidedoeshavea highercell efficiency thanthe silicon solar

cell. Indium phosphide,anotheroption, hasan advantagein that it reducesthe degrading

effectsof radiation. The developmentandreliability of siliconsolar cellsis moreadvanced

which makesthe silicon solarcells anattractiveoption for the solararraysfor this mission

[9].

Recent advancements in solar arrays have brought about ultra-light solar panels called

Super-ULP's. These arrays produce 60 W/kg and 100 W/m 2 at 1 AU from the sun [13].
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6.2.2 RadioisotopeThermoelectricGenerator

A radioisotopethermoelectricgenerator(RTG) is a staticpowersourceoptionfor this

cometsamplereturnmission. The RTGworkson theprinciple that thenaturaldecayof the

radioisotopegives off heatto generatethermalpower. A commonly usedradioisotopeis

plutonium-238which hasa half-life of 87.7years. An averageRTG producesabout 8-10

W/kg, and it will cost approximately 16,000-18,000dollars per W [14]. The RTG is

advantageoussince it only slightly degradesover time, does not depend on the Sun's

radiation,anddoesnotrequirestorageof its power. Sincetheuseof anRTG is more risky

thanphotovoltaicsor dynamicpowersources,moresafetymeasuresandanalysisis involved

[9].

6.3 Evaluation

Becauseof thismission'shighpowerrequirements,solararrayswill besupplemented

by an RTG. Solar arrayshave beensuccessfullyusedfor many spacemissionsover the

years. They havea strongheritage,and they are reliable and developedfor use in space.

Anotheradvantageis that solararraysdo notuseonboardfuels; theSun'sradiationis not a

scarcecommodity, thoughit doesdecreaserapidly with distance[16]. Somedisadvantages

for solar cell arraysare their large size,the needfor solarintensity, and thedangerof dust

nearthecomet [17]. Solararraysmust beusedin conjunctionwith batteriesfor this comet

mission. Sincethespacecraftwill befarther than3AU from thesunduring themission,the

spacecraftwill alsobepoweredby thestoredenergyin thebatteries.

The otherpower sourceis theradioisotopethermoelectricgenerator. TheRTG also

hasbeensuccessfullyusedin spacemissions; for example,since1961theUnited Stateshas

successfullyused36 RTGsaselectricalpower sourcesin 21 spacesystems[16]. However,

manysafetyconcernsstill surroundthe useof RTGsdueto thefact that theyemit radiative

energy.
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6.4 PowerSourceSizing

For this mission thepower subsystemwill consistof an RTG, batteries,andeither

siliconsolarceilsor theSuperULP's. Thespacecraftwill unfold thesolararraysafterlaunch

andwill usethemasthepowersourceup to about3 AU from the Sun. It will approach the

comet using the energy stored in the batteries and/or from the RTG. Leaving the comet, the

spacecraft will rely upon the stored energy until it is again about 3 AU from the Sun. In

addition, the solar arrays on the return trip will help to shadow the comet sample [ 18].

The power available for the mission will depend on the size of the RTG and the area

of the solar array. RTGs can provide between 2.7 and 285 W, depending on their size. A

16.6" x 44.5" RTG with a mass of 56 kg would generate approximately 285 W [19]. The

area of the solar array is dependent upon the amount of power needed for the mission and

upon the arrays capabilities at its beginning of life (BOL) and end of life (EOL). The array's

power per area decreases over time; therefore, the life degradation is the factor between the

EOL and BOL power per area. The following shows the calculations used to determine the

area of the solar arrays for this mission.

PBOL = Po Id cos 0

Since the silicon solar cells have ideal efficiencies of 14%, the ideal solar cell output

performance per unit area, Po, is 190 W/m 2. Accounting for the design and assembly,

shadowing, and temperature of the solar array, the inherent degradation, Id, is nominally 0.77

[9]. The incident angle, 0, varies between 0 to 23.5 degrees. The goal of the attitude control

subsystem of the spacecraft is to maintain an incident angle as close as possible to zero

degrees. In addition to the control for the solar array, the spacecraft will need to maintain the

attitude to protect the comet sample. The beginning of life power per area was calculated to

be around 145 W/m 2 for an incident angle around 5 degrees.

PEOL = PBOL Ld
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For the comet samplereturn mission which is expectedto take about six years, the life

degradation,Ld, wouldbeabout77%for a siliconsolararray. Theendof life powerperarea

for themissionwouldbeapproximately110W/m2.

Asa=Psa/ PEOL

Finally, the area of the solar army using silicon cells was calculated to be around 2.3 m 2 for a

power requirement of 528 W with the RTG supplying around 275 W [9]. The mass for the

silicon solar arrays would be 5-10 kg, and the RTG will have a mass of 56 kg. The Super-

ULP's would also need to be about 2.5 m 2 if they were used, but they would only have a

mass of 4.2 kg [15]. The main advantage of the Super-ULP's is that they have a smaller

mass than the silicon arrays; however, the silicon solar arrays have a strong heritage. The

RTG/solar array combination appears to be an appropriate method of power generation for

this mission. Furthermore, recent advancements are being made in the development of more

efficient and safer RTGs and in increasing the amount of power a solar array can generate per

area.

6.5 Storage

The energy storage will be accomplished with the use of batteries. Since the power

demand varies and may not be generated continuously as in photovoltaics, batteries are

necessary to store the energy. The main requirement of the battery is to recharge when the

spacecraft is near the Sun and discharge at a distance greater than 3 AU [14]. Primary

batteries were essentially not considered an acceptable option for this mission, since they

cannot be recharged; therefore, secondary batteries will store the energy from the solar

arrays. The batteries will either be made of nickel-cadmium, nickel-hydrogen, or sodium-

sulfur. The nickel-cadmium battery is the most common secondary battery; however, the

nickel-hydrogen battery appears to be better for extended missions [9]. The nickel-hydrogen

battery is still under development but expectations are high concerning its performance. The
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nickel-cadmiumbattery,however,is supportedby extensivedataand by its successin many

missions.

6.6 Power for Penetrator

The penetrator can be powered by either batteries or an RTG. A possible option is to

mount small arrays on the penetrator which can use the Sun's radiant energy when the comet

neared the Sun. A battery could be used to store energy during eclipse periods. Since the

penetrator will be in place when the comet is at apogee, the timing to use the solar arrays

would be difficult to coordinate. Furthermore, using batteries would limit the amount of the

monitoring time. The batteries for use in the penetrator would last approximately ten days

[18]. An RTG was elected to be used as the power source for the penetrator. The RTG

would produce the necessary amount of power for an extended amount of time. Ideally,

monitoring of the comet through one orbital period is desired. However, the length of time

the RTG can supply power would determine the amount of monitoring time. Since the

penetrator will need 137 W, the RTG is estimated to be 3.3" x 8.7" and have a mass of 27 kg.

6.7 Conclusions and Recommendations

The power for the spacecraft bus and the penetrator together form the power

subsystem of the comet nucleus sample return mission. Table 6.2 presents a summary of the

power sources for the spacecraft and their sizes.

Table 6.2: Power Generation Sizing

Power Available

(w)
Mass (k_)

Size

Silicon Solar Arra_,s
253

5-10

2.3 m 2

RTG

275

56

0.158 m 3
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In addition to the RTG and the silicon solar cell arrays for the spacecraft's needs, a smaller

RTG will meet the penetrator's requirements. Rocket thrusters will also provide power in the

mission, such as the case of the drilling for the sample extraction. The power storage

component of the subsystem will be comprised of nickel-cadmium batteries. Depending on

the future of this proposed mission, nickel-hydrogen batteries may become available and

prove to be more effective for this mission. Furthermore, RTGs are still being technically

advanced, and using solely RTGs to generate power may be more efficient.
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7.0 Propulsion

7.1 Requirements

The propulsion system will be responsible for providing the necessary AV's and

attitude control maneuvers to accomplish the mission in the most efficient manner. What

follows is a description of the chosen propulsive method and the process taken to arrive at

this system.

7.2 Chemical

Chemical combustion systems including liquid, solid, and hybrid rockets are the most

common. Although monopropellant engines have excellent handling characteristics, relative

stability, and clean product decomposition, they lack performance to provide large velocity

changes. In bipropellant engines, a fuel and an oxidizer chemically react with one another.

One such example is monomethylhydrazine (MMH) and N204. This system type is more

complex and expensive, but it produces a much higher specific impulse than the

monopropellant systems [9].

7.3 Electric

Electric propulsion (EP) systems externally provide electric power to a working fluid

to produce useful thrust. An ion engine uses charged particles that are accelerated by an

electric field and discharged at a high velocity. Ion thrusters are able to generate exhaust

velocities of 30 to 50 krn/s, which are one order of magnitude higher than conventional

chemical rockets. Hence, one EP-stage is able to generate velocity increments of 15 to 25

km/s with gross payload ratios of 10% to 50% [20]. While developmental risks are high, this

method of propulsion seems promising because of its high-specific impulse, but low-thrust

capabilities.
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7.4 PropulsionScenario

Selectinga propulsion systemfor the Snowball mission involves many different

parametersincluding the massand sizeof the spacecraft.Though thenuclearoptionsare

clearly thewayof thefuture,therearestill uncertaintiesin their development,andat this time

theycannotbeconsideredasa viableoption.

For the comet samplereturnmission, a hybrid electric/chemicalpropulsionsystem

will be used. The first phaseof the mission, which includeslaunchAV's and inclination

changes,will usean ion electricpropulsionsystempoweredby solararrays. Becauseof the

high potentialof solararraydamagein nearcometoperations,thearrayswill beshieldedfor

their protection. Chemicalpropulsionwill beusedfor the remainderof the voyagefor all

midcoursecorrectionsandrendezvousmaneuvers.A similarmethodwasoriginally planned

for theCNSRmission.

The attitude correction thrusterswill also use chemicalpropulsion for the entire

voyage. The back-up systemswill be suppliedby chemical rockets should the electric

propulsionfail.

7.5 First PropulsivePhase- XenonElectricPropulsion

As previously stated,theprimary systemwill useelectric propulsion. Specifically,

the ESA/Germanrf-ion thrusterRIT 35 xenon or similar type engine will be used.This

engineworks with anelectrodeless,inductive rf-gasdischargeand ion-optically optimized

three-gridelectrostaticaccelerator[20]. In an electricpropulsion thruster,the propulsive

mass(propellant)is ionized andthenacceleratedto high exhaustvelocitiesby electrostatic

Coulomb-forces.Thus,anEP-thrusterconsistsof:

1. Theionizer, i.e.,the ion or plasmasource(substitutingtheconventional
combustionchamber)

2. Theaccelerator,i.e., ahigh-voltageforcegrid systemor a "magneticnozzle"
(substitutingthethermodyna_z_icnozzle)

3. Theauxiliary andperipherycomponentssuchasthethrustercaseandpropellant
tanks
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In general,electric propulsionsystemsconsistof 4 components: the electric power source,

the thruster electronics, the propellant storage and feed system, and the thruster itself. These

will now be detailed.

7.5.1 Electric Power Source

As the primary power source, ultra-light solar panels will be used. One example is

the Super-ULPs of MBB, Munich which are capable of generating more than 60 W/kg and

100 W/m 2 of specific power at 1 AU [20]. Unfortunately, solar cells operate effectively only

up to 3 AU and a cell deterioration of up to 30% may be expected for this mission [21]. Solar

arrays also risk comet dust impact damage on near-comet maneuvers. This second problem

can be remedied by retracting the solar arrays when such damage is probable.

7.5.2 Electronics

The thruster electronics must provide the thrust unit with all the required voltage. An

automatic control unit must control the system operation from the main bus voltage [20].

7.5.3 Propellant System

The propellant system includes the storage tank, the propellant feed systems, and the

flow control unit. Ion thrusters need propellant of a high atomic mass in order to enable

sufficient impulse-to-energy or thrust-per-power consumption rates. Xenon propellant has

been chosen as the propellant for the electric propulsion phase and its physical features are

given in Table 7.1.

Table 7.1: Xenon Propellant Features ("Review: Ion Propulsion Systems", Paper

87-25119, 1987, pp.75-92; 1 Airco Gas Company of Malvern, PA)

Contamination Risk

Price

Atomic Mass

None

$4.00/liter
131.3 AMU
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True, it is estimatedthat thepropellantwill cost approximately $436,600 for the estimated

642.90 kg [21], but the safety which can be ensured to ground crews and mission operations

justify this expenditure. Another substantial factor in choosing electric propulsion is that

xenon will reduce the total propellant mass by 58.66%. This is shown in Table 7.2.

Table 7.2: Comparison of EP/Chemical Hybrid System to AU-Chemical System

(2MMH pricing from Olin Research Rocket Company @ $48.40/kg)

Parameter

Propellant Mass

Propellant Cost 2

EP/Chemical

Hybrid Propulsion

2312.60 kg

$517,400

All Chemical

Propulsion

5594.48 k_

$121,800

% Saved By Using
Hybrid System

58.66

-76.47

In principle, the required propulsive force could be generated by one single EP-

thruster. In practice, a cluster of 6 to 8 engines is preferred because of redundancy and

throttling by cluster switching and the possibility of spacecraft maneuvering [20].

7.6 Second Propulsive Phase - Chemical Propulsion

Xenon electric propulsion will not be able to be utilized in near-comet operations.

Similar to the CNSR mission, the solar arrays will be covered at about 200 km from the

comet to ensure that the arrays do not incur further damage from comet debris impact. These

arrays will remain retracted for the remainder of the mission. The second phase will be

comprised of mission operations including the comet approach sequence, comet exploration

and escape, and the Earth return sequence.

The fuel and oxidizer combination monomethylhydrazine will be used. This

combination has a specific impulse of 220 s and the same mass margins were used as those

for xenon. It is estimated that 1669.70 kg will cost approximately $80,800. The chemical

propulsion expenditures are also depicted in Table 7.2.
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7.7 PropellantBudget

The propellant budgetis presentedin Table 7.3. Allowances have beenmadefor

nominalandoff-nominaloperationswhich includecorrectionfactors. A missionmarginand

contingencyof 5%eachhavebeenassumedandresidualpropellantand loadinguncertainty

accountedfor anadditional2%and0.5%respectively[9]. It shouldbenotedthat thexenon

fuel accounted for 27.80% of the total propellant budget. Hence, for mass budget

considerations,it is easyto seewhy electricpropulsionwaschosenasthe primary method.

Though anall-chemicalsystemis nearly4.25 timeslessexpensivethan thehybrid system,

the advantages of a hybrid propulsion system are certainly made up for in mass

considerationsby 58.66%. Thereducedpropellantmasswill ultimately reducelaunchcosts

becausesmaller,lessexpensivelaunchrocketswouldbeused.

Table 7.3: SnowballPropellantBudget

Element

AV Maneuvers
ControlFunctions

NominalLoad
Allowancefor Off-Nominal

Performance
Allowancefor Nominal

Operations
MissionMar_in

Contingency
Total RequiredPropellant

ResidualPropellant
Loadin_Uncertainty

Total Propellantof Phase

Total Propellant Load

HohmannTransfer Mass of

Xenon-EP Propellant (kg)

682.987

0.000

682.987

6.830

6.830

HohmannTrans_rMass of

Chemical Propellant(kg)

1218.850

233.000
1451.850

14.518

14.518

34.800 74.000

34.800 74.000

765.600 1628.000

15.312 32.560

3.828 8.140

784.739 1668.700

2453.439
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7.8 Attitude ControlThrusters

All attitudeandcontrol movementswill beaccomplishedby chemicalthrusters. A

massof 233 kg hasbeenincorporatedinto the propulsionbudgetat anestimatedcost of

$11,300.Thesethrustershavea steady-statepulseof 285s andamassof 0.5kg [9].

7.9 FuelTanks

Four spherical fuel tanks will be usedfor this mission becausethey are easy to

incorporateinto the spacecraftbusconfiguration. Eachtank will havea diameterof 1.2m;

threewill containhydrazineandtheotherxenon. Typically, stainlesssteelmetalpropellant

tanksareusedbecauseof their provendesignandcompatibility [9]. Becausethesetankswill

becustommadefor theSnowballmission,it is difficult to analyzethetank'scostandmassat

this time. Temperaturecontrol will beaccomplishedby activeand passivethermalcontrol

measures.

7.10 ConclusionsandRecommendations

Componentrefinementsinclude placingthe main electric andchemicalthrusterson

the spacecraftbus,positioningthe attitudecontrol thrusters,andchoosinga specifictype of

propellanttank. Of thepropulsivetasksremaining,determiningtheplacementof thethruster

is likely to bethemostdifficult.
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8.0 Guidance, Navigation, and Control

8.1 Requirements

Assuming that the launch vehicle accurately delivers the spacecraft to an initial low

Earth orbit, additional correction velocity changes will not be required. As a result, initial

orbital maneuvers could be programmed from the ground, requiring no onboard guidance and

navigation. Once the spacecraft is out of Earth orbit, however, guidance and control will

require onboard equipment for attitude control. The payload pointing direction for this

mission will be inertial pointing, due to the comet's non-Earth oriented orbit. This will have

an important role in the determination of proper guidance, navigation, and control systems.

8.2 Sensors

The selection of the sensors is dependent upon accuracy as well as the type of

referencing, i.e., the inertial fixed direction for the Snowball mission. The following is a

description of possible sensors which may be used in conjunction with the mission, and most

likely in combination with one another.

8.2.1 Sun Sensors [22]

Sun sensors are the most widely used sensor type; one or more varieties have flown

on nearly every satellite. The Sun sensor owes its versatility to several factors. Unlike the

Earth, the angular radius of the Sun is nearly orbit independent and sufficiently small (0.267

deg at 1 AU) such that for this mission, a point-source approximation is valid. This

simplifies both sensor design and attitude determination algorithms. The Sun, at Wild 2

aphelion, is sufficiently bright to permit the use of simple, reliable equipment without

discriminating among sources and with minimal power requirements. Consequently, the

Snowball mission is concerned with the orientation and time evolution of the Sun vector in

body coordinates. Attitude control systems are frequently based upon :_e use of a Sun
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referencepulsefor thrusterfirings, or moregenerally,wheneverphaseangleinformation is

required. Sunsensorsarealso usedto protectsensitiveequipmentsuchas startrackers,to

providea referencefor onboardattitudecontrol,andto positionsolarpowerarrays.

Sunpresencedetectorsareusedto protectinstrumentation,to activatehardware,and

to position the spacecraft.Ideally, Sunpresencedetectorsprovidea stepfunction response

thatindicateswhentheSunis within thefield of view (FOV) of thedetector.

8.2.2 StarSensors[22]

Star sensorsmeasurestar coordinatesin the spacecraftframe and provide attitude

information when theseobservedcoordinatesare comparedwith known star directions

obtainedfrom astarcatalog. In general,starsensorsarethemostaccurateof attitudesensors,

achieving accuraciesto the arc-secondrange. This impressivecapability is not provided

without considerablecost, however. Star sensorsareheavy,expensive,andrequire more

power than most other attitudesensors. In addition, computersoftware requirementsare

extensive,becausemeasurementsmustbepreprocessedandidentified beforeattitudescanbe

calculated.Starsensorsalsosufferfrom bothoccultationandinterferencefrom theSun,the

Earth,andotherbright sources.In spiteof thesedisadvantages,theaccuracyandversatility

of star sensorshave led to applications in a variety of different spacecraft attitude

environments.

Stray light is a major problem with star sensors.Thus, an effective Sun shadeis

critical to star sensorperformance.Carefullydesignedlight bafflesareusuallyemployedto

minimize exposureof the optical systemto sunlight and light scatteredby dust particles,

nozzleexhaust,andportionsof the spacecraftitself. Evenwith a well-designedSunshade,

starsensorsaretypically inoperablewithin 30 to 60degof theSun.

Gimbaled star trackersarecommonly usedwhen the spacecraftmust operateat a

variety of attitudes. This type of trackerhasavery small optical FOV (usually lessthan 1

deg). The gimbal mounts, however, give the sensora much larger effective FOV. In
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addition, thesetrackersnormally operateon a relatively small numberof target stars. A

major disadvantageof gimbaledstartrackersis that the mechanicalaction of the gimbals

reducestheir long-termreliability. Also, thegimbalmountassemblyis frequently largeand

heavy.

Manydifferent typesof imagedefinition devicesareusedin gimbaledstartrackersto

determinethepositionof thestarwith respectto thecenterpositionin thesmall FOV. The

electronicsassemblycausesthegimbalsto movesothat the starimageremainscenteredin

thesmallFOV. The star'spositionis thengivenby thegimbalanglereadoutpositions.

Spacecraftwhich maintainan inertially fixed directioncommonlyemploy gimbaled

startrackerswhich havea uniquetargetstar. Thepositionsof PolarisandCanopusnearthe

northcelestialandsoutheclipticpoles,respectively,makethesetwo starsparticularly useful.

A Sun/Canopusattitude referencesystemhasbeenusedfor Marinerand Surveyor[23]. A

seriousdisadvantageof unique startrackersis that they may occasionallytrack either the

wrongstaror particlesscatteringstraylight, suchaspaintchipsfrom thespacecraft.

8.2.3 Inertial MeasurementUnits

Inertial measurementunits (IMUs) consist of sensorsthat measuretranslational

motion usingaccelerometersandrotationalmotionusinggyros. SpacecraftIMUs needthese

accelerometersonly if they mustmeasurevelocity, eitherfor guidanceandnavigationof the

spacecraftor for turning off anengine. Theseunits canbegimbaledplatforms: gyrosand

accelerometersmountedon aninternalplatform that maintainsa giveninertial orientationin

space. Theseunits can also be strapdownsystems,which usehigh-resolutionsoftwareto

resolvethe outputof the body-referencedsensorsinto an inertial frame. Strapdown units

often use rate gyros that supply rates directly and allow the integration of their output to

obtain position data [9]. Rate gyros are the simplest and the least expensive gyros, but their

integrated output requires frequent correction for precise attitude determination using other

sensors such as Sun sensors and star trackers [22].
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IMUs aresubjectto gyrodrift andbiaserrors. For morethana few hoursof use,their

information mustbe updatedfrom anexternalreference such as the Earth, Sun, or the stars.

In the future the IMU gyros of the gas-bearing and laser type will be made smaller, less

massive, less costly, and therefore be more commonly used, while a host of new gyros are on

the drawing board, such as the fiber-optic gyro [9].

8.2.4 Sensor Determination

The sensor system chosen for the Snowball mission is a fiber optic rotation sensor in

combination with a sun sensor and star tracker. The star tracker to be used is the recently

upgraded Astros II, a gimbaled star and target tracker. Its advantages include the abilities to

simultaneously integrate over a field as it scans and to tolerate a higher amount of stray light

(as compared to the former model, Astros I) [24]. The sun sensor for Snowball will be an

Adcole two-axis digital sun sensor, a category of acquisition sun sensors. Though sun

sensors are not used for high precision navigation corrections, they do serve important

functions which include the shielding of more sensitive instrumentation, due to their relative

ruggedness. The fiber optic rotation sensor (FORS), which is an IMU, will be placed in

parallel with the Astros II star tracker. It includes an integrated optics chip to control

rotational motion using gyros. The new technological payoffs of FORS include long life, low

mass and power, and a lower recurring cost [24]. The rate gyros used by FORS are the

simplest and least expensive in comparison to other IMUs but their output requires frequent

correction. This is why it is used in conjunction with a sun sensor and star tracker.

All three of the sensors will be placed on the High-Precision Scan Platform. The

Adcole sun sensor requires a 128 ° by 128 ° FOV and thus is placed on the outer corner of the

platform [22]. Astros II, which is a fragile component, will be sandwiched between other

less fragile instruments.
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8.3 Actuators

Oncethe requirementsaredefined,a methodof controlling the spacecraft must be

selected from three types: passive, spinners, or three-axis stabilized. Three-axis stabilized

control is best suited to the Snowball mission because of the extreme accuracies required for

Wild 2 observations. The following is a list of possible actuator controllers which may be

used in conjunction with the mission.

8.3.1 Momentum and Reaction Wheels [22]

Devices for the storage of momentum are used on spacecraft for several purposes: to

add stability against disturbance torques, to provide a variable momentum to allow operation

for Earth-oriented missions, and to transfer momentum to the spacecraft body for the

execution of slewing maneuvers.

Because reaction wheels are defined to be a system with nominally zero momentum,

they are used primarily for absorbing cyclic torques and temporarily storing momentum from

the body during slew, or reorientation, maneuvers. However, secular disturbance torques

would eventually saturate the momentum storage capacity. Therefore, a provision is made

for periodic momentum dumping through external torques produced by gas jets. Normally,

three reaction wheels are used to control a vehicle, with each wheel axis aligned with each of

the respective body principal axes; a redundant fourth wheel is also common.

8.3.2 Control Moment Gyros [22]

A gyroscope, or gyro, is any instrument which uses a rapidly spinning mass to sense

and respond to changes in the inertial orientation of its spin axis. Two basic types of gyros

are used on spacecraft: rate gyros, which are attitude sensors used to measure changes in the

spacecraft orientation and were described previously; and control moment gyros (CMGs),

which are used to generate control torques to change and maintain the spacecraft's

orientation.
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Controlmomentgyrosarenot attitudesensorslike rategyros,butareusedto generate

attitudecontrol torquesin responseto onboardcommandor groundcommand.Theyoperate

much like reactionwheelsexceptthat their spin axis is gimbaled. Torquesaregeneratedby

commandingagimbal rotationandtherebychangingthespinaxisorientation.CMGsmaybe

usedin conjunctionwith rate gyrosand anonboardcomputerascomponentsof anattitude

determinationandcontrol system.Becauseof their expenseandweight,CMGs areusedonly

on largespacecraft,andwill notbeconsidered.

8.3.3 GasJets [22]

All jets or thrustersproducethrustby expellingpropellentin the oppositedirection.

The resultant torques and forces are used to control attitude, to control the speedof

momentumwheels,andto adjustorbits. Hot-gasjets generallyproducea higherthrustlevel

(>5 N) and a greatertotal impulseor time integral of the force. Cold-gassystemsoperate

moreconsistently,particularlywhenthesystemis operatedin apulsedmode,becausethere

is no chemicalreaction which must reachsteadystate. The lower thrust levels (<1 N) of

cold-gassystemsmay facilitate moreprecisecontrol thanwould be availablewith a high-

thrustsystem.

The propellantsupplyrequiredfor jets is themajor limitation on their usesincethe

propellant budget is such an important part of mission planning. Other considerations are the

overall weight of the system and the need to position thrusters where the exhaust will not

impinge on the spacecraft. In more distant orbits, beyond geosynchronous altitude, jets are

the best means of interchanging momentum with the environment. High-thrust or total

impulse requirements may indicate the need for a hot-gas system. Otherwise, the cold-gas

system may be favored because the hydrazine freezes at about 0 ° C and may require heaters

if lower temperatures will be encountered during the mission.
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8.3.4 ActuatorDetermination

Three-axiscontrol will berequiredfor thismissionbecauseof the largeandextremely

accuratevelocity changesthat will be requiredin order to rendezvouswith thecomet. The

control torquesabout the threeaxeswill begeneratedfrom a zero-momentumsystemand

thrusters. This type of system is extremely accurate and allows for unlimited

maneuverability. The lifetime of this system is only dependentupon the amount of

propellant,which is very important,consideringthelengthof the mission. Onedrawbackof

this systemis the highercostcomparedto others. As accuracyneedis increased,costswill

increasesimilarly. Thrusterswill beusedfor momentumdumpingof thereactionwheelsas

well asfor theorbital velocity changes. Internaldisturbances,suchaspropellantsloshing,

thrustermisalignment,andvibration,canbecontrolledby thesemeans,butwill havelessof

an impactoncontrol. Oneimportantinternal forcewhich mustbe takeninto considerationis

theeffectsof thepenetratoranddrill jettison andsamplerendezvouswith theorbiter.

Since the speedfor the reaction wheelswill be approximately+2000 rpm, a fine

model is manufactured by Sperry. It produces a high moment of inertia because of its

nonorthogonal four-wheel configuration. At its top speed the Sperry momentum wheel can

produce over 40 kg m2/s of angular momentum [22].

Four attitude control thruster clusters are placed on the outer edge of the solar array so

as not to impinge on the spacecraft. The thrusters on Snowball will consist of both a

hydrazine hot-gas system for orbit corrections and a Freon cold-gas system for attitude and

spin rate control. Although single systems can be designed to perform all three functions,

this mission requires the ejection of the orbit correction system before all attitude and spin

rate control functions are completed. The impulse potential of a hot-gas system was required

for the orbit changes, but a simpler cold-gas system sufficed for the other requirements.

Also, the low temperature encountered when Snowball will rendezvous with Wild 2 requires

the Freon system in case the hydrazine were to freeze up.
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8.4 Onboard Computers [22]

In general, onboard attitude control is obtained by combining onboard sensors

through a control law, which is implemented via analog logic ar a digital computer. Because

attitude control systems are normally chosen for reliability and cost, control laws which are

easily implemented with analog systems have been widely used. Sun sensors are well suited

for such applications because the sensor output is simply related to an angle which is to be

controlled. Reaction wheels, momentum wheels, or jets are preferred torquing devices

because in many applications there is a simple relationship between attitude errors and the

appropriate torque commands.

Increasingly stringent spacecraft attitude control and autonomy requirements have

resulted in the need for onboard computers or digital processors. Digital processors afford

several advantages over analog systems, including the capability of processing complex types

of data - such as star tracker, gyroscope, or digital Sun sensor data - and of modifying

programmed control laws via ground command.

8.5 Conclusions and Recommendations

Navigational problems that might be encountered during this type of mission will be

a result of the following comet characteristics [24]:

Very small orbital radius and orbital speed
Unknown central-body mass and gravitational harmonic coefficients
Relatively large ratio of non-gravitational to gravitational accelerations
AV maneuvers as small as 1 crn/s

All of these potential causes for problems are based on the small size of a comet and

uncertainties associated with it. This is another deciding factor in the determination of the

type of GN&C equipment that will need to be implemented for this mission.

Cost of the GN&C system has roughly been determined as $129 M by a spacecraft

system cost model. Maximum power usage for the sensor system is 60 W, while that for the

actuator system is 90 W.
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9.0 Commandand Control

The command and control subsystemis responsible for the operation of the

spacecraft. It distributes commands, stores information, and formats data from the spacecraft

and the payload. The commands can be transmitted from the ground in real-time, or they can

be preprogrammed into onboard computers. Generally, the command and control subsystem

can be broken down into the spacecraft's computer and communication systems.

9.1 Computer Systems

9.1.1 Requirements

The computer system is responsible for managing all of the spacecraft's functions and

integrating them together. The functions of the onboard software include navigation,

housekeeping and health monitoring, command processing, spacecraft subsystem

management, payload management, and communications [9].

In designing a computer system, the availability, capability, flexibility, and reliability

need to be maximized while cost and risk are minimized. Though a specific computer system

has not been chosen for this mission, much of the criteria needed to select an adequate system

is presented.

All of the subsystem programs will run continuously whenever the subsystem is

powered, and they will be coordinated with a real-time clock. Each of the microprocessors

must be capable of accepting and interpreting commands from the ground, and they must be

able to synchronize and control the hardware in their respective subsystems. Additionally,

they must obtain data from a telemetry downlink and they must be compatible with one

another [25].
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9.1.2 CapabilityandFlexibility

Sinceit is desired that the computer systemmust be flexible, the spacecraftwill

probablycarry a hybrid machinethatcontainsbotha generalpurposecomputer(GP) anda

digital differential analyzer(DDA). The GP computerexcelsin tasksinvolving numerous

decision functions or requiring many discrete solutionsof a given problem. The DDA

computer is useful for problems that require high iteration speedssuch as differential

equations. In addition,theDDA is capableof servingasa control elementin a closed-loop

system[14].

Also, in order to providemaximumflexibility in programdevelopment,mostof the

spacecraftsubsystemprogramswiIl becompletelyreprogrammable.The softwaremustbe

able to modify control algorithmsbasedon flight performance,spacecraftinertial property

changes,andstructuraldynamics. Additionally, the softwarewill beableto adaptsequence

changesbasedonscienceandengineeringdata collection[25].

9.1.3 Availability andCost

To meet reliability requirements,a spacecraftcomputer system may have to be

duplicatedor eventriplicated. To reducethe cost of computersystems,many spacecraft

commonly usecommercially availablecomputersrather thana computersystemdesigned

specifically for themission. As long astheseoff-the-shelfcomputerscanbeeasilyadjusted

to accommodatetherequirementsof thespacecraft,thesavingswill begreat;however,if a

systemneedsto be alteredextensively, it may be cheaperto designa computer for the

mission[26].

9.1.4 Reliability

The spacecraft'scomputersystemmust be very reliable since it controls all of the

othersubsystems.In caseof computerfailure, sometypeof backupsystemwill berequired
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to ensurethe successof the mission. Redundancytechniquesrange from entire system

replicationto virtual redundancy.

A functional distribution systemwith virtual redundancyis beingconsideredfor the

cometsamplereturnmission. This systemis similar to thatof theGalileospacecraft.Galileo

hasadual computersystem.The attitudecontrol andpointing usesa standardoff-the-shelf

computer while the command and data system usesanother commercially available

microprocessor.Thedual computersystemcarriesSTAR (Self TestingAnd Repair). This

consistsof multiple copiesof eachmajor component. A specialpieceof hardwarecalled

TARP (Test And Repair Processor)controls the computer system. Five TARPs were

onboard,butonly threeworkedat onetime. If theTARPsvotedthatacomponenthadfailed,

the sparewould be activated. If thevote wasnot unanimous,thedissidentTARP would be

shutdown anda sparewouldbeactivated.Theadvantageof this typeof systemis thatonly

theminimum numberof componentswouldbepoweredat agiven time. A weaknessis that

if aswitch failedto turnoff acomponent,thefault tolerancewouldbenegated[26].

A similar type of systemthat is beingconsideredis the spacecrafthealthreasoning

prototype (SHARP). Its primary task is the monitoring and diagnosisof spacecraftand

ground systems. SHARP appliesartificial intelligence as well asconventional computer

sciencetechniquesto automateand eliminate much of the tedious data processingand

analysisassociatedwith monitoring thehealthandstatusof thespacecraft.SHARPhasnot

yet beenfully developed,but sofar, it is living up to its expectations[27].

9.1.5 SpecificDesign Criteria

Computers for space applications are much different than ground-based systems. The

computer system has to be as lightweight and power efficient as possible. In addition, it must

be hardened to protect it from damaging ionizing radiation and it must be mounted a safe

distance away from the RTGs. Due to the rough flight that the spacecraft may experience,

computers must be supported in flexible mounting systems [9].
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UsingGalileo'scomputerasanapproximationto theoneneededfor thecometsample

return spacecraft,the masswill be about 12kg. Its volume will be about 12,900cubic

centimeters,andit will consumeabout50W [9]. Galileo's19microprocessorshaveatotalof

320 kbytesof randomaccessmemory(RAM) and41 kbytesof read-onlymemory (ROM)

[25].

9.1.6 ConclusionsandRecommendations

The cometsamplereturnspacecraftwill useacomputersystemwhich resemblesthat

of Galileo. A commerciallyavailabledualcomputersystemwill minimize costanda virtual

redundancysystemsimilar to STAR will provideadesirabledegreeof reliability. Thougha

specific systemhasnot beendefined, it is hopedthat with the requirementsthat havebeen

presented,anadequatesystemcanbeeasilychosen.

9.2 Communications

9.2.1 Requirements

Thecommunicationssubsystemwill dealwith thetransmittedandreceivedsignalsof

the spacecraft. A typical deep spacetelecommunicationssystem performs three basic

functions: telemetry,command,andtracking. Thetelemetryfunctioninvolvesinforming the

Earthgroundstationof thestatusof spacecraftinstrumentsandsystems,of the imagingdata,

andof the scientificresearchdata. Thecommandfunction involves thetransmissionof the

commandsneededto control specificspacecraftfunctionssuchasflight path,mapping,and

drilling. Thetrackingfunctiontransmitsinformationon monitoringspacecrafttrajectoryand

navigation,andmeasuringthelocal spacemediumproperties[28].

To performthe transmissionsthatarenecessaryduring themission,thedesignof the

communicationssystemmusttakeinto accountthepositionof thecometprobe,theposition

of the Earth, and the position of the penetratormonitoring unit left behind on the comet
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surface. Three main communicationsystemswill be used,the first for communication

betweenEarth andthe cometprobe,the secondfor communicationbetweenEarth and the

penetratormonitoring unit, anda third for relaying commandsfrom thespacecraftprobeto

the tetheredextraction unit. Becauseof the penetratormonitoring unit's small size, low

power,andneedfor long distancecommunication,arelatively largehigh-gainantennais not

aviableoption.

For the samplereturnmissionrequirements,a high-gainparabolicantennawill be

usedfor the long communicationwith Earth. Thepenetratormonitoring unit will employan

independentsystemfor sendingits scientific data to Earth. For this task a smaller, lower

poweredopticalcommunicationunit will be implemented.Wiring locatedinside the tether

will besufficient to transfercommandsfrom the spacecraft'smaincomputerto theextraction

probe.

9.2.2 High-GainAntenna

Thebasiccomponentsof thecommunicationssubsystemconsistof a receiver,a high-

powertransmitter,a directionalantenna,and anrf diplexer [28]. Therf diplexer allows the

antennato both transmitandreceivedata.

For communicationwith Earth, high-gain antennaswith minimum side and back

lobesshouldbeusedto maximizethe signal to noiseratio and preventany electromagnetic

interferenceto thespacecraftinstruments[29].

Severalbeamfrequenciesareavailablefor use. The National Telecommunications

andInformation Administration (NTIA) assignsspecific frequenciesfor usewith NASA's

DeepSpaceNetwork (DSN). Theallocationof radiofrequencybandsis definedin termsof

radioservices,oneof which is spaceresearch.Deepspacecommunicationmusttakeplacein

bandsallocatedfor spaceresearch.The choiceof bandsis limited at presentto the 2-GHz

uplink-downlink pair and the 8-GHz downlink [28]. Sincethe higher frequencydownlink

will use lesspowerto transmit,the frequencyfor the transmissionfrom the probeto Earth
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will be8.45GHz,while communicationsfrom Earthto theprobewill usea frequencyof 2.12

GHz.

The high gain antennawould havea largediameterof 2 m, a massof 7.1 kg,anda

cost of approximately$8M. Along with the antenna,a 4.75kg transpondercosting$4.9M

wouldbeneeded[30]. Thehigh-gainantennasystemshouldrequire122W [29].

9.2.3 PenetratorMonitoringUnit

While the spacecraftbus'communicationswith Earth will take placeusing a high-

gain antenna,the penetratormonitoring unit must alsohave the capability of sendingthe

scientific dataof cometbehaviorindependentlyto Earth. For this assignmenta directional

high-gainantennawould be too largeandrequiretoo muchpowerfor communicationwith

Earth. To ensurethe successof the penetratormonitoring unit, the communicationsystem

with Earth must be of modestsize, low power andreliable. A recently developedoptical

communicationsystem(OPTRANSPAC)which satisfiestheserequirementshasamassof 54

kg andwill require57W [31].

The system design must minimize the effects of equipment variations during

transmission. Realizing that not all transmissionscan be made 100% error free, the

transmissionswill be in theform of an8-bit error correctioncode. This will greatlyimprove

the reliability of eachtransmissionand reducethe numberof neededretransmittedsignals.

Data rateswill resemblethoseof the Voyagermissionsto Saturnat around30,000bits per

second[32]. They will vary upontheamountof informationneededfor transmissionandthe

exactdistanceto Earth[32]. Theentirecommunicationssystemwill offer adependableand

provenmethodof commandanddatahandling.

9.2.4 SamplerCommunication

The samplingunit will requirea limited amountof commandsto the drilling unit.

Theentiredrilling procedureshouldonly takeabout30minutes. Drilling procedureswill be
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coordinatedand monitoredfrom the spacecraftbus'main computer. This communication

link will utilize wiring embeddedinto thesampler'stether.

9.2.5 ConclusionsandRecommendations

The useof low-gainantennasto providealink from thepenetratormonitoringunit to

the spacecraftbus hasbeenruled out. This was donebecauseit would require that the

spacecraftbusstayin thevicinity of thecometfor aprolongedperiodof time andduring its

active state. This would endangerthe main objective of the mission, to return a comet

nucleussampleuncorruptedto Earth. Thus,OPTRANSPACis thepreferredmethod.

The useof fiber optic cables was also investigated for the communication link

betweenthe spacecraft'smaincomputerandtheextractionprobe. Thisoption wasruledout

dueto theoperatingtemperaturesof thedetectorsneededfor thefiber opticnetwork.

OPTRANSPACis a low mass,low poweredoption that wasalso consideredasthe

main communicationlink betweenthe spacecraftbusandEarth. A high-gainantennawas

choseninstead becauseof its long history of proven reliability and lower cost than the

recentlydevelopedOPTRANSPAC.
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10.0 Thermal

10.1 Requirements

The design of the thermal-control subsystem is entirely dependent on the other

subsystems, including the placement of components within the craft. Throughout the entire

mission, all spacecraft components must be maintained within their respective temperature

limits. This is a difficult task due to the variation in temperature the craft will experience in

travelling from an Earth orbit to Wild 2 near aphelion. Sources of heat are the Sun, the Earth,

which both reflects and emits energy, and elements within the craft itself. These internal

sources will consist of the transmitter, RTG, batteries, scientific payload, kick motor, and

thrusters.

Operating temperatures differ significantly between spacecraft elements. Batteries

must be maintained between 5 and 20°C, electronics between 0 and 40oc, while solar cells

can operate anywhere from -100 to +100°C. Hydrazine thrusters will be used, and the liquid

monopropellant must be maintained between 7 and 35oc. The fuel lines will therefore

require heating. Structural members can tolerate a temperature range from -45 to +65°C, but

the booms which support the two scan platforms, particularly the one supporting the high

precision scan platform (HPSP), must not be subjected to such large temperature gradients.

These platforms will permit much smaller temperature variances due to the pointing

accuracies required of the devices which they house. The scientific instrumentation itself

must also be thermally controlled. The infrared radiometer and mapping spectrometer on the

HPSP, for example, ideally operate at less than 120K and will therefore require refrigeration

[9].

The thermal-control subsystem will most likely need to employ passive, semi-passive,

and active techniques. Passive systems have no mechanically moving parts and therefore

require less power. Also, they are generally less massive, and cost less than active methods.

Semi-passive systems enhance passive ones through the use of simple temperature-activated
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controls to open or close conductive paths. Such non-active techniques, however, may not

ensure adequate temperature ranges. Therefore, an optimum combination between active and

passive thermal-control systems is sought.

10.2 Passive and Semi-Passive Techniques

To minimize the cost, passive control techniques will be used as much as possible.

The most inexpensive means is thermal coatings and paints. These will be applied to the four

propellant tanks. Two of the tanks will contain hydrazine, and therefore must be maintained

at a higher temperature than the two xenon tanks. The tanks will be pointed away from the

Sun, so a coating with a fairly high absorptivity, such as black paint (or = 0.975), will be

suitable for the hydrazine tanks [9]. The xenon tanks, however, must be kept at low

temperatures and would be better suited with silvered or aluminized teflon, or white enamel,

which have considerably lower absorptivities. Multi-layer insulation (MLI) blankets,

louvers, and radiators will be used on the spacecraft bus.

The high and low precision scan platforms (HPSP and LPSP) and the magnetometer

will be protected from solar radiation by Sun shields, composed possibly of OSR (Quartz

Over Silver) with very low solar absorptivity and high infrared emissivity [9]. Internal

coupling, both conductive and radiative, will be maximized to reduce temperature gradients

and simplify the passive thermal control design. Affixed to each scan platform will be a

radiator, such as a second surface mirror, which will radiate waste heat to deep space. A

central heating system (CHS), designed originally for the CRAF spacecraft, is shown in

Figure 10.1 [24]. The CHS will utilize waste RTG heat to minimize the amount of active

electrical heating. In the design of the CHS, heat pipes will transfer heat, as needed, to the

spacecraft bus and the scan platforms via thermal switches. These switches, which provide

direct conduction paths between the equipment mounting plates and the heat sources, whether

they are heat pipes or electrical heaters, will be used to control heat flux [9].
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10.3 Active Techniques

Present designs minimize the use of active thermal control systems due to their cost

and mass penalties, and reliability. They are more prone to failure than are passive methods

because of their moving parts. Two prominent active techniques are electrical heaters

controlled by thermostats and pumped-loop systems [9]. The only active devices which are

planned to be employed are auxiliary electrical heaters, which will be used as back-up

thermal control for the CHS.

10.4 Cost

Dr. Robert McMordie of the Martin Marietta Astronautics Group estimates that the

thermal-control subsystem accounts for about 3-4% of the total spacecraft dry mass and

roughly the same percentage of the cost [9]. This estimate is most likely on the low side for

the mission at hand for two reasons. First, this estimate is for satellites in a geocentric orbit in

which Earth is a heat source, whereas an interplanetary orbit will result in lower

temperatures. Consequently, more heating of electronics will be required. Secondly, one

mission objective is to preserve the comet sample's physical and chemical integrity. The

sample will therefore need to be well-protected against thermal contamination. These two

factors may increase the spacecraft's mass and cost to between 6 and 8 per cent.

10.5 Conclusions and Recommendations

To adequately describe the thermal-control subsystem, the exact configuration of the

craft and its space environment must be known. After defining this configuration, the craft

can be modeled using a finite element scheme, and the effects of conduction, convection,

radiation, and internal heat generation can be better approximated. In the preliminary thermal

control design, proven technology, essentially passive in nature, has been chosen because of

the extended length of the mission. These approximations allow the locations of the thermal

control devices to be determined, and further refinement can be achieved.
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11.0 Science Payload

11.1 Requirements

The selection of appropriate landing sites will rely mainly on two characteristics:

safety and sample return. The selected sites must be safe for the monitor and drill from

landing through departure phases. In addition, these sites must also allow the best chance for

returning and examining the most volatile comet materials. To determine these

characteristics, the orbiter must make many orbits around the comet. This task would best

be broken down into two stages. The first stage would involve a brief overview of the comet

while the second stage would involve more detailed analysis of all possible landing sites.

These sites must be fairly flat, have a thin crust layer, and have fairly low gas and dust

production to insure safe landings for the drilling unit and penetrator.

In order to determine these various comet characteristics, science observing

instrumentation will need to be either mounted on a high-precision scan platform (HPSP) or a

low-precision scan platform (LPSP), depending on needed accuracy. These instruments will

need to be put on such platforms in order to get unobstructed views of the comet and to avoid

magnetometer and RTG interference. Both platforms will also require appropriate shielding

from the Sun and central heating from waste RTG heat [24]. In addition to solar shielding

each of the instruments will have to be protected from dust contamination. In order to

accomplish this each instrument will have to be allowed a "dust budget" of allowable

contamination. A dust counter will measure the comets dust production rate. If an

instrument is in a hazard level then a safety device for that instrument will be triggered (cover

closing, power down, etc).

11.2 High Precision Scan Platform

As listed in Table 11.1, the HPSP will contain four scientific instruments plus the star

tracker, sun sensor, and FORS. These instruments include a thermal infrared radiometer, a
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visual-infraredmappingspectrometer,andwide andnarrow anglecameras.Eachof these

instrumentswill beusedfor determiningthe sizeandshapeof thecometaswell asthe sub-

surfacevolatility characteristics(seeTable 11.2for detail). Instrument observingpositions

on this platform will need to be controlled with accuracieswithin 2 mrad with 1 mrad

resolution[24].

Table ILl: Science Payload Mass and Power Budget (Draper, Ronald F., Comet
Rendezvous Asteroid Flyby, Mariner Mark II, Technical Definition and Class
"A" Cost Review, JPL D-3384, Volume 1, June 9, 1987.)

Instrument

Ion Mass Spectrometer

Scanning Electron Microscope/

Particle Analyzer
Ice and Dust Detector

Neutral Gas Ion Mass

Spectrometer

Cometary Dust Environment

Spectrometer

S uperthermal Plasma Investigation

of Cometary Environments
Thermal Infrared Radiometer

I

Cameras (NA & WA)

Visual-Infrared Mapping

Spectrometer
Coordinated Radio, Electron, and

Wave Experiment

Magnetometer

M_s _Operating Power Survival Power Location *

c_ tw_
4.2 3.5 0.0 LPSP

12.9 14.0 N/A LPSP

8.9 10.7 1.1 LPSP

9.0 16.0 0.3 LPSP

5.3 2.9 2.9 LPSP

13.8 16.5 0.0 LPSP

7.8 4.5 0.0 HPSP

36.5 24.3 10.0 HPSP

18.5 10.4 3.1 HPSP

13.1 13.0 2.0 HPSP

4.9 5.8 1.0 Bus/Boom

Totals 134.9 121.6 20.4

* LPSP=Low Precision Scan Platform

HPSP=High Precision Scan Platform
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Table 11.2: HPSP Instrument Objectives and Purposes (Schwehm, G.H., Langevin, Y.,
"Rosetta/Comet Nucleus Sample Return Mission", ESA Publications
Divisions, Netherlands 1991 )

Instrument

Ion Mass Spectrometer

Scanning Electron
Microscope/Particle
Analyzer

Ice and Dust Detector

Obiectiv¢_

-Determine composition of gas and ions in
coma and on surface

-Study chemical reactions and ionization

processes

-Determine cometary dust distribution &
dynamics

-Imaging individual cometary dust grains

-Characterize grain emission by the comet

-Measure integral mass deposition rate
on Spacecraft

-Sample
documentation
-Site selection

-Site selection

-Sample
documentation

-Spacecraft ops.

-Sample
documentation

Neutral Gas Ion Mass

Spectrometer
-Determine chemical composition of organic

and anorganic volatiles
-Sample
documentation

Cometary Dust Environment

Spectrometer

Superthermal Plasma
Investigation of

Cometary Environments

-Determine cometary dust distribution &

dynamics

-Characterize plasma velocity distribution
around comet

-Determine electron energy-angle
distribution and wave forms

-Site selection

-Sample
documentation

-Site selection

-Sample
documentation

1 1.3 Low Precision Scan Platform

This platform will support seven scientific instruments, as listed in Table 11.1. These

instruments will all be needed in determining a wide variety of comet characteristics. The

comet elemental composition, mass and density, dust and gas production rates, composition

of the neutral gas and low energy ions in the coma, magnetic field, and density, temperature,

and energy spectrum of electrons will all be necessary in determining appropriate landing

sites (see Table 11.3 for specific instrument detail). The comet dust environment monitor
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will be activated throughout the entire rendezvous with the comet in order to examine dust

and gas emission changes, especially while approaching perihelion. Various other imaging

objectives will also be achieved with these instruments, such as determining the chemical and

physical diversity of the nucleus, activity difference between the nucleus and surface,

relation of nucleus surface activity to comet atmosphere, and the properties of dust and ion

tails in relation to nucleus activity. All instruments on the LPSP will only need to be

controlled to within 17 mrad with 17 mrad knowledge [24].

Table 11.3: LPSP Instrument Objectives and Purposes (Schwehm, G.H., Langevin,
Y., "RosettaJComet Nucleus Sample Return Mission", ESA Publications
Divisions, Netherlands 1991)

Instrument

Thermal Infrared Radiometer

Cameras (NA & WA)

Visual-Infrared Mapping

Spectrometer

Objectives

-Measure temperature profde of
core sample

-Measure thermal diffusivity of comet

surface layers

-Comet detection

-Global/detailed mapping

-Characterize nucleus: shape, rotation,

surface features, albedo, volume, density,
active sites

-Generate thermal map of comet nucleus
-Characterization of coma and nucleus

absorption and emission

-Sample
documentation

-Site selection

-Spacecraft operations.

-Site selection

-Sample
documentation

Coordinated Radio, Electron,
and Wave Experiment

-Determine density, temperature and energy
spectrum of electrons

-Characterize plasma wave spectra and wave
forms

-Site selection

-Sample
documentation
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11.4 Conclusions and Recommendations

The next step in completing the science payload substructure would be to budget the

power requirements for each instrument throughout all mission phases, especially

rendezvous. Most of the science instruments will remain powerless or in a minimal power

required state during pre-rendezvous. Once the spacecraft begins to approach aphelion

various instruments will be used for their respected tasks and, therefore, burden the spacecraft

with different power requirements at different times. An instrument such as the dust counter

would obviously remain on throughout the entire rendezvous in order to determine when

hazardous dust emission rates occur for each instrument. Information like this should be

budgeted for every instrument. The organization of the exact location of each instrument on

its respective scan platform should also be developed. In doing this, consideration must be

made towards placing each instrument in an area that will allow an unobstructed FOV.
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12.0 Sample Extraction

12.1 Requirements

This sample extraction process will take place via a tethered coring system. A 0.5 km

long tether, a drive impact tube, and a coring unit housed in a penetrator will be required for

this phase of the mission. Each of these must fulfill certain requirements for a successful

mission. The tether must have a low mass and high strength, and at the same time, it must be

relatively thin to minimize the pre-launch volume. The drive impact tube, necessary for

determining the surface density and strength, must house an accelerometer and a low-gain

antenna to transmit data back to the spacecraft. The sampler must be designed to withstand

the impact with the comet surface. The most important requirement for the sampler will be

its ability to control the thermal environment around the sample during the extraction.

12.2 Sampling Process

Once the comet has been sufficiently mapped, and a target site has been selected, the

spacecraft will begin the sample extraction phase. This phase will begin by "forcing" an orbit

around the comet, and then maintaining a stationary position half a kilometer above the

selected target site. Next, a drive impact tube housing an accelerometer and a low-gain

antenna will be spring fired at the comet surface. The drive tube is basically a hollow tube

that will determine the density and strength of the cometary surface upon impact. Once this

information has been relayed to the spacecraft, calculations will be made to determine the

necessary velocities needed for the sampling penetrator and the penetrator monitoring unit to

sufficiently implant themselves in the surface.

The sampling penetrator will be deployed on a tether from the spacecraft using a

spring mechanism. When it has reached a safe distance away from the spacecraft, it will be

accelerated to the necessary velocity using a pair of small rocket thrusters. The penetrator

will be attached to the tether by a slip-connection to allow for spin stabilization during flight.
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The tether,storedonaflywheeldrivenby anelectricmotor,will bereleasedfreelyduring the

flight of thepenetrator.After impact, tensionin thetetherwill bekept to aminimum sothat

the coring processis not disturbed. Upon completion of the coring, the tether will be

retractedby the motor driven flywheel, returning the sampleto the spacecraftbus. The

penetratorutilizes a liquid propellant,monomethylhydrazine,to control the durationof the

in-flight burn and to power the drilling process. The total time for dispatch, sample

extraction,andretrievalwill beabout30minutes[18].

12.2.1Tether

The sampler tether will be about 0.5 kilometers in length and have a massof

approximately4.1 kg. Its outerdiameteris only 2.5 mm, giving it a volumeof 0.00245m3.

Thetetherconsistsof five layers:an innerNomexcore,acommunicationwire, an insulation

layer, a Kevlar strengthmember,and an outer Nomex braid. The tether was initially

designedfor theTetheredSatelliteproject(TSS). TheTSStetherwasdesignedto tow a500

kg satellite at a distanceof 100 km, and thus it meetsthe light-weight, high-strength

requirementneededfor this mission [33]. The motor usedto retractthe tetherand sample

will require10W.

12.2.2Anchoring

Becauseof thenear-zerogravity conditionswhich exist on the comet surface,the

penetrator will have to be anchoredbefore the sample extraction process begins. A

predeterminedvelocity for samplerimplantationwill becalculatedusing the accelerometer

data from the drive impact tube. This velocity must allow sufficient penetrationof the

surfacefor a stablecoringprocess,but at the sametime causeminimal damageto thecomet

mantle. The anchoringwill beaidedby usinga seriesof invertedconeswhich increasein

sizestartingfrom thepenetratortip (SeeFigure 12.1). Theseconeswill alsohavesharptabs

placedon themto helpresistanyde-anchoringforces.
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Figure 12.1: Sampler Penetrator
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In the eventthatthe sampleris not properly secured,theuppercones,theones away

from where the coring will take place, can be heated causing the ice around them to melt and

refreeze to help in anchoring the penetrator. However, the heating would damage and alter

the sample, so this would be done only if all else fails.

12.2.3 Drilling

The sampler consists of two parts, an outer coring unit and an inner unit which will

contain the sample. The coring unit will have a Beryllium stem and a Tribocor bit [34], while

the penetrator will be constructed from a composite material, such as, boron/epoxy or

graphite/epoxy. These materials were chosen because of their strength and thermal

conductivity.

Once the penetrator has been secured in the surface, the coring process will then

begin. The outer rocket thrusters will rotate downward so when they are fired they produce

both a rotational and downward force for the coring process. The inner storage unit of the

sampler consists of two one-meter sections, one housed inside the other. As the coring

progresses deeper, the inner section will telescope out of the larger section, and they will lock

together when its maximum length has been reached. This will allow for a two meter long

sample to be taken, and it will minimize the pre-launch volume of the penetrator. Once the

coring has been finished, the entire inner storage unit of the sampler will be rotated using the

inner set of thrusters. This motion is purely rotational and will drive a set of shutter segments

to cut off the end of the sample and seal it.

12.2.4 Thermal Disturbance

The primary objective of this mission is to return a comet sample to Earth in as

pristine a state as possible to maximize the scientific value of the sample. Initially, it

appeared as if the thermal disturbance to the sample was going to be a major concern.

However, R.J. Amudsen and B.C. Clark [34], found that the thermal damage caused by the
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coringprocesswould beminimal. Thetemperatureof the central portion of the sample never

rose more than 1 or 2 degrees above the initial temperature, while the temperature at the edge

of the sample only increased 6 degrees. Only a portion of the sample in contact with the

coring bit would experience extreme heating and vaporization, but this would be a small

fraction of the total sample.

12.3 Conclusions and Recommendations

A remote operation was chosen over a lander for several reasons. First, an attempted

landing on a highly irregular cometary surface could damage delicate spacecraft appendages

such as solar arrays, antennae, scientific instrumentation, etc. Another potential problem of

landing would be the thermal drain on the spacecraft due to the contact with the low

temperature cometary surface. Equipment requiring temperatures above that of the surface

for operation would need extra insulation and/or would have to be heated. A remote sampler

will also lower the propellant mass needed because it eliminates the landing and departing

processes.

Although the tether meets the requirements of this mission, it is probably stronger and

more massive than needed. It has these excessive characteristics because it was originally

constructed to tow an object nearly 50 times more massive at 200 times the distance. Future

considerations should examine the possibility of removing one or more of the layers to

further decrease the mass and volume of the tether.

Liquid propellant was chosen for the sampler thrusters because of its throttling

capability. Using liquid propellant thrusters will require a greater mass due to the need for

fuel lines, pumps, etc., but they are necessary to insure that the sampler is not over-

accelerated prior to impact. Also, hypergolic properties of monomethylhydrazine will

provide high reliability.

Using a cost estimation model, the cost of the penetrator was determined to be 146.0

million dollars [30].
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13.0 Sample Storage

13.1 Requirements

The principle objective of this mission is to return to earth a comet sample in a form

which is as close to its original state as possible. The most important physical parameter in

accomplishing this objective is maintaining its temperature. According to John Wood of the

ESA/NASA Science Definition Team this would be best accomplished if the sample could be

stored at a temperature less than 130 K [35]. For this reason, the temperature of the sample

during extraction, storage, and transport to the terrestrial laboratory are some of the most

critical parameters for the success of the mission. Other primary considerations in returning a

representative sample are contamination and the preservation of the samples density. These

constraints have also heavily influenced the designs of the storage subsystem for this mission.

13.2 Storage in Spacecraft Bus

Precautions taken during the extraction phase of the mission will allow the sample to

be returned to the spacecraft bus with a temperature rise of approximately 3 K for the internal

portion of the sample and 10 K for the external portion. There the specimen will be

hermetically sealed to prevent contamination. It will be stored in multi-layered insulation

and strategically placed in the shadow of the solar arrays. With the sample stored inside the

craft, a system is needed to remove the heat generated by the other on-board systems. A

combination of the multi-layer insulation, heat pipes and a thermally-buffering mass have

been chosen for this purpose. The thermally-buffering mass will be minimized through the

use of the phase-change material, cis-2-Butene. It was chosen due to its high latent heat of

fusion and safety concerns with respect to flammability and toxicity as compared in Table

13.1 [36].
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Table 13.1: Phase Change Compounds (Clark, B.C., Amundsen, R.J. and Blanchard, D.P.,
Sampling the Cometary Nucleus, Martin Marietta Denver Aerospace and
NASA Johnson Space Center, 1988.)

Compound

Propene
1-Pentene

Isopentane
cis-2-

pentene

r

( dcc)
0.5

Vapor Pre_

(psi @ RT)

M.P. H__f

(K) (J/_)
88 71.4

107.0 82.9

113.3 71.3

121.8 101.5

133.0 119.2

134.3 135.1

143.5 116.7
153.5 128.9

164.3 147.0

154

0.6 10.7

0.6

0.7

11.6

8.2

Flammable

High

High

_h
High

Toxicity

Low

Low

Med

Low

tmns-2- 0.6 11.0 High Low
Pentene
cis-2- 0.B 20.0 Med Low

Butene

n-Pentane 0.6 8.3 Med Med
0.7 0.9 MedExpl

High22.00.6
1-Heptene
1,3-
Butadiene

Low

13.3 Storage During Earth Parking Orbit

To eliminate direct reentry, the craft will be placed in a parking orbit and recovered

by the Space Shuttle. This increases the costs, but avoids the most thermally difficult phase

of the mission during which aerobraking would cause a large heat spike. This heat would

need to be dissipated through a series of thermal breaks in the structure. A phase-change

buffer outer jacket employing veritable H20 would be effective as its specific heat and latent

heats of fusion and vaporization are extremely high. This layer would buffer the environment

experienced by the canister shell to approximately 100 ° C [36]. Even more difficult than

this, however, is minimizing the heat that would occur once in orbit because radiative cooling

becomes much more difficult as a result of the infrared albedo of the Earth and its

atmosphere. These problems would also cause a dramatic increase in mass and power needs

and are therefore the reasons that the parking orbit and recovery by the Shuttle was chosen.

The availability of the Space Shuttle influenced the decision to store the sample inside

the craft for added protection. This in turn led to the methods discussed in the previous

section. An alternative to direct Shuttle recovery could have been storing the sample at the
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SpaceStationFreedomuntil the Shuttlewasavailable,but this methodwas rejecteddue to

theevengreateruncertaintyof theSpaceStation'savailability.

13.4 DensityPreservation

Thermal constraintswere not the only problemsthat neededto be addressedwith

respect to packagingand storagemethods. Another is the possibility that the cometary

materialmayhavea very low density. Preservationof this densitymay prove scientifically

valuable since it would allow for the study of the fabric structure. Conversely, many

scientists would argue that a greater mass would be more valuable and that the sample should

be compressed allowing more mass to be returned. This debate also had to be considered

when deciding on the method of reentry since direct reentry would not allow for the volume

to be preserved. If direct reentry had been chosen, it would have been more advantageous to

compact the sample mechanically, so that the procedure would take place under controlled

conditions allowing for easier analysis of the specimen on Earth.

13.5 Contamination

In addition, the selection of all the materials coming in direct contact with the sample

must be carefully evaluated such that any contamination of the sample will be able to be

recognized and analyzed. This is the reasoning for hermetically sealing the sample before

storing it aboard the spacecraft bus. These considerations are of even greater importance

when guarding against contamination of the Earth's environment.

13.6 Conclusions and Recommendations

These storage methods are first employed before extraction of the sample by cooling

the drill bit through radiative means. Composites are then used to both dissipate the heat and

insulate the sample from heat during extraction. Once hermetically sealed, the sample is

strategically placed in the spacecraft bus so that it will remain in the shadow of the solar
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array. Multi-layer insulation,heatpipes,and a thermally-bufferingmasswill combineto

protectthesamplefrom heatproducedbyotheron-boardsystems.Thesesystemsalongwith

the extraprotectionfrom the busstructurewill allow a largerwindow for recoveryby the

Shuttle. This recovery procedurewill also preservethedensity of the sampleasdesired.

While the requirementsfor storagehavebeensatisfiedthroughpassivemeans,it shouldbe

realizedthatfailureof thissubsystemwill compromise the main objective of the mission.
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14.0 Penetrator Monitoring Unit

14.1 Requirements

The mission objectives call for complete characterization of the comet. To satisfy this

requirement, a penetrator monitoring unit is proposed. Upon designation of the landing site,

a rocket-propelled penetrator will be launched toward the comet to monitor its activity and

analyze its properties via an array of instruments. Observation through one complete orbit is

desired, but would be too costly to achieve, given the harsh environment and technological

limits. Present designs do, however, include a unit that will ideally operate through

perihelion. The basic concept for this penetrating unit originated from the recently cancelled

CRAF mission. The choice to use both a sampling lander and a long-lived penetrator was

made to reduce the risk of a failure in one lander/sampler unit, despite the associated mass

and propellant penalties, and the increased cost. The penetrator must be durable enough to

withstand impact with Wild 2, and it must be self-sufficient with its own power supply, data

acquisition and handling system, and communications.

14.2 Deployment

The penetrator will be launched roughly 0.5 km above the comet's surface. To

prevent damage to the spacecraft from the rocket's exhaust, a spring mechanism will be used

to eject the penetrator to a suitable distance, at which point the rocket will be ignited. A

crucial factor in the success of the penetrator will be its ability to hit the planned landing site.

Should it hit an area that is not relatively flat, it may not impact properly to carry out the

intended observations. To further ensure an acceptable impact angle (less than 30 ° from the

normal), the unit may require spin-stabilization. Dr. William Boynton of the University of

Arizona, who headed the project to build the penetrator/lander for the CRAF mission, had

managed to successfully test a full-size, five-foot long prototype prior to the mission's
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cancellation[37]. At 40 m/s, themodelffLrmlylodgeditself into solid iceat various impact

angles.

The surfacehardnessof Wild 2, however,is not preciselyknown. This uncertainty

presentsa problem in predeterminingthe impact speedof the penetrator. Wild 2's surface

may resembleanythingfrom lightly packeddirty snow to solid ice ladenwith rocks. If a

penetratorsimilar to Boynton'sis plannedto impactfluffy snowat 40 m/s, it maybury itself

too deep to transmit data. The surfacehardnesswill have to be estimatedprior to the

penetrator'slaunch using data obtainedfrom the drive impact tube, and the unit's speed

adjusted accordingly. Consequently,a rocket motor using a solid propellant will be

unsuitable. A liquid propellant system,with the addedpumps,will bemore massivebut

becauseof its throttling capability will allow for the required thrust adjustment. One

candidateis the Marquardt R-1E, a 110 N hypergolic thruster developedas the Space

Shuttle'sattitudecontrol/orbit adjustthruster[331. The R-1Ehasa dry massof 3.7kg, an

exit diameterof 15.2cm, anda lengthof 28 cm. It usesmonomethylhydrazineasfuel and

nitrogen tetroxideasanoxidizer to provide a specificimpulseof 280 s. Protectivecasings

will provide protectionfrom any possibledamageto the RTG andoptical communication

unit during thepenetrator'sthrusteroperation.

14.3 Instrumentation

Thepenetratorwill ideally buryagroupof instrumentsthat will monitor andanalyze

thecomet'sinterior, while severalinstrumentsat therearof theunit will analyzethecomet's

atmosphere.A preliminarypenetratordesigncanbeseenin Figure 14.1. Table 14.1shows

the componentsandinstrumentationincludedon the penetrator,their masses,and power

requirements.
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Figure 14.1: Preliminary Penetrator Monitoring Unit Configuration
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Table 14.1: Penetrator Monitoring Unit Scientific Instrumentation

Instrument

Gamma-ray Spectrometer
Neutral Gas and Ion Mass

Spectrometer (NGIMS)

Mass (kl[)
14

Temperature Probe (3 will

be required)

9

Power Requirement (W)
4

15

Seismometer 2 3

Temperature Transducer <0.1 1
Pressure Transducer <0.1 1

3

Calorimeter with gas

Chromato_aph
Cometary Dust

Environment Monitor

(CODEM)

<1.5

3

4.2

Rocket Motor (dry)
OPTRANSPAC

15

8

RTG 27 ---

-4 ---

52

6OPropellant

Computer
Structure

Totals

10

75

262

57

3O

137

Below the surface, five accelerometers located at various positions along its two

meter length will be used to determine the penetrability index (a measure of the surface

hardness) of the outer layers, as well as the penetration depth, by measuring deceleration as a

function of time. Temperature probes will measure the thermal diffusivity of the nucleus

material, and a gamma-ray spectrometer will allow the comet's elements to be identified for

comparison with known meteorite types. A seismometer will measure the activity of Wild

2's interior. The CRAF plans included a calorimeter equipped with pressure and temperature

transducers and a gas chromatograph. Using this device, analysis of a sample would reveal

its molecular composition and allow the formation temperature to be estimated [ 18]. This

device will only be used once and is not required to be used while other instruments are

operating. It will, therefore, not tax the power supply.
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Above the surface,instrumentswill monitor atmosphericfeatures. A cometarydust

environmentmonitor (CODEM) will act asa dustcounterand measurethe gasproduction

rate. Data from the CODEM will provide an understandingof the physical and dynamic

propertiesof smalldustparticlesat thecomet'ssurface[25]. Thecompositionof thedustwill

beanalyzedusinganeutralgasandion massspectrometer(NGIMS) [18].

14.4 Communications

The feasibility of a station-keepingcraft wasinvestigated. Its purposewould be to

relay data from the penetratormonitoring unit to Earth,while a separatereturn unit would

deliver the core sampleback to Earth. This plan would make the task of designing (and

manufacturing)thepenetratorsomewhatlesscrucialbutwouldgreatlycomplicatetheoverall

mission. The risk of malfunction that may result in a partitioned craft was deemed

unacceptable.

In thepresentdesign,the penetratorwill transmitdirectly to Earth. At a maximum

operatingdistanceof 4 AU, theminimumparabolicantennadiameterwill be2 m, which is

rather large relative to the sizeof the penetrator. The high-gain antennaat this distance

would use 130 W. To reducethe antennasize, it may bepossible to store the data and

transmit it when the comet is sufficiently close to Earth. A foldable, deployable antenna

might reducetherisk of damagefrom dustparticlesduring thepenetrator'sdeploymentand

not interfere with experimentsabovethecometsurface,but the questionof it surviving the

impact still remains. Interferencefrom Wild 2's outgassinganddustproduction will cause

communicationproblems,especiallynearperihelion,whereits gasproductionrateis 4 x 1028

s-1 [18]. (Wild 2's dust production is unknown, but is believed to be on the order of

magnitudeof 105g/s,comparableto thatof Tempel2 andKopff [ 18].)

Alternatively, an optical communications system could reduce the power required for

data transmission. An optical transceiver package (OPTRANSPAC) using a telescope to

downlink, with a maximum range of 10 AU and capable of 100 kbs, is 52 kg but requires
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only 57W, asopposed120W requiredby theantenna.Another advantageof this deviceis

that it is muchmorecompactthantheantennaandwill notbedamagedby therocketexhaust

during deployment and have a better chanceof surviving impact. Outgassingand dust

accumulationmay,however,haveaneffecton thepackage'sperformance.

14.5 Power

The choiceof the penetratorpower supply is a key considerationin fulfilling the

missionrequirementof cometcharacterization.Much valuableinformation canbeattained

during the perihelion phase,and to achievethis, a long-durationpower supply suchasan

RTG will be required. A 27 kg RTG will supply the estimated137W. The RTG will be

placedsufficiently far awayfrom theinstrumentationto diminish anyeffectsof radiationthe

unit maycause,andwill havea protectivecasingto avoidpossibledamagefrom therocket's

exhaustplume.

14.6 Structure

As seenfrom Figure 14.1, thepenetratorwill be cone-shaped,1.5to 2 metersof it

intendedto bebelow thecometsurface.Above the surfacewill beseveralinstruments,the

power supply, and thecommunicationspackage. The conewill housethe aforementioned

sub-surfaceinstrumentation,aswell asthe computerwhich will overseeits operationand

storethedatafor transmission.Rigidity of thepenetratorandits componentswill beof the

utmost importance,since they must accommodatethe stressesassociatedwith an impact

anywherefrom 3 to 40 m/s. Compositematerialssuchasgraphite/epoxy,boron/epoxy,or

Kevlar-49/epoxywouldprovide therequiredrigidity andstrength,at minimummass,for the

casing and infrastructure. In addition, compositescan be designedto have low thermal

conductivities,low (evennegative)coefficientsof thermalexpansion,andhigh damageand

impactresistances.Theycan be tailoreddue to their controlledanisotropy,i.e., the ratio of

property values in different directions can be easily varied [38]. Approximating the
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penetratorbodyandinternalstructureasahollow graphite/epoxy(p = 1540kg/m3)conewith

a height of 2m, a baseradius of 0.33m, andthicknessof 0.03m, and allowing for a 10%

contingency,thepenetrator'sstructuralmassis 75kg.

14.7 ConclusionsandRecommendations

Obviously,muchmore researchis neededfor thedesignof a penetratorsuchasthe

one proposedhere. The unit's long operationallife and autonomydictate that it be fairly

massive and require relatively large amounts of power. Moreover, its housing and

componentsmustbedesignedwith only meremillisecondsof its life in mind - the time of

impactwith thecomet. A costestimatewasobtainedusingthe'CostEstimationof Advanced

Space Systems' model developed by Kelley Cyr at NASA's Johnson Space Center.

Modelling the penetrator as a combination of first and third generation, planetary

components,its cost will be $263 million, in 1992dollars. The cost of a shorter-lived

penetratorwas investigated. A batterywould replacethe RTG, a low-gain antennawould

transmitbackto astation-keepingcraft,anda smallercomputerwould beused. In this case,

thecost wasfound to be$215million. It may thereforebemoredesirableto limit thescope

of thepenetratormonitoringunit suchthatits successwill bemoreeasilyachieved.
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15.0 Cost Analysis

A preliminary cost estimate was performed for the Snowball mission using an

advanced spacecraft system cost model. Five parameters -- mass, launch date, culture,

generation, and number of units -- were input into the model for each subsystem. Table 15.1

lists the costs of each spacecraft component. The propellant cost was estimated using a

computer program which may be found in Appendix D.

Table 15.1: Mission Cost Analysis [30]

Mission Component

Computer
iCommunications

Power

ISampler

Penetrator
Thermal

Cost (FY925M)

47.97

17.83

135.31

240.13

368.00
123.04

_opdsion 0.51
:GN&C

Scientific Instruments

S_cture

LaunchS_stem

TOTAL

129.33

209.26

524.38

85.00

1880.76

Up to this point the mission requirements have not dictated strict budget constraints. Thus,

this raw analysis is a f'trst iteration of the estimated cost. This is certainly an area that needs

much consideration especially if this mission is to ever fly.
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16.0 Conclusions and Recommendations

A mission to the comet Wild 2 has been described. The Snowball spacecraft was

designed to produce maximum value from a limited amount of resources (specifically mass).

The total mass of the spacecraft is approximately 5150 kg and will require 528 W of power

distributed throughout various phases of the mission. A final cost estimate of $1880M

(FY92) was completed using an advance space systems model.

Before the Snowball mission can be considered anything more than a detailed

conceptual design, certain aspects of the mission need to be enhanced or resolved. First, the

trajectory design can be better defined through the use of a commercial package such as

MIDAS or QUICKTOP. These programs work best with low-thrust scenarios (electric

portion of hybrid propulsion system) and give trajectory results for given launch dates and

propulsive performance. Also, the scientific instruments require proper placement on the

high and low precision scan platforms. This placement must allow for individual instrument

field of view requirements and thermal profiles. A power timeline for the entire mission

would allow an investigation into peak usage and the interval between peaks. This

information could be useful in determining if the current power subsystem is adequate to suit

the requirements of the spacecraft. Furthermore, a redesign of the power system may be

required if a large surplus is discovered. While the cost model used in the mission analysis

gives an excellent approximation to component relative costs, it is not accurate when

determining absolute costs. A more detailed cost model could be applied to refine the cost of

each spacecraft component.
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Appendix A

Model Simplifications:

Earth Orbit is circular about the Sun

Parking Orbit is circular about uhe Earth

Comet Orbit inclination to the ecliptic is small, therefore inclination change is neglected

transfer is made to comet's apogee from a 200 km parking orbit

kyrl 3

_, = 3.9486e5--_-

ve = 29.79 km
s

krn_
[Is_ = 1.327--

S 2

Wild 2Transfer

R2 = 5.31AU

e, =.54

R1 = 1AU

1AU = 149.6e6km

Rcirc = 6578km

Vcirc=_-1_r c -_
= 7.784

Kopff Transfer

RI+R2
a t =-- = 3.t55AU R2 = 5.35AU'3

e: =. 54

'1, , ''_,. = v*-ve= 8.85 kzn
S

injection velocity

Vo = ,/V£: + 2_z e
Rcirc

AV1 = Vo - Vcirc = 6.34 krn
5

R1
et = 1---=.683

a t

Vt2 = V R;2 - 7"2;77 km
S

at comet orbit

Vt2 f _-_ = 8.77 km
$

AV2 = 1.493 km
$

,

AVtot = 7.83 k'm
$

at = 3.175.4U

VT_= 10.
s

&V1 = 7.526 £m
$

km
Vt2 = 7.227--

5

AV2 = 1.503 krn
$

AVtot = 9.029 km
$
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Appendix B

C_

c Aerospace 401b - Spacecraft Design

c Program to determine the positions of earth and wild 2 for

c specified start date and simulation period

c by Bob Grogan

dimension erie(0:500),erip(0:500),whrz(0:500)

dimension wrie(0:500),wrip(0:500),whrx(0:500),whry(0:500)

dimension ehrx(0:500),ehry(0:500)

integer idiot,noyr, step,m,d, yr

double precision mu, delta,

$pi,erie,erip, wrie,wrip, whrx, whry, whrz

c open output file

open (unit=99, file='earth')

c Month, day, and year for start of
m = 3

d = 20

yr = 2003

c number of years for simulation

noyr= 6

c step size - entered in days

step = 30

c initialize input variables

mu = 1.327dli

delta = .000001d0

idiot = 30000

simulation

44

call earth (m,d, yr,noyr, step,mu, delta, idiot, erie, erip)

do 7 iii=0,12*noyr

format (2(f6.3,2x),i4)

ehrx (iii) =cos (102.4*3. 1415926/180. ) *erie (iii)

$ -sin (i02.4"3. 1415926/180. ) *erip (iii)

ehry (iii) =sin (102.4*3. 1415926/180. ) *erie (iii)

$ +cos (i02.4"3. 1415926/180. )*erip (iii)

write(99,44) ehrx(iii),ehry(iii),iii
continue

call wild _m,d,yr, noyr, step,mu,delta,idiot,wrie, wrip,

Swhrx, whry, whrz)

do 8 jjj=O, 12*noyr

write (99,66) wrie(jjj), wrip(jjj),

Swhrx(jjj), whry(jjj),whrz(jjj) ,jjj

8 continue

66 format (5 (f6.3,2x) ,i4)

end

c

c

subroutine earth finds coordinates for earth orbit using

orbital elements based on epoch 1969 June 28.0

subroutine earth (m,d, yr,noyr, step,mu,delta,idiot,rie, rip)

dimension rie(0:500),rip(0:500)

integer idiot, t, noyr, step, m, d, yr, t ref, interval

double precision a,eccen, Eo,mu, tau,delta,E,

Spi, mo, do, yro, to, eepoch, f, r, rie, rip
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c set orbital elements

a = 1.4959956d8

eccen = .0167d0

pi = 3.14159265359d0

mo = 6.

do =28.

yro = 0.

tref = 1969

Eepoch = 3.030345d0

c find time of epoch and time of periapsis passage (tau)

to = 2620800.*mo+86400.*do+31449600.*yro

tau = to -(eepoch-eccen*dsin(eepoch))/dsqrt(mu/a**3.)

c call subroutine to find coordinates based on orbital elements

call pfocal(m,d, yr, tref,step,noyr, tau, a,mu, eccen,

Sdelta,idiot, rie, rip)

do 6 ii=0,12*noyr

rie(ii)=rie(ii)/a

rip{ii)=rip(ii)/a

6 continue

return

end

c subroutine finds coordinates for wild 2 using orbital elements

c based on ephermis 2000 and corresponding to perihelion on 9/26/2003

subroutine wild (m,d, yr,noyr, step,mu,delta,idiot, rie,rip,

Shrx,hry, hrz)

dimension rie(0:500),rip(0:500),hrx(0:500),hry(0:500),hrz(0:500)

integer idiot,t,noyr, step, m,d,yr, tref, interval

double precision a,eccen,Eo,mu, tau, delta,E,

Spi,mo,do,yro,to,eepoch, f,r, rie, rip,thing

$,Rll,R12,R21,r22,r31,r32,hrx,hry,hrz,node,aofp,inc

c set orbital elements

pi = 3.14159265359d0

node = 136.139"pi/180.

aofp = 41.754"pi/180.

inc = 3.24"pi/180.

a = 3.45"1.4959956d8

thing = 1.4959956d8

eccen = .53874d0

mo = 9.

do =26.

yro = 2003.
tref = 0

Eepoch = 0d0

c find time of periapsis passage

to = 2620800.*mo+86400.*do+31449600.*yro

tau = to -(eepoch-eccen*dsin(eepoch))/dsqrt(mu/a**3.)

call pfocal(m,d, yr, tref, step, noyr,tau,a,mu,eccen,

Sdelta,idiot, rie, rip)

do 6 ii=0,12*noyr

rie(ii)=rie(ii)/thing

rip(ii)=rip(ii)/thing

continue
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c transform from perifocal

rll

r12

r21

r22

r31

r32

to heliocentric coordinate system

= dcos (node) *dcos (aofp) -dsin (node) *dsin (aofp) *dcos (inc)

= -dcos (node) *dsin (aofp) -dsin (node) *dcos (aofp) *dcos (inc)

= dsin (node) *dcos (aofp) +dcos (node) *dsin (aofp) *dcos (inc)

= -dsin (node) *dsin (aofp) +dcos (node) *dcos (aofp) *dcos (inc)

= dsin (aofp) *dsin (inc)

= dcos (aofp) *dsin (inc)

do 22 jj=0,12*noyr

hrx (j j) =rll*rie (j j) +rl2*rip (j j)

hry (9 J) =r21*rie (j j) +r22*rip (j j)

hrz (j j) =r31*rie (j j) +r32*rip (jj)

22 continue

return

end

c subroutine finds perifocal coordinates for given time interval

subroutine pfocal(m,d, yr, tref,step,noyr,tau,a,mu,eccen,

Sdelta, idiot,rie, rip)

dimension rie(0:500),rip(0:500)

integer idiot,t,noyr,step,m,d, yr,tref,interval

double precision a,eccen,Eo,mu,tau, delta,E,

$pi,f,r, rie, rip, x,y, ff

t = 2620800"(m )+86400"(d

interval = step*86400

)+31449600" (yr-tref)

c

c

c

c

do 5 i=t,t+noyr*31449600,interval

initial guess for eccentric anomaly

Eo= (i-tau) /dsqrt ((a**3.) /mu)

call kepler (a,eccen,Eo,mu,i,tau,delta,idiot,E)

true anomaly

ff=2. *datan (dsqrt ( (i. +eccen) / (i. -eccen) ) *dtan (e/2.) )

x=dcos (ff)

y=dsin (ff)

f=datan2 (y, x) +3. 1415926

radius magnitude

r=a*(l.-eccen**2.)/(l.+eccen*dcos(f))

components of radius vector

rie((i-t)/86400/step)=r*dcos(f)

rip((i-t)/86400/step)=r*dsin(f)

continue

return

end

c subroutine to determine the eccentric anomaly using

c the newton-raphson method to solve kepler's equation

subroutine kepler (a,eccen, Eo,mu, i,tau, delta,idiot,E)

integer idiot,i

double precision a,eccen,Eo,mu,tau, delta,E,thing, f, fprime

do 777 j=l,idiot

f = (i-tau)*dsqrt(mu/a**3.)

fprime = -i + eccen*dcos(Eo)

E = Eo - f/fprime

- Eo + eccen*dsin(Eo)

c check for convergence
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thing = abs( (E-Eo) /E)

if (thing.le.delta) then

write (99,*) '# of iterations - newton-raphson',j

return

endif

Eo = E

777 continue

c prints a warning if solution does not converge for

c given number of iterations

write (99,*) 'newton-raphson DID NOT CONVERGE'

C _

return

end
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Appendix C

c Aerospace 401b

c Snowball Comet Mission

c Program to calculate the necessary velocities

c for direct elliptical transfer to Wild 2

c by Bob Grogan and
c Chris Stoll

double precision mu, pi,delt,a,b,x,y, rl,vc,deltaf,vw2,r2,c,s

double precision alpha,beta,p,f,g, gt,vlx,vly,vl,delvl,v2x

double precision v2y,delv2,totv

open (unit=99, file='earth')

open (unit=98, file='what')

mu=l.327ell

pi=3.1415926

delt=9.72628e7

write (98,*) ' tory','

do 666 i=l,10

read(99,*) a,b

delvl' ' delv2'
t

88

666

x=a*l.496e8

y=b*l.496e8

rl=sqrt(x**2+y**2)

vc=sqrt(mu/rl)

deltaf=pi-asin(y/rl)

vw2=8.789

r2=7.9287e8

c=dsqrt(rl**2+r2**2-2*rl*r2*dcos(deltaf))

s=.5*(rl+r2+c)

call fixedp (mu, s,c,delt,a,alpha, beta)

p=4*a*(s-rl)*(s-r2)*(dsin((alpha-beta)/2))**2/c**2

F=l-r2*(l-dcos(deltaf))/p

G=r2*rl*dsin(deltaf)/dsqrt(mu*p)

Gt=l-rl*(l-dcos(deltaf))/p

vlx=(r2-F*x)/G

vly=-f*y/g

vl=dsqrt(vlx**2+vly**2)

delvl=dsqrt(vl**2+vc**2-2*vc*vc)

v2x=(gt*r2-x)/G

v2y=-y/g

v2=dsqrt(v2x**2+v2y**2)

delv2=vw2-v2

totv=delv2+delvl

write (98,88) totv, delvl,delv2

format (3(f6.2))

delt=delt+864000

continue

end

subroutine to determine the semi-major axis using

fixed point iteration

subroutine fixedp (mu, s,c, delt,a, alpha,beta)

double precision mu, s,c,delt,a,alpha,beta,tof,thing,delta

double precision xxx
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do 555 a=l.496e9,1.496e30,1.496e8

alpha=2*dasin (dsqrt (s/(2*a) ) )

beta=2*dasin (dsqrt ((s-c) / (2*a)) )

tof=dsqrt ((a**3)/mu) * ( (alpha-dsin (alpha)) + (beta-dsin (beta)) )

c check for convergence

thing = abs( (delt-tof)/delt)

delta = 0.01

if (thing.le.delta) then

return

endif

555 continue

c prints a warning if solution does not converge for

c given number of iterations

write (*,*) 'fixed point DID NOT CONVERGE'

return

end
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Appendix D

20

4O

real dv, nl,aon,ano,mm, con,trp, rp, lu, tpop, tpl,mo,p$,ph$,ipro
character label*30

dimension dv(2),cfdv(2),nl(2),aon(2),ano(2),mm(2),trp(2),rp(2),

-lu(2),tpop(2),Isp(2),ipro(2),con(2),p$(2),ph$(2),label(2)

print *,'Enter spacecraft dry mass'

read *, mo

print *,'Enter total delta v for ELECTRIC THRUSTERS (m/s) '

read *, dv(2)

print *,'Enter total delta V for CHEMICAL THRUSTERS (m/s)'

read *, dr(1)

print *,'Enter control function delta V for CHEMICAL (m/s) '

read *, cfdv(1)

open (unit = 30, file = 'pout401b', status = 'unknown')

mo = 2000

cfdv(1) = 233

cfdv(2) = 0

dv(1) = 2029

dv(2) = 8239

DEFINE ROCKET CONSTANTS

e = 2.718281828

cfdv(2) = 0

Isp(2) = 4077.471967

Isp(1) = 220.000000

g = 9.81

ph$(1) = 48.40

ph$(2) = 679.12

label(l) = 'MONO-METHYL HYDRAZINE CHEMICAL PHASE'

label(2) = 'XENON ELETRICAL PHASE'

format (ix, a33,10x,f20.3)

format (ix,a33)

do 10,i=l, 2

temp = 0

mmt = 0

ipro(i) = mo * (I - e**(-l*(dv(i)/(g*Isp(i)))) )

nl(i) -- ipro(i) + cfdv(i)

temp -- nl(i) / i00

aon(i) = temp

ano(i) = temp

mint = nl(i) + aon(i) + ano(i)

mm(i) = 0.05 * mmt

con(i) = ram(i)

trp(i) = mint + mm(i) + con(i)

rp(i) = 0.02 * trp(i)

lu(i) = 0.005 * trp(i)

tpop(i) = trp(i) + rp(i) + lu(i)

p$(i) = ph$(i) * tpop(i)
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write (30,40) label(i)

write (30,20)

write (30,20) 'Delta v manuvers',ipro(i)

write (30,20) 'Control Functions',cfdv(i)

write (30,20) 'Nominal Load',nl(i)

write (30,20) 'Allowance for Off Nominal Perf',aon(i)

write (30,20) 'Allowance for Nominal Operations',ano(i)

write (30,20) 'Mission Margin',mm(i)

write (30,20) 'Contingency',con(i)

write (30,20) 'Total Required Propellant',trp(i)

write (30,20) 'Residual Propellant',rp(i)

write (30,20) 'Loading Uncertainty',lu(i)

wrlte (30,20)

write (30,20) 'Total Propellant of Phase',tpop(i)

write (30,20) 'Price of Propellant Phase',p$(i)

write (30,20)

write (30,20)

mo = mo + tpop(1)
continue

tpl = tpop(1) + tpop(2)

ptp = p$(1) + p$(2)

write (30,20)

write (30,20)

write (30,20) 'TOTAL PROPELLANT LOAD ', tpl

write (30,20) 'TOTAL PROPELLANT PRICE', ptp

end
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Abstract

This report describes a single asteroid sample return mission. The objective of this

mission is to return an asteroid core sample to Earth while performing a variety of scientific

observations of the asteroid and its environment. A near-Earth asteroid, 433 Eros, was

chosen as the target. Orbital mechanics analysis has determined that it will take

approximately 1.5 years to arrive at Eros and another year to return. The current launch date

for the mission is January 21, 2000. Utilizing the Atlas IIA launch vehicle, the spacecraft

will attain its parking orbit and engage a Centaur IIA upper stage to achieve Earth escape.

The spacecraft will have a semimonocoque structural design composed mostly of beryllium.

In order to meet the payload volume requirements of the launch vehicle, the spacecraft will

have deployable booms, landing gear, and high-gain antenna. Four bipropellant thrusters will

control velocity changes and maneuvering. The spacecraft will utilize twelve

monopropellant thrusters in conjunction with reaction wheels to maintain navigational

stability during transfer to the asteroid. Attitude determination will be accomplished by

inertial measurement units with sunsensors and starsensors to establish an inertial reference.

Three MOD-RTGs will be used to supply power to the spacecraft, with three independent

pressure vessel NiH2 batteries to supply power to the sampling drill. The spacecraft will

employ various instruments to perform scientific observations. These include: a plasma

spectrometer, a magnetometer, a dust analyzer, a laser radar system, and several instruments

that provide detailed surface analysis of Eros using imaging in the ultraviolet through infrared

electromagnetic spectrum. The projected cost for this mission is $2844.6M (FY92).
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1.0 Introduction

Many consider the asteroids to be a great potential supply of mineral resources that

could be tapped at some time in the future. Unfortunately, very little information is available

about these celestial bodies. During the past two decades, interplanetary probes such as

Viking 1 and 2, Pioneer 10 and 11, and Voyager 1 and 2 have provided mankind with much

information about several planets and satellites in the solar system. However, all probes

launched to date have returned little significant information about the asteroids. In addition,

none of these unmanned spacecraft were capable of returning samples to Earth for detailed

analysis. Therefore, a design is proposed for a mission that would study an asteroid in detail

and return core and surface samples back to Earth.

Scientific missions for asteroid research are becoming important as the world looks

for alternative fuel sources, natural resources, and future way stations for deep space travel.

Relatively little information is known about asteroids and their specific characteristics. The

asteroid 433 Eros was chosen as the target because of its proximity to Earth and numerous

launch opportunities in the next several years.

In this mission, the spacecraft will rendezvous with, land on, and anchor itself to Eros,

a near-Earth asteroid (see Figure 1.1). It will then drill to obtain core samples, which will be

stored onboard for the voyage home. Finally, the spacecraft will return to Earth where the

samples will be retrieved. Throughout the mission, the spacecraft will perform many

scientific experiments in an effort to obtain as much detailed information as possible.

This report describes the subsystems that are required for the spacecraft to complete

its mission. Topics detailed in this report include launch vehicle; spacecraft structure; power;

propulsion; guidance, navigation, and control; communications; command and data handling;

thermal control; scientific instruments; sample acquisition; and sample retrieval.
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2.0 Launch Vehicle

2.1 Requirements

The launch vehicle is required to lift the spacecraft to an altitude where the propulsion

subsystem can take over and propel the spacecraft to the target asteroid. The basis of

selection of an appropriate vehicle involved three different criteria. First, the possible

boosters were analyzed to determine which ones were able to boost the design mass of the

spacecraft. Second, the cost of each remaining booster was investigated to determine which

would be the most cost effective of the proposed vehicles. Finally, any additional benefits

that would be gained by the different systems were weighed versus their cost. Based on these

three criteria, a launch system was chosen according to the current mission profile.

2.2 Atlas IIA

The launch vehicle chosen to provide initial boost for the spacecraft was the Atlas

IIA. The Atlas IIA, manufactured by General Dynamics, is capable of boosting a payload of

6760 kg into a 185 km, 28 degree inclination parking orbit. Using the current mission

profile, the spacecraft's mass is 5830 kg which is within the Atlas IIA's capabilities. Also, the

Atlas IIA is the lowest cost booster, $80-90 million (1990 dollars) per launch, which is able

to launch the spacecraft's budgeted mass. At liftoff the Atlas IIA can provide an average of

2.11 million Newtons of thrust, which is sufficient for the current payload specifications.

The launch processing time for this vehicle is 71 days, from erection to launch at the Cape

Canaveral Air Force Station facility (CCAFS). Figure 2.1 gives a pictorial representation of

the launch sequence. The Centaur upper stage, provided with the Atlas I/A, will be used for

Earth escape [1].
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FlightSequence

Event

Liftoff/SRM _nition (1 st pair)

SRM i0umout ( 1 st I_ur)

SRM ignition (2nd I=a_r)

SRM _eftlSOn (1st DBIr)

SRM burnout (2nd pair)

SRM )st'bsOn (2nd pair)

Atlas booster engine cutoff (BECO)

Atlas booster package lettison

Insulation panel jetttl_n

Payload fmnng lettilo_

Alias sustamer engine cutoff (SECO)

AIJu sust=uner jolt,ran

Centaur first rosin engine st_ul (MESl)

Centaur firsl rn_n eingne cutoff (MECO1}

Centaur second main engine sta_ (MES2)

Centaur second main engine culoff (MECO2)

Abgnment to i_pafAliO_ 8ttitL_e _ Spin-Up

SaOarate sl_cecraft

Col_smn and contamination avoidartce maneuver

Satellite first apogee arnval

Fl_ghl Time

(rain:see)

Atlas I Atlas II Atlas IIA Atlas IIAS

00:00 00:00 00:00 00:00

.... 00:56.0

.... 01:06.2

.... 01:317

.... 02:02.5

.... 02:06.2

02:35.5 02:52.4 02:48.7 02:47.8

02:38.5 02:55.5 02:51,6 02:50.9

03:00.5 --

03:40.8 03:46.0 03:52.4 03:37.5

04:270 04:38.2 04:389 04:43.4

04:29.0 04:40.2 04:40.9 04:45.4

04:39.5 04:50.7 04:5t .4 04:55.9

09:53.2 11:13.3 09:55.1 09:48.1

24:08.7 24:32,5 24:09.4 23:40.4

25:42.5 26:17.3 25:39.5 25:21.1

25:44.5 26:19.3 25:41.5 25:23.1

27:57.5 28:32.3 27:54.5 27:36.1

37:57.5 38:32,3 37:54.5 37:36.1

5.7 hrs 57 hrs 5.7 hr$ 5.7 hrs

Figure 2.1: Pictorial Representation of the Flight Sequence (Isakowitz, Steven J.,
International Reference Guide to Space Launch Systems, AIAA Publications,
Washington, D.C., 1992.)
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2.3 Payload Accommodation

Considering the estimated size of the spacecraft, the largest payload fairing available

with the Atlas was chosen. This fairing provides a maximum payload diameter of 3.65

meters, a maximum cylinder length of 5.258 meters and a maximum cone length of 5.55

meters. Figure 2.2 illustrates these and other dimensions of the payload fairing. Considering

the current configuration, Table 2.1 lists the environment the spacecraft will experience

during the launch phase of the mission [1].

Large Payload Fairing

475 in

(1206.5 ram)

218,5 =n

(5549.9 rnm)

14.5 I

f
473.0 in

020142

Dynamic _'_ mini

Envelope

165 in

__ 143.7in _1_ (41910turn)

I (3650 mm)

_ AOapler !k_ / 420in '.('r_0) (lO_S,6 mini I!

N

Equ,pmen!

MoOule

Figure 2.2: Large Payload Fairing (Isakowitz, Steven J., International Reference Guide to
Space Launch Systems, AIAA Publications, Washington, D.C., 1992.)
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Table 2.1: PayloadFairingEnvironment (Isakowitz, Steven J., International Reference
Guide to Space Launch Systems, AIAA Publications, Washington, D.C.,
1992.)

Maximum Load Factors (not at same time)

Maximum Lateral/Longitudinal Payload

Freq.
Maximum Overall Acoustic Level

Maximum Flight Shock

Maximum Dynamic Pressure on Fairing

Maximum Pressure Change in Fairing

(prior to launch)

+6.0 g axial, +_2.0 g lateral

10Hz/15 Hz

138.4 dB (1/3 octave)

2000 g at 1500 Hz

700 lb/ft 2 (33520 N/m 2)

0.8 psi/s (5.4 kPa/s)

2.4 Conclusions and Recommendations

Based on the current dimensions and mass of the spacecraft, the Atlas ILA was chosen

as the primary launch vehicle. If the payload mass should increase beyond the capabilities of_

the Atlas IIA, the Atlas RAS may be used with minimal modifications made to the spacecraft

adapter and mission design. The IIAS is essentially identical to the IIA, except for the

addition of four Castor IVA solid boosters. These additional boosters increase the available

spacecraft mass to 8930 kg. The Centaur upper stage and large payload fairing are also

available on the Atlas IIAS [1].
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3.0 Spacecraft Structure

3.1 Structural Requirements

The structure subsystem must perform many duties during the mission. First and

foremost, it must provide strength and rigidity to the spacecraft. It must also protect certain

sensitive components, house all subsystems, withstand launch loads, fit within the launch

vehicle shroud, and be able to withstand forces exerted by the main thrusters and the attitude

thrusters. The structure must provide a stable platform from which the many components,

particularly the scientific components, can operate. The structure must also protect the

computer system components from the harsh space environment.

Many factors, both external and internal, will influence the design of the spacecraft

structure. The spacecraft structure must be designed to withstand a wide variety of forces.

The chosen launch vehicle, an Atlas IIA, will impart 6g's of force on the spacecraft during

launch. This force will transfer through the launch shroud's support structure which will

attach directly to the spacecraft. In addition to this, the structure must withstand the

maximum force which occurs during the firing of the main thruster. Yet another load that the

structure must withstand will be a moment created by the attitude thrusters. The spacecraft

will employ these thrusters periodically in order to reorient itself. Also, the launch vehicle's

maximum payload capacity will constrain the size of the spacecraft.

3.2 Critical Phases

3.2.1 Launch

The Atlas IZA launch vehicle presents two payload fairing options; a medium payload

fairing and a large payload fairing (see Figure 2.2). Due to the spacecraft's size, the large

payload fairing was chosen to house the spacecraft. This fairing has a length of 39.4 ft. (12.0

m), and a diameter of 13.75 ft. (4.2 m). The upper portion of the payload bay is conical in
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shapewith a length of 218.5in (5550mm). The bottom of the payloadbay is cylindrical

with a lengthof 165.0in (4191mm) andwill housethe4.0 m high spacecraft.Theconical

sectionwill housethefoldedhigh-gainantenna.

The spacecraftstructurewill experiencelargeloads during the launchphase.The

structuremust beableto withstandthe forceof lift-off without comingloosein the payload

bay. TheAtlas launchwill impart a6g axial forceanda+ 2g lateral force to the spacecraft.

Both the axial and lateral loads will be transferred through the spacecraft adapter. The

spacecraft will lie 16.4 in. (416 mm) from each inner wall of the payload fairing, thus

defining the spacecraft's maximum deflection due to the lateral launch forces.

3.2.2 Cruise Phase

After departing from the Atlas payload shroud, the spacecraft will deploy the high-

gain antenna and the various booms. All of these items will be retracted during launch to

conserve payload space. Once the spacecraft successfully deploys these items, the cruise

phase will begin.

During the cruise phase, the only severe action that the structure will have to endure

will consist of firing main thrusters for orbital maneuvers and the faring the attitude thrusters

for attitude maneuvers. These events are critical to the spacecraft's design. The four main

thrusters will impart a maximum force of 1.6 kN to the vehicle. Each attitude thruster will

impart 0.5 N of thrust and a moment of 0.124 N-m. The spacecraft structure will need to

withstand these forces.

3.2.3 Asteroid Departure

Once the spacecraft contacts the asteroid, it will firmly attach itself using barbed

spikes located in the landing leg footpads. The drilling will then commence. When the

drilling is done, the spacecraft will depart from Eros. To reduce the propellant mass, the legs

and drill will detach from the spacecraft and remain on Eros. Pyrotechnic charges will
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disconnectthe spacecraft'slower anduppersections,leaving the lower section(containing

thelandingstrutsanddrill) on thesurface.

3.3 Placementof Major Components

3.3.1 Placementof theDrill

Theplacementof thedrill is critical to thedesignof the structure. Thedrill mustbe

placed in the centerof the landing gear,equidistantfrom each landing strut in order to

balancethe stresseson the attachmentassembly. The entire drill apparatuswill connect

entirely to the spacecraft'sbottom section;thus, the spacecraftcan separateits upperand

lower sections,leaving thedrill on theasteroidalongwith the landinggear. The drill will

requireafirm structureto successfullyhold it in placeandtransferthe axial forcesneededto

drill into theasteroid.Thedrilling processwill requirethatthis structurewithstanda2.22kN

axial forceduringthedrilling process.Therefore,the lower assemblymay bequite massive.

3.3.2 Placementof Thrusters

The spacecraftwill employtwo typesof thrusters:themainthrusters,and theattitude

thrusters. Four main thrusterswill executeorbital maneuvers.Thesefour engineswill be

placedsymmetricallyaroundthespacecraft,soasto providestabilityduringoperation.Each

thrusteroutputs400 N of thrust,for a totalof 1.6kN thrust. The structuremustbedesigned

to distributetheseloadsover itself.

Thespacecraftwill utilize three-axisstabilizationwhich will requiretheuseof at least

12 attitude thrusters to provide adequatecontrol. Eachof the chosenattitude thrusters

outputs0.5N of forcefor a momentof 0.124N-m. Thesethrustersmustbeplacedsuchthat

little or noexhaustgasesaffectexteriorcomponentssuchasthepropellant tanks,scientific

instruments,theantennae,or thepowersupply.
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3.3.3 Placement of Propellant Tanks

Due to the nature of the mission, the spacecraft must carry a significant amount of

propellant. Four tanks will store the propellant. Two tanks placed symmetrically opposite

each other will store the monopropellant, and the two larger tanks, also located opposite one

another, will carry the bipropellant. Since the composition of the fuel and oxidizer are not

the same, each bipropellant tank will be divided by a straight wall for separate storage of fuel

and oxidizer in the same tank. With this method, the symmetry of the spacecraft will remain

intact through the trip.

The bipropellant tanks were initially designed to maximize the volume of the tank

while minimizing its surface area. The corresponding sphere that matches the volume of

propellant required exceeded the size of one side of the spacecraft. Thus, the tanks were

redesigned as a cylinder with spherical end caps. The radius of the end caps are 19.038 in,

and the height of the cylindrical section is 33.921 in. The monopropellant tanks were

designed similarly. The end cap radius is 19.038 in. and the cylindrical height is 3.455 in.

The end cap radius is exactly half of the length of one side of the octagonal spacecraft, which

is the maximum allowable dimension.

3.3.4 Placement of Landing Struts and Anchoring Devices

The landing struts and anchors pose another structural design problem. The struts and

anchors must firmly attach to the spacecraft structure to provide adequate surface anchoring.

They will remain retracted into recessed grooves located along the sides of the spacecraft and

will deploy after injection into the transfer orbit to Eros. They also must also be able to

separate from the spacecraft as it launches from the asteroid. Therefore, the whole bottom

assembly will detach from the spacecraft upon departure from the asteroid. This bottom

assembly will act as a launch pad for the spacecraft. The main thrusters, attached to the

upper section, protrude through openings in the truss of the bottom assembly allowing them

to slide freely from the bottom section.
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3.3.5 Placementof ScientificInstruments

Many scientific instruments will require mounting locations on the spacecraft's

exterior. Three extendedboomswill housethe scientific instruments. One boom will

containa rotatingturntable,which will hold thedustanalyzer,andtheplasmaspectrometer.

The longestboom(10 m), will hold themagnetometer.The last boom will hold theHPSP

which will accommodatethe ultraviolet spectrometer,the wide-angle and narrow-angle

CCDs, the laserradar system,and the Visual and Infrared Mapping Spectrometer.These

boomsmust be sturdyenoughto supportthe instrumentduring impulsive maneuvers,and

remainasmotionlessaspossiblewhile theinstrumentsaretakingprecisedata.

3.3.6 Placementof Antennae

Other major components requiring exterior locations are the antennae. The spacecraft

will employ one high-gain antenna (HGA) and two low-gain antennae (LGA). To provide

adequate communications, the HGA will require an unobstructed view. The HGA will be a

deployable structure, similar to the one found on the Galileo spacecraft. While on the

asteroid's surface, the antenna must rotate to point at the Earth. Therefore, it will be mounted

on a gimballed support.

One LGA will be located directly above the HGA. The other LGA will be placed

half-way out on the magnetometer boom. To provide 360* coverage, the LGA will point in

opposite directions. Both LGAs are deployable structures.

3.3.7 Placement of Computer System

The extremely sensitive computer system requires significant protection from both the

space environment and heat generation. The computer will be placed near the top of the

spacecraft close to the HGA. This will ensure the farthest distance from the drill during

operation, and the main thrusters during fh-ing.
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3.3.8 Placementof PowerSupply

ThreeModular RadioisotopeThermoelectricGenerators(MOD-RTG's)will provide

power to all of the spacecraft'ssystemsexcluding the drill. Becauseof the radiation and

electricandmagneticfields createdby this powersupply,it will be locatedfar enoughaway

from all sensitiveinstrumentation.The MOD-RTGs will beplacedon a deployableboom

threemetersin length,similar to whatwasdoneon theGalileospacecraft.

Threebatterieswill providepowerfor thedrill. Thesewill beplacednearthedrill on

thebottomassembly,andwill beleft on theasteroidwith thedrill.

3.4 SpacecraftBus

The structureitself requiresaslight andstrongadesign as possible. The construction

materials must reflect these properties. Beryllium was selected to be the ideal material for

the fabrication of the structure due to its high stiffness-to-mass ratio [2].

The spacecraft structure itself will employ a semi-monocoque design, thus providing

sufficient strength yet weighing relatively little. The shape of the bus is similar to a

cylindrical octagon. The spacecraft will measure 157.5 in. (4.00 m) in height with the length

of each octagon side measuring 38.076 in. (0.967 m) in width. The spacecraft will require

such a large height to accommodate the drill dimensions. The four propellant tanks will lie

half embedded in the structure to save mass, and to maximize the interior surface area. The

maximum dimension across the structure will be 130 in (3.302 m) at the bipropellant tanks.

Twelve attitude thrusters will be arrayed around the spacecraft to provide

maneuverability around each axis. These thrusters will mount on the faces of the propellant

tanks.

The four landing struts will lie on the four remaining faces. They will retract into

recessed grooves for storage during launch. Once deployed, they need never retract and

therefore can deploy via a one-way system. The four booms carrying the MOD-RTGs and
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thevariousscientific insmamentswill alsoremainretractedduring launchanddeployduring

thecruisephaseof themission.

In keepingwith symmetry,the spacecraftwill havefour main rocketmotorsplaced

symmetricallyaboutthecentrallylocateddrill. Theamountof forcegeneratedby thedrilling

processwill constrainthechoiceof drill placement.By placingthedrill off-center,thestruts

wouldexperienceunevenloads.

Thetotal massof thestructureis estimatedto beroughly 10%of thespacecraft'smass

(with propellant)or 550kg. Figure3.1 illustratesa bottomview of thespacecraftdesignand

Figure3.2depictsa sideview.
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3.5 ConclusionsandRecommendations

The spacecraftstructurewill utilize a semi-monocoquestructureconstructedchiefly

of beryllium. Threescientific booms,anRTG boom, four landing gear,andthe antennae,

which are retractedduring launch,will deploy shortly after leaving the Atlas IIA launch

shroud. Thestructuremustwithstandtheforcesof thefour mainthrusters,alongwith those

of the attitudethrusterson thevoyageto Erosandbackto Earth. Barbedspikeswill attach

thespacecraftto theasteroidduringdrilling. To conservepropellant,theheavydrill, landing

gear, and bottom assemblywill remain on the asteroid'ssurfaceand act as a launchpad.

Finally, theSpaceShuttlewill retrievethespacecraftfrom LEO andreturnit safelyto Earth.

Thesemi-monocoquedesignmustbe fully testedto analyzehowtheforceswill affect

the structure. Theseforces arederived from the launchthrust, orbital maneuvers,attitude

maneuvers,and drilling process. The stresseson the deployable booms must also be

analyzedfurther.
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4.0 Power Subsystem

4.1 Requirements

Generation, regulation, distribution, and storage of all spacecraft electric power is

provided by its power subsystem. The determination of the power source was primarily

based on the average and peak electrical power needed to successfully complete the mission.

Spacecraft power for can be generated using energy from the Sun, radioisotope decay,

or nuclear fission reactors. Electrochemical energy can be stored in numerous devices. The

following is a discussion of the various power sources that were investigated in order to

determine which type would be most appropriate for this mission.

Table 4.1 lists the final power budget for the asteroid sample return mission. The

average power consumption by all subsystems (other than those exclusive to the drilling

phase of the mission) will be approximately 1.2 kW. The drilling apparatus requires 7.5 kW

of power for a period of four hours.

Table 4.1: Power budget for the mission

System Power (W)
Attachment to Asteroid 181
C&DH 451
Communications 80
GN&C 550

Propulsion 40
Science Instruments 114
Thermal 60

Subtotal : 1193 W

Drill : 7500 W

Total : 8693 W
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4.2 RadioisotopeThermoelectricGenerators

Since 1961, Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generators (RTGs) have been providing

safe and reliable power to spacecraft designed for long missions. RTGs use thermocouples to

convert the heat radiated by the isotope (usually Pu-238) into usable electric power for

spacecraft subsystems. Major drawbacks to using RTGs are the availability of the Pu-238

and the cost of a unit, $120,000/W [3].

The Modular Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generator (MOD-RTG) has been chosen

as the primary power source for this mission. The MOD-RTG represents the next generation

of RTGs. The General Purpose Heat Source Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generators

(GPHS-RTGs) were also considered as a power source for this mission, but the MOD-RTG

has two distinct advantages over the GPHS-RTG: higher specific power and modularity.

The high specific power of the MOD-RTG is greater than 7.7 Watts/kg. This specific

power represents a 45% improvement over the GPHS-RTG. The MOD-RTG can provide

spacecraft power ranging from 19 Watts to as high as 340 Watts, depending on the

spacecraft's power requirements. Each modularized segment provides a power output of 19

Watts at 30.8 Volts DC [4]. The DC output of the RTGs can be regulated and controlled to

provide 2.4 kHz AC for spacecraft systems, if necessary [5]. The power output for the MOD-

RTG, shown in Figure 4.1, is 340 Watts and its specific power is 7.9 Watts/kg. This is the

configuration that will be used for this mission.

The MOD-RTG utilizes a Multifoil insulation system which surrounds the General

Purpose Heat Source. A zirconia powder coating separates each of the 60 foil layers in the

MOD-RTG design. The GPHS-RTG design utilizes quartz cloth separators. The multifoil

insulation system of the MOD-RTG is lighter than the quartz cloth separators used in the

GPHS-RTGs. The resulting weight savings can be seen in Table 4.2.
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Figure 4.1: Modular RTG Design Parameters (Hartman, Robert F.,"Modular RTG
Technology Status," Proceeding of 25th IECEC, Vol. 1, 1990, p. 235.)

Table 4.2: MOD-RTG/GPHS-RTG weight comparison (Hartman, Robert F., "Modular
RTG Technology Status," Proceeding of 25th IECEC, Vol. 1, 1990, p. 236.)

Major Weight Difference (kg_

Multifoil Insulation System
Outer Shell
T/E Devices

(including Mounting Hardware)
Heat Source Support System

Total RTG Mass

MOD-RTG GPHS-RTG

2.2 6.4
5.7 8.9

2.4 6.2

3.9 4.7

42.2 56.0
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The critical design parameters listed in Table 4.3 are for each of the three MOD-

RTGs that will be used as the primary power source for this mission.

Table 4.3: MOD-RTG Design Parameters (Hartman, Robert F., "Modular RTG
Technology Status," Proceeding of 25th IECEC, Vol. 1, 1990, p. 236.)

Number of GPHS Modules 18

Voltage 30.8 Volts
Power Output 340 Watts
Specific Power 7.9 W/kg
Converter Efficiency 7.5 Percent
Length 1.08 M
Overall Diameter 0.33 M

Mass 42.2 kg
Operating Life 5 years
Storage Life 3 years

Three MOD-RTGs are not capable of providing sufficient power for drilling the core

sample. It was decided that the solution to this problem would be to have an additional

power source on board the spacecraft to use exclusively for the powering of the drill.

4.3 Dynamic Power Systems

To provide all the power necessary to complete the mission with only one power

source, Dynamic Power Systems (DPS) were considered. Dynamic Power Systems utilize a

heat source to drive an engine in a thermodynamic cycle. The Rankine, Brayton, and Stirling

cycles are used to generate electricity in DPS. Unlike RTGs, DPSs have moving parts and

use a working fluid to transfer heat. The Free-Piston Stirling Engine (FPSE) requires the

smallest radiator area. The FPSE also has the potential for the highest efficiency and lowest

overall system mass of the three cycles.

A DPS is capable of producing power over the range of lkW to 1MW. For this

particular mission results from the SP-100 Program carried out by the General Electric

Company (GE) may be utilized to develop a power system configuration involving the FPSE.
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Utilizing a nuclearreactorasa heatsource,theSP-100systemis anticipatedto havea mass

around1300kg andprovide10to 15kW of power[5].

Two types of Stirling engine are being developedby GE: a state-of-the-art low

temperatureenginewith superalloyconstruction,andanadvancedStirling engineoperating

at higher temperatureswith somerefractory metal construction. Table 4.4 lists some

characteristicsof bothenginesdesignedto producepowerin the 10kW range.

Table 4.4: SomeCharacteristicsof GE's FPSE, 10 kW net power to user (Darooka,
D.K., "Ten Kilowatt to Multimegawatt Modular Space Power System Using
Stirling Engines," Proceedings of 25th IECEC, Vol. 5, 1990, p. 226.)

Power Generated by Engine (kWe)
Engine Efficiency
Average Radiator Temperature (K)
Radiator Area (M 2)

Low Temp Engine _ _
11.14 11.14
29.5% 29.5%

505 615

10.24 4.46

The Stirling engine is a reciprocating piston engine which operates at approximately

100 Hz [6]. This generates vibrational forces which could be transmitted to the spacecraft.

The engines are usually attached to the rest of the spacecraft by a boom structure; therefore,

the magnitude of the forces transferred to the rest of the spacecraft is a function of the boom's

structural parameters. Optimization of engine location and orientation were suggested as

solutions to minimizing the transfer of vibrational forces.

4.4 SNAP-DYN Systems

Systems for Nuclear Auxiliary Power (SNAP) nuclear reactors coupled with dynamic

power converters (SNAP-DYN systems) were another possible power source considered for

suppling power for this mission. SNAP-DYN is a space nuclear power system that attains

high efficiencies while utilizing only conventional materials and operating at low

temperatures. Three different designs of the SNAP-DYN use the organic Rankine cycle

(ORC), the closed Brayton cycle (CBC), and the FPSE. Results from ground tests indicate
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that the engines operate with efficiencies of 16 to 20 percent and have an expected

operational lifetime of 8.3 years (60,000 hours) [7]. Table 4.5 lists some characteristics of

the 10 kWe systems. It has been demonstrated that vibrational problems associated with the

FPSE can be reduced by using a dynamically balanced, opposed piston engine. The FPSE is

an attractive system because of the small area required for its radiator.

Table 4.5: Characteristics of the SNAP-DYN 10 kWe Systems (Determan, W.P.,
"SNAP-DYN: Concepts for Multikilowatt Space Power Applications,"
Proceedings of 23rd IECEC, Vol. 3, 1988, p. 210.)

ORE CBC FPSE
Mass (kg) 1571 1551 1562

Main Radiator Area (M 2) 32.9 36.7 23.5

Radiator Temperature (K) 333-361 294-432 371-426
System Efficiencies 16.6 18.1 16.9

4.5 Batteries for the Drill

Batteries must be used for the drill, since RTGs alone cannot supply enough power

for drilling. The exact type of drill required for this mission was never thoroughly described.

However, it was estimated that the drill would require about 7.5 kW of power for four hours

in order to obtain the core sample.

4.5.1 Battery Requirements

A formula for the estimation of the required capacity of the battery is given in Wertz

on page 364 [8].

Cr =
Pe Te

Cd N Vd n

Assuming the following parameters:

Cr = rated battery capacity
Pe = average power load
Te = time required to drill
Cd = limit on battery DOD

N = number of batteries

Vd = bus voltage
n = transmission efficiency

= 7500 W
= 4hr
= 0.80
- 1

= 30V
= 0.90
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The rated batterycapacity is 1389A-hrs (amphours) or about 41 kW-hrs. This

batterycapacitycanbe reducedby breakingthe drilling time into smaller time increments.

After eachdrilling period, the RTGscould rechargethe batteriesand the processcould be

repeated. The numberof batteriescould alsobe increasedto reducethe individual battery

capacity.

In order to makebatteriesa reliablepower source,a largenumberof cells, wired in

seriesand/orparallel, will be used. Shouldsomeof thesecells fail during the mission,the

batterieswould still beableto functionindependentof oneanother. Thebatteriesmusthave

adischargecurrentthatis sufficientfor running thedrill. Also, thebatteriesmustbeableto

berechargedby thesmallamountof powerprovidedby theRTGs.

Due to the unique power requirementsof the drill, it was difficult to find one

particularbatteryto meettheneeds. Evenso, anapproximationof thebatterywasobtained

by studying threedifferent types of batteriesthat are currently availableor will soon be

available. The batteryusedfor this missionmay haveto be specifically designedfor this

mission.

4.5.2 IPV NiH2RechargeableBattery

IndependentPressureVessel(IPV) Nickel-Hydrogen(NiH2) batteriesarecurrently

being flown on theHubble SpaceTelescopeandarebeingplannedfor use on Space Station

Freedom. Nickel-Hydrogen batteries are being used increasingly as replacements for Nickel

Cadmium batteries since NiH2 batteries have a higher specific energy. A typical IPV NiH2

battery has a specific energy of 50-60 W-hr/kg while a NiCd only has a specific energy of 30-

40W-hr/kg [9]. Still under development is a less massive Common Pressure Vessel (CPV)

NiH2, which will offer better performance than an IPV. Nickel-Hydrogen batteries have not

been flown on deep space missions yet, but should be developed in time for this mission.
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4.5.3 RechargeableLithium Battery

The secondtypeof batteryconsideredwasa rechargeablelithium battery. Lithium

batteriesmay usedifferent chemicalsfor the electrolytes,but the one for this battery is

organicV205. The rechargeablelithium systemhastheadvantageof a low self-discharge

andhigh efficiency. This batteryis still beingdevelopedbut it is expectedto havea specific

energy of 100-140 Wh/kg [9] This battery offers a considerablemass savings when

comparedto otherbatteries.

4.5.4 Lithium Thionyl-ChlorideBattery

Thelast typeof batteryconsideredwasaprimary Lithium Thionyl-Chloride(Li/T-C1)

battery. This battery was developedfor the StrategicDefenseInitiative Office and was

successfullyflown on a missionin 1988[10]. Since this is a primary battery, it will not be

able to be recharged after being discharged. Also, when compared to a rechargeable battery,

a primary battery would not require a recharging systems. A possible problem with primary

batteries is that, after time, the battery may lose some of its original charge. This should not

be much of a problem with a Lithium Thionyl-Chloride since lithium batteries generally have

a long shelf life [ 11].

4.5.5 Battery Recommendations

Table 4.6 lists some of the important characteristics of the three batteries discussed

above. The three types of batteries should all be able to meet the estimated requirements of

the drill. However, due to the relatively unknown surface composition of the asteroid, the

power requirements for the drill may change once drilling begins. If the drill was required to

operate for a longer period of time than anticipated, then the Lithium Thionyl-Chloride

battery would not be able to supply the extra power needed. Even though the Li/T-CI would

not require recharging circuits, it lacks the flexibility of rechargeability the other batteries
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possess. For this reason, the Lithium Thionyl-Chloride battery would not be a good choice

for a mission of this nature.

Table 4.6: Individual Battery Characteristics.

NiH21 Li 2 Li/TCI 3

Amp-hours 88 90 1384
Voltage (V) 28 30 28

Volume (cm 3) 57460 22000 20533

Mass (kg) 71 30 253

Number Req'd 3 3 1
Total Mass (kg) 213 90 253

1Standlee, D.,"The Hubble Space Telescope Battery Background", The
1990 NASA Aerospace Battery Workshop, 1990, p. 691-704.

2Deligiannis, F., "Performance Characteristics of Lithium Primary Ceils
after Controlled Storage", Proceedings of the 26th IECEC, vol 3,
1991, p. 395.

3Sullivan, Ralph M., et al., "The Delta 181 Lithium Thionyl Chloride
Battery", Proceedings of the 26th IECEC, vol 3, 1991, p. 384-386.

Three rechargeable batteries were determined to be necessary for this mission. With

three batteries, a failure of one would not jeopardize the mission since the two remaining

batteries should still be sufficient to complete the drilling. Five or six recharging cycles are

expected to be needed if three batteries of the types listed above are used. Recharging time

between cycles is not expected to be more than 3 days.

From Table 4.6, it can be seen that the lithium battery is predicted to have a mass less

than one half of an equivalent IPV NiH2 battery. However, lithium batteries are still being

developed and it may be several years before a lithium battery suitable for this mission is

developed. Nickel-Hydrogen battery technology is currently being used and should be ready

for this mission. For this reason, three IPV NiH2 batteries were chosen to be the power

source of the drill. If the launch date of the mission were delayed by several years, then

lithium batteries may become a good option.
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4.6 Power Management and Distribution

The Power Management and Distribution (PMAD) system is broadly defined as the

system performing all electrical power system functions other than generation and storage.

The PMAD system takes raw power from the source and transforms it into useful power for

the various spacecraft loads. The PMAD is also responsible for the regulation of this power.

The previously designed PMAD of the Galileo spacecraft served as a model in the

design of the PMAD for this mission. The expected mass of the PMAD is 80 kg/kW or about

96 kg [13]. The wiring harness is expected to weigh between 10% to 25% of the total power

systems mass or about 100 kg [8].

4.6.1 PMAD Description

The spacecraft's PMAD system is shown in Figure 4.2. Three MOD-RTGs will

provide the power to a 30 Vdc bus. Each output of the RTG is connected to isolation diodes,

by-passible through a relay. The isolation diodes provide protection for the spacecraft in case

of an internal failure of one of the RTGs. Also, these diodes provide enough of a voltage

drop to power the memory keep-alive circuits [14]. The bus regulator consists of a shunt

regulator and a capacitor discharge controller. Excess RTG power is diverted by the shunt

regulator into external shunt radiators, which may be used to heat various parts of the

spacecraft. The discharge controller stores capacitor energy which can be supplied to the bus

through transient energy support [14].

The Power Control unit in Figure 4.2 contains all of the control and switching

functions as well as some telemetry of the PMAD. This unit contains many redundant

features which will help ensure continued operation [14]. The Power Control unit also

controls the power from the batteries to the drill. When the batteries need recharging, the

Power Controller diverts RTG power into the Recharger unit, which controls the recharging

of the batteries.
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The Power Distribution unit handles the distribution of power to the various

spacecraft loads. Load switching is accomplished by magnetically latched relays which are

arranged for redundancy in the event of a failure. Also connected to the Power Distribution

unit is the Pyro Switching unit. This unit controls several pyrotechnic devices which aid in

the deployment of booms, and spacecraft launch vehicle separation [ 14].

4.6.2 Autonomy and Memory Keep-Alive

Not all of the power system's functions can be controlled from the ground due to the

time delay involved in transmitting commands. The PMAD must contain a large degree of

autonomy and fault protection. The spacecraft must, in the very least, detect a fault,

autonomously recover from the fault, transmit telemetry of the fault to Earth, and safe itself

while protecting other systems of the spacecraft. The fault protection system must also be

able to be reprogrammed in-flight to correct for possible design flaws and to add flexibility to

the system [14].

To insure that the computer of this spacecraft has sufficient power at all times, the

PMAD provides a memory keep-alive function. The maximum duration of a correctable

fault in the power system is on the order of only a few seconds. The short term keep-alive

circuits will be able to handle a power disruption lasting only a few seconds. For longer

power outages, a centralized and block redundant memory power system with a DC/DC

converter is used. The DC/DC converter operates from the small voltage developed across

the two series diodes, shown in Figure 4.2 [14].

4.7 Recommendations

The final selection of the power source was three MOD-RTGs and three rechargeable

Independent Pressure Vessel NiH2 batteries for powering the drill. The mass of the RTG and

battery system was determined to be much lower than using DPS or SNAP-DYN systems.
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Forinstance,anRTG andbatterysystem(including the PMAD andwire harness)will havea

massof approximately550kg whileaDPSor SNAP-DYNsystemwill beover 1300kg.

MOD-RTGs areexpectedto be flight-readyby 1993,prior to the anticipatedlaunch

dateof January,2000. As statedpreviously, the batteriesfor the drill should becustom

designedfor themission. Of thethreetypesof batteriesconsidered,theIPV NiH2 batteries

appearthe bestselectionandshouldbereadyby theexpectedlaunchdate. If the missionis

postponeda few years,thenmoreefficient batteries,suchasrechargeablelithium batteries

couldbeused.
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5.0 Propulsion Subsystem

5.1 Requirements

Four areas were considered when choosing the propellants for this mission: mass,

storability, performance, and combustibility. Low mass is desired to lessen the gross mass of

the spacecraft. It was not considered beneficial to have any kind of cryogenic or possibly

corrosive propellants. This would require special refrigeration units or insulation to store

these propellants.

The spacecraft had to meet three major performance considerations. Primarily, it

must perform a total, out of plane, velocity change of 12 krn/s. The attitude mission

parameter requires a three-axis stabilization for the spacecraft while enroute to the asteroid.

This is maintained through a combination of attitude thrusters and reaction wheels. Once the

spacecraft has reached the asteroid, a 90 ° slew must be performed to properly align the

spacecraft with the asteroid.

The combustibility consideration deals with the properties of the propellant,

combustion mechanisms, combustion chamber and the nozzle. The combustion chamber and

engine nozzles are chosen from other conventional spacecraft with similar mission

parameters. A chemical reaction combustion is chosen over other engine classes, such as the

electric or nuclear motors. These are not considered advantageous to the mission due to

power and mass considerations. Table 5.1 gives specifications for different propellants.

5.2 Propellants

5.2.1 Cold Gas

Cold gas is a propellant that requires no combustion because it produces thrust simply

by releasing compressed gas in a given direction. There are 4 types now used in space

vehicles; nitrogen, ammonia, freon, and helium. These cold gases produce a low specific
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impulse(Isp)andlow thrustrangecomparedto otherpropellants(seeTable5.1). Dueto the

high densityof thecold gaspropellant,comparedto otherkindsof propellants,thespacecraft

design must account for a very heavy propulsion system.Even though the cold gas is

relativelysimpleandreliable,it producesavery low performance.

Table 5.1: Propellant Specifications. (Wertz, J.R. and Larson, W.J., eds., Space Mission
Analysis and Design, Kluwer Academic Publishers, Norwell, MA, 1991.)

PROPELLANT THRUST RANGE (N)

Cold Gas*

Solid Propellants

Liquid Propellants
Monopropellants
Bipropellants

Water Electrolysis

0.05 - 200

50- 5x106

0 - 0.5

0-5x106
0 - 500

*Data measured at 24 MPa and 273 K

Isp (sec)

50 - 75

280 - 300

150 - 225
300 - 430

360

5.2.2 Liquid Propellants

Both monopropellants and bipropellants were considered for this mission. Two

specific monopropellants were considered due to their past use in space. The two

monopropellants were hydrogen peroxide (H202)and hydrazine (N2H4). The

monopropellants' low thrust range is ideal for small attitude corrections (see Table 5.1). The

monopropellants are reliable, because of the simple combustion mechanisms. One

disadvantage of the monopropellants is that they are slightly heavier than other propellants.

This disadvantage is offset, however, by the low cost necessary to produce the

monopropellant.

Bipropellants are composed of two different chemical components, a fuel and an

oxidizer. Four different oxidizers were considered for this mission: nitrogen tetroxide

(N204), fluorine (F2), oxy-fluorine (OF2), and chlorine trifluoride (C1F5). These oxidizers

had the best performance characteristics (see Table 5.1). Even though these bipropellants
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havegood performancecapabilities, the fluorine family (F2,OF2,andC1Fs)are extremely

toxic andcomplicatedto use. Fluorinederivativestendto corrodesomeof themetalson the

spacecraftandtheir highdensityaddsunwantedmass. Nitrogentetroxideis easierto handle

becauseof its non-corrosiveproperties.

Therearefour choicesfor fuel basedon industryuseandperformance.Thefour fuel

werehydrogen(H2),hydrazine(N2H4),monomethylhydrazine(MMH), andunsymmetrical

dimethylhydrazine (UDMH). Hydrazine has the property of being both a fuel and a

monopropellantdependingon the catalyst.

varying slightly only in storability andcost.

for this typeof missionin industry.

Almost all the fuels havethe sameproperties

Monomethylhydrazineis the fuel mostly used

Another liquid propellant method considereduseswater electrolysis instead of

combustion,wheretwo moleculesof wateraredecomposedinto moleculesof hydrogen(H2)

and oxygen (02). This method provides both the oxidizer and fuel componentsof a

bipropellant. Water electrolysisgivesa high performancedue to its high specific impulse

(seeTable 5.1). The maindisadvantageis thatwaterelectrolysisis very complicatedto use

becauseit needsa largepowersupply. At present,thismethodis in thedevelopmentalstage.

5.2.3 SolidPropellants

Solid propellantsarenot very usefulbecausethey cannotbe throttledor controlled.

This is an important aspect to attitude control and maneuvering control. Another

consideration with solid propellants is that they must be designed to burn evenly along the

entire length to prevent unsteady thrust from the motor. Also, they produce too much thrust

force to be useful for either attitude or maneuvering control.
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5.2.4 OtherPropellants

Otherpropellantsandpropulsiontechniqueswererejectedon thebasisof complexity,

storage,or power requirements. These techniquesincluded solar conversion and some

corrosiveliquid propellants.

5.3 Discussionof Propellants

5.3.1 Monopropellant

Due to the major and minor correctionsin flight path, orbits, and trajectories,the

attitude control subsystemmust have large range capacities. It is proposed to use a

combination of monopropellant and bipropellant thrusters for this mission. The

monopropellantwould be hydrazine(N2H4),which waschosenfor avarietyof reasons.It

hasa low bulk density of only 1.0 g/cm3. Othercharacteristicsinclude the fact that it is

simpleandreliable to useandstore,it doesnot requiretheextramassfor anoxidizer,andit

hasa low thrustrange. This last is importantbecauseit will beusedto makethevery small

attitudechangesor correctionssuchasprecisionpointing of thecommunicationantennaand

sensors.

5.3.2 Bipropellant

The bipropellant suggestedis the MON-1 [Mixed Oxides of Nitrogen] /MMH

configuration. This was chosen due to its relatively high Isp (see Table 5.1) and its

storability [15]. The density of MON-1/MMtt is lower than some of the other bipropellants

and therefore will not require as much storage volume, which will decrease tank mass. This

configuration loses some Isp but gains a slightly more stable propellant compared to other

bipropellants. MON-1 is a derivative of nitrogen tetroxide (N204); however, it contains 0.8%

NO, which produces a higher performance than regular N204.
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5.4 PropellantSpecifications

5.4.1 Hydrazine(N2H4)

Thehydrazinemustbestoredbetween274.5K and386.4K, its freezingandboiling

pointsrespectively. It canspontaneouslyignite with nitric acid,nitrogentetroxide,andair.

It hasapositiveheatof formation,0.1256kJ/kg,andthereforehasabetterperformancethan

other fuels. As a monopropellant,it canbedecomposedwith certaincatalystsat different

temperatures.This decompositionis necessaryto combustthe propellantefficiently. The

catalystmay haveto be preheatedto work efficiently. Iridium, at room temperature,iron,

nickel, andcobalt, at 450 K, all decomposehydrazinewell. Caremustbe takennot to store

hydrazinein a tankmadeof theabovematerials[16].

5.4.2 Monomethylhydrazine(CH3NHNH2)

Monomethylhydrazine(MMH) is aderivativeof hydrazineandis usedonly in rocket

engines,usuallyasanattitudecontrolpropellant. MMH is mostcommonlyusedwith N'204

as an oxidizer and its vapors ignite on contact with air with a flammability of 2.5% to 98%

per volume at sea-level conditions. The Isp for MMH is about I% to 2% lower than with

other fuels. This however, is offset by the increased stability and management of the MMH.

MMH usually decomposes at about 491 K in atmospheric pressure. MMH, like hydrazine, is

very toxic and must be stored at about 300 K. It has a boiling point of 360.6 K, a melting

point of 220.7 K, and a heat of vaporization of 790 kJ/kg [16].

5.4.3 Nitrogen Tetroxide (N204)

Nitrogen tetroxide has a boiling point of 294.3 K, a melting point of 261.5 K, and a

heat of formation/vaporization of 413 kJ/kg. With a narrow liquid range, the storage tanks

must be designed to prevent freezing or evaporation of the nitrogen tetroxide. One of this

oxidizer's most attractive points is that it is not as corrosive in its pure state as other
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oxidizers.Thereis no problemstoringit indefinitely, aslong asit is not storedwith anything

that would make it hypergolic. Like the otherpropellants,nitrogen tetroxide's fumesare

extremelytoxic; therefore,specialhandlingproceduresare required. N204 usually uses

MMH as its fuel counterpart, like those used in the Titan II missile systems. Even though the

chosen oxidizer is MON- 1, it still has most of the same properties as nitrogen tetroxide [ 16].

5.5 Attitude Thruster Engines

5.5.1 Monopropellant Thrusters

It is recommended that 12 monopropellant thrusters and 4 bipropellant thrusters be

used on the spacecraft. Figure 5.1 shows a proposed position schematic of the 16 thrusters.

The monopropellant thrusters will be used for precise control of the spacecraft, while the

bipropellant thrusters will be used for mid-course maneuvers. The monopropellant thrusters

used are a variation on the Mark II propulsion module developed by Martin Marietta. These

thrusters can carry a maximum of 100 kg of propellant. The thrust nozzles are only 0.4 kg

each. The tanks, however, will be designed to carry only 64.7 kg of propellant for each

thruster resulting in a total propellant mass of 776.21 kg. An additional 300 kg of propellant

will be required to clear debris during the drilling operations, detailed in a later section.
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Figure 5.1: Thruster configuration and functional capability (Sutton, G.P., Rocket
Propulsion Elements; An Introduction to the Engineering of Rockets, John
Wiley & Sons, New York, New York, 1986.)
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Therefore,thetotal masswill be 1076.21kg. The mainfunctionof these thrusters will be to

establish orbit adjustments and attitude control for initial stabilization, sensor alignment, and

roll control. Figure 5.2 gives the schematic configuration and specifications on the Mark II

propulsion module. The hydrazine and nitrogen are initially pressurized to 2.76 MPa with a

chamber pressure of 689 kPa. The propulsion feed temperature will be 422 K with a

combustion temperature of 3000 K and an engine thrust of 22 Newtons. Figure 5.3 shows a

hydrazine rocket engine with a steady state Isp of 234 seconds and a pulse Isp of 200 seconds.
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Figure 5.2: Mark II PM fluid schematic (Sutton, G.P., Rocket Propulsion Elements; An
Introduction to the Engineering of Rockets, John Wiley & Sons, New York,

New York, 1986.)
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Figure 5.3:
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A typical attitude control rocket design using hydrazine monopropellant
(Sutton, G.P., Rocket Propulsion Elements; An Introduction to the
Engineering of Rockets, John Wiley & Sons, New York, New York, 1986.)

5.5.2 Bipropellant Thrusters

The bipropellant thrusters, which perform the velocity change and maneuvering

control, operate at a propellant feed pressure of 1.7 MPa and chamber pressure of 758 kPa.

The propulsion feed temperature is 294K, and the combustion chamber temperature is

3100K. Figure 5.4 illustrates the bipropellant thruster configuration. The bipropellant

thruster is similar to that used in the Galileo propulsion module. This thruster class produces

thrust for deflection maneuvers, orbit insertion, and periapsis raising maneuvers. The

propulsion system utilizes a thrust vectoring system, see Figure 5.5, using a gimballed engine

assembly. This system uses two electric actuators to deflect the thrust vector and can cause a

deflection on the average of 10 to 15 degrees. The thruster configuration allows for smoother

control by dividing the attitude control among a group of thrusters instead of just one or two.

The thrusters provide 400 N of thrust each, a specific impulse of about 300 seconds, and a

life of about 23 hours [16]. This thruster class is radiation and fuel film cooled to prevent

overheating the combustion and nozzle chambers. The thruster uses an unlike stream

impingement system as an injector for optimum mixing of the propellant and oxidizer. This
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enginewasdevelopedby Messerschmitt-Bolkow-Blohm (MBB), has a mass of about 4.5 kg,

and will use a total of 2534.1 kg of propellant [16].
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Figure 5.4: A typical bipropellant attitude control thruster (Sutton, G.P., Rocket
Propulsion Elements," An Introduction to the Engineering of Rockets, John
Wiley & Sons, New York, New York, 1986.)
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Figure 5.5: Gimballed engine assembly (Sutton, G.P., Rocket Propulsion Elements," An
Introduction to the Engineering of Rockets, John Wiley & Sons, New York,
New York, 1986.)
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5.6 ConclusionsandRecommendations

The missionwill beusingtwo typesof propellantsandthrusters.A monopropellant,

hydrazine, will be used in the Martin Marietta designedthrusters. A seriesof twelve

thrusters,alongwith reactionwheels,will control the attitude, threeaxis stabilization, and

slewing requirements for the mission. Four MBB thrusters will use a bipropellant,

Monomethylhydrazineandnitrogentetroxide,to performvelocity changesandmaneuvering.

A totalpropulsionsubsystemmassis estimatedto be3610.3kg. This includespropellantand

enginemasses.

Oneof themajor problemswith thepropulsionis theuncertaintyof theeffectson the

spacecraftdueto externalforces. For example,theeffectsof solaractivity, solarwinds,solar

radiation,andgravity effectsof the Sun,dependon the yearthemissionis launchedandthe

distancefrom the Sun. Otherforces include, gravity gradientsfrom othercelestial bodies

suchastheEarth,433Eros, andotherasteroidsin closeproximity to Eros,andthecollision

of micrometeorson the spacecraft. All of thesemust be correctedby using thrustersand

reaction wheels. A more detailed analysis must be performed using both computer

simulations and model testing to obtain the necessarydata neededto correct for these

externalforces.
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6.0 Guidance, Navigation, and Control (GN&C)

6.1 System Requirements

The overall Guidance, Navigation, and Control (GN&C) requirements for any

mission are: establish and maintain the necessary course to accomplish the mission goals.

These general requirements can be defined more specifically in terms of orbital mechanics

(establishing the flight path) and dynamics and control (maintaining the flight path).

The specific requirements this mission places on the Attitude Sensing and Control

(ASC) subsystem can further be divided into cruise phase and rendezvous phase, each of

which places unique demands on the system's capabilities. During cruise, the main objective

of ASC is to maintain communications with ground control by keeping the spacecraft pointed

in a very specific direction at all times. When course corrections, defined by the orbital

mechanics of the mission, are required, the ASC system must be able to provide them.

During rendezvous and landing, ASC is required not only to maintain communications with

Earth, but also to safely and accurately control the spacecraft to a secure landing. The

potential complexity of the maneuvers at rendezvous thus make this the most demanding

mission phase for the ASC designers to accomodate.

6.2 Orbital Mechanics

The main goal of the orbital mechanics subsection of the mission is to precisely

determine the flight trajectory, transfer windows, and attitude maneuvers necessary to

complete the mission. The resulting information from this analysis is then used by many of

the subsystems as a part of their design parameters. The most immediate use of the

information is by the GN&C subsystem, which is responsible for maintaining the flight

parameters established by the mission analysis. Table 6.1 lists how some other subsystems

use the information from the mission profile.
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Table 6.1: System Interdependencies with Orbital Mechanics.

Subsystem Influencing Factors
..........................................................................................

Propulsion Velocity changes for:
Launch
Transfer and Rendezvous

Return and Capture

Communications Maximum Transmission Distance

Spacecraft orientation to point antenna
Communications interference from Sun

Scientific Instrumentation Required orientation for instruments

Thermal Control Orientation toward and distance from Sun
..........................................................................................

With these factors in mind, analysis was begun on how mission parameters could be

selected to minimize the cost requirements of these subsystems.

6.2.1 Transfer Optimization

With the selection of the destination (433 Eros) already made, designing the mission

profile by varying this parameter is not possible. Attention is ftrst focused on the propulsion

subsystem, with the intent of minimizing the transfer velocity requirements. This, of course,

translates directly into propellant (and cost) savings.

In a paper from the joint AAS/AIAA Astrodynamics Specialist Conference [17]

global optimum AV characteristics for several asteroids were presented. Table 6.2 is an

excerpt from this paper, listing the best available launch windows and characteristics between

1993 and 2010.
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Table 6.2: Possible Mission Windows (Lau, C.O. and Hulkower, N. D., "On the
Accessibility of Near-Earth Asteroids," AAS/AIAA Astrodynamics Specialist
Conference, Vail, Colorado, Aug. 12-15, 1985.)

01/20/93 28.17 06/28/94 3.560

01/21/00 29.66 07/14/01 4.491

It was decided that while the second opportunity had the highest AV, it was the

closest of the three to the expected launch date. One drawback common to each of the three

orbits considered is the need for a mid-course correction. For the orbit chosen, it occurs on

the 281st day of the transfer. An inspection of the orbital parameters of Eros shows that this

maneuver corresponds to an inclination change at the ascending node of Eros' orbit. The

orbital parameters of Eros are as follows [ 18]:

a = 1.4583155
e = 0.22228695
i = 10.826580

= 303.73856
= 178.58421

M = 209.78952

Ecliptic and Equinox -- 1950.0

Epoch 1991 -- December 10.0 ET

JD 2448600.5

With the information on the launch and rendezvous dates, reconstruction of the

complete transfer becomes little more than a two-point boundary value problem. A program

was developed to simulate the entire mission, keeping track of the relative positions of the

Sun and Earth, with the intentions of using this information for the other subsystems. As

stated earlier in Table 6.1, the position of these two bodies during the mission will play a

considerable role in the communications and thermal control areas.
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6.2.2 MissionProfile

The missionprofile consistsof a smallnumberof large-scaletransfermaneuvers,and

a large number of small-scale attitude maneuvers for communications and other

instrumentationalignment. In this sectionthe focusis placedon the transfermaneuvers--

their magnitude,direction,andtiming. Table6.3containsa morecompletelist of themission

profile.

Table 6.3: Characteristics of Large Scale Mission Profile (Lau, C.O. and Hulkower,
N.D., "On the Accessibility of Near-Earth Asteroids," AAS/AIAA
Astrodynamics Specialist Conference, Vail, Colorado, Aug. 12-15, 1985.)

Date of Launch

Launch Energy (km/s) 2
Maneuver Date

Time of Flight (days)
Date of Arrival

Post-Launch DV (kin/s)

Time of Flight (days)
Date of Arrival at Earth

Length of Mission (days)

01/21/00

29.66

10/29/00
540

07/14/01
1.172
394

01/24/03
1099

From the data above, it can be seen that the total AV for the round trip from LEO to

LEO is approximately 13 km/s. Figure 6.1 shows the shape of the spacecraft's transfer orbit

from the Earth to Eros. One characteristic of the orbit is that it is greater than a 360 degree

transfer. The spacecraft re-traces the first portion of its flight approximately 520 days after

launch.
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Figure 6.1: Shape of Spacecraft Transfer from Earth to Eros

6.2.3 Other Subsystem Considerations

As stated earlier, one of the functions of the orbital analysis is to determine certain

parameters of use to the other subsystems. The transfer AVs and maneuver dates for the

propulsion and navigation systems have already been determined. At this point consideration

must be given to the thermal and communication systems. One of the requirements common

to both of the above mentioned subsystems is the known position of the Sun relative to some

body fixed axis system on the spacecraft. For the thermal subsystem, it is desirable to know

the Sun's direction to regulate the amount of radiative heat transfer that occurs. For the

communications subsystem, both the position of the Sun and the Earth must be known, so

that predictions can be made as to if, when, and for how long communications may be

impaired by an occultation. Figure 6.2 shows how the in-plane angular position (relative to

the spacecraft) of Eros, the Earth, and the Sun vary throughout the 540 day transfer. Because

of the low inclination of Eros, the intersection of the Sun's path with that of the Earth on the
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graph is sufficient to warrant concern about communications at selected times during the

flight.

6.2.4 Recommendations

The analysis tools used for the orbital mechanics portion of the mission are about

85% complete. Only slight additions and modifications to the program are needed to allow

for the generation of more useful data that can be used by the other subsystems. One change

which should be made is in determining the orbit from the boundary conditions (Launch and

Rendezvous). This portion of the analysis was actually done in a separate program, requiring

the data to be transferred by hand into the main program. By combining these it would allow

for a more direct method of reproducing the necessary orbit. The analysis was also

performed only on the Launch/Rendezvous portion of the mission. It is also necessary that it

be done for the return trip. Again, if these two programs are joined, the return trip analysis

will consist of no more than reversing the initial and final conditions of the problem.
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Anotherimprovementwhich shouldbemadeis to takethecalculationof therelative

positionsof the EarthandSunonemorestep. Right now thereferenceframeis anchoredto

theradiusvectorof thespacecraft.To allow for theusefultranslationof their coordinatesto

theothersystems,it is necessarythat thefinal framebe fixed to thespacecraftasmentioned

earlier. Once this last frame is incorporated, a multitude of useful (and necessary)

information,suchasthrustvectorsfor attitudemaneuvers,andthe aforementionedtracking

andinstrumentationpointingmaneuverscanbedefined.

6.3 MissionManeuverProfile (MMP)

Oncetheorbital mechanicsof the missionhavebeendetermined,a list of maneuvers

from launch to recoverymust bemadewhich will thendefinethe specific requirementsfor

the hardwareof the GN&C subsystem. Table 6.4 gives the Mission Maneuver Profile

(MMP), with initial sizing of the larger maneuversand stationkeepingpointing accuracy

requirements.As will beshownin thefollowing sections,theserequirementsconstitutethe

limiting caseswhich needto be examinedin the selectionand sizing of the spacecraft's

GN&C hardware.

6.4 Attitude SensingandControl (ASC)

This topic includes spacecraftstabilization, attitude determination, and attitude

control. Unlike orbital mechanics,whichdealslargelywith thetheoreticalanalysisinvolved

in thedefinition of theMMP, ASC primarily handlesthemoreparticular issuesof hardware

selectionandsizing. The requirementsfor theASC subsystemarederived from (or simply

takenfrom) theMMP.
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Table 6.4: Mission Maneuver Profile (MMP): From LEO Parking Orbit to Recovery

1. Reorient spacecraft for thrust into transfer orbit
2. Thrust to transfer orbit

3. Reorient for communications -- stationkeeping (3-8 mrad) 1
4. Reorient for midcourse correction (---90 ° slew) 2

5. Perform midcourse correction (10.8 ° plane change)
6. Reorient for communications -- stationkeeping (3-8 mrad):

7. Reorient for rendezvous course correction (slew for retrograde thrust?)
8. Perform rendezvous course correction(s) (thrust to target orbit)
9. Slow to match Eros orbit as altitude above Eros approaches 2.5km; select 3 most

promising landing sites
10. Reorient to "orbit" about Eros over most promising landing site; compensate for

rotation of scanning platform, perform detailed scan
-> If site proves unsatisfactory, go to next of three most promising, repeat
-> If all three sites prove unsatisfactory, repeat step 9

11. Rotate to keep landing area in sight
12. Land

13. Keep stable on ground (if torques from drill exceed expected levels)
14. Launch from Eros

15. If fuel, time allow, perform maneuvers required for detailed mapping (steps 9,10)
16. Reorient for departure
17. Thrust to return transfer orbit

18. Reorient for communications -- stationkeeping (3-8 mrad):
19. Reorient for midcourse correction and perform
20. Reorient for communications -- stationkeeping (3-8 mrad) 1

21. Reorient for thrust to LEO recovery orbit (= 180 ° slew) 3

22. Thrust to LEO recovery orbit
23. Reorient for communications -- stationkeeping (3-8 mrad) 1

1: Pointing requirements for stationkeeping are based on the requirements given for the Apollo (8
mrad) and Galileo missions (3 mrad) [19,20]

2: See orbital mechanics section for details on requirements of midcourse correction.
3: Size of this maneuver based on: (1) the communications hardware and main thruster are located on

opposite "ends" of the spacecraft and (2) the assumption that that the spacecraft will be pointing
almost exactly in the direction of the bum. If (2) is untrue, maneuver will be smaller

6.4.1 Spacecraft Stabilization

A number of different factors influence the choice of stabilization method for any

given spacecraft. Environment, scientific instrumentation, communications, and mission

duration all must be considered in the design of a spacecraft's stabilization system.

First of all, the pointing accuracy requirements for communications purposes must be

considered. This is an especially crucial issue for interplanetary missions, when a very small

error in pointing angle may cause complete "blackout" of the communications system. The

stationkeeping requirements for this mission, as listed in the MMP, are currently estimated at
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3 and8 milliradians(0.17° to 0.5°),basedonsimilar requirementsfor theGalileoandApollo

missions,respectively[19,20].

This mission will use three-axisstabilization. Therehad beensomedebateabout

whetherto usethree-axisstabilizationor a dual-spinmethod,Table6.5describesbriefly the

differencesbetweenthetwo typesof systems.Thedebatearoselargelydueto thepossibility

of including in the scientific payload certain instrumentswhich were either required or

preferred to be mounted on a constantly spinning platform. However, the inclusion of such a

platform would increase the overall complexity of the spacecraft, whether or not it decreased

the particular complexity of the scientific payload, as the platform would have to be despun

in any event for landing and sample acquisition. In addition, the techniques and technologies

of dual-spin stabilization have only recently "come of age" for interplanetary missions (such

as Galileo). Three-axis stabilization systems, on the other hand, have been used with great

regularity and reliability in interplanetary flight for many years. Thus, the decision for three-

axis stabilization was made based on overall system simplicity, known reliability and

accuracy for interplanetary missions, and continuity of mission design.

Table 6.5: Three-axis and Dual-Spin Stabilization (Wertz, J.R. and Larson, J., eds.,

Space Mission Analysis and Design, 1991, Kluwer Academic Publishers, Inc.,
Dordrecht, The Netherlands, Table 11-5, p. 309 and Table 11-6, p.311)

Three-Axis Dual-Spin

AcCuracy 0.001 ° - 1° or more 0.3 ° - 1° or more

Maneuverability Limited only by size

and type of actuators

Momentum vector along

spun axis very stiff

poinling Options No constraints Limited by articulation
on despun section of spacecraft

,2 mr__Qlzti.Q Depends on accuracy

required; starsensors,
IMUs

Depends on accuracy required;
starscanners, sunsensors may
be adequate; also IMUs

Propellant
Sensor Bearings

Propellant
Sensor and Despin Bearings
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Oncethe stabilizationtechniquehad beendetermined,the correspondinghardware

hadto beselectedandsized.For thismission,momentumwheelswill beusedastheprimary

stabilizationactuators,with monopropellantthrustersasback-upandto desaturatethewheels

when necessary. Table 6.6 gives a description of a few different typesof stabilization

hardwareincludingsomeof their advantagesanddisadvantageswhich wereconsideredin the

final selection.

Table 6.6: Three-Axis Stabilization Hardware (Wertz, J.R. and Larson, J., ed.,
Mission Analysis and Desi_tm, 1991, Kluwer Academic Publishers, Inc.,
Dordrecht, The Netherlands; also Knorren, H. and Lange, T., "Modular
Design and Dynamic Tests on Active Bearing Momentum Wheels",
Automatic Control In Space, Proceedings of the 9th IFAC Symposium, 1982)

Power (W) _ Performance

Reaction Wheels 10-110 2-20 0.01-1.0 Nm

0.4-400 Nms
Momentum Wheels 5-120 8.9-13.4 30-150Nms
CMGs 90-150 > 40 25-500 Nm

Hydrazine Thrusters N/A Variable 0.5-9000 N

As previously discussed, the communications for this mission demand very accurate

stationkeeping capabilities. The stabilization actuators must be able to maintain that pointing

accuracy of 3-8 mrad despite the presence of disturbance torques acting on the spacecraft.

These disturbance torques come from a number of sources, both internal and external. For

this mission, the two sources of disturbance torques most likely to be the limiting cases are

(1) torque due to solar pressure (external source) and (2) torque due to the rotation of the

scanning platform during rendezvous and approach (internal source). The second of these is

discussed in more detail in the section on control during rendezvous and landing (6.4.4).

On interplanetary missions such as this one, where the spacecraft spends the majority

of its lifetime not in near proximity to a major gravitational, magnetic, or aerodynamic

gradient, the torque due to the pressure exerted on the spacecraft by the solar radiation
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generally becomesthe dominating external torque. Griffin and French [21] give the

following equationfor calculatingthesolarradiationpressuretorque:

T = rA(1 +K)(I s/c)

where r = distance between center of mass and center of optical pressure (= 0. lm)
A = area of spacecraft normal to sun (= 5 m2)

K = spacecraft reflectivity (-- 0.5)
Is = 1400 W/m2 at 1 AU (estimated to be =1000 W/m2 at 2 AU)
c = 2.9979x108 m/s

Using the values given above, the disturbance torque due to solar radiation pressure

was calculated to between 2.5x10 6 and 3.5x 106 Nm.

Wertz and Larson [8] give a simple expression for estimating the required angular

momentum capacity for a momentum wheel based on knowledge of the limiting external

disturbance torque (gives accuracy to one degree):

H = (10)(T)(quarter orbit period)

Unfortunately, it is not mentioned whether or not this equation works only for Earth-

orbiting spacecraft -- which are predominantly influenced by gravity-gradient and magnetic

torques -- or for heliocentric as well. In any event, using this equation, the requirements for

the angular momentum of the momentum wheels would be somewhere between about 30

and 100 Nms, both of which values are in the practicable ranges of the wheels studied for this

mission. Based on this number, the final selection of momentum wheel configuration, from

Knorrchen and Lange's paper on the Magnetic Bearing Momentum Wheel (MBMW) with

variable rotor mass and variable rotation [21], was made. The wheels each have a mass of

13.4 kg, a peak power requirement (at power-up) of 120 W and steady-state power

requirement of 7 W, a maximum nominal speed of 8000 rpm, with corresponding angular

momentum of 150 Nms. This is well above the predicted values of 30-100 Nms referred to

above, but because of the uncertainty in those calculations, the higher angular momentum

was selected.
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6.4.2 AttitudeDetermination

The requirementsfor accurateattitude sensingfor an interplanetary mission are

relatively well defined. Themain dilemma in this areais the selectionof specific typesof

sensorsto meetaccuracyrequirements.

The basic configuration of the attitude control system for this mission will consist of

two or more strapdown Inertial Measurement Units (IMUs) equipped with accelerometers as

well as gyro assemblies in order to determine both the translational and rotational position of

the spacecraft. Because of gyro drift, the inertial reference for the IMUs will need to be reset

periodically. Sunsensors and starsensors, which are too slow in most cases to be used contin-

uously, will be used for this purpose. In the interest of keeping the mission as a whole both

as reliable and as inexpensive as possible, the current configuration of the attitude

determination hardware consists of two sunsensors (one high accuracy, one low accuracy for

back up), two starsensors (ibid.), and three IMUs. Table 6.7 lists the masses, accuracies, and

power requirements for all five types of sensor.

Another intriguing possibility for attitude and position determination is described by

Van der Ha and Caldwell in their paper on the integrated on-board and ground-based

computer attitude reconstruction system used on the HIPPARCOS mission (ESA, 1988) [27].

This system combines on-board sensing and control with ground-based attitude

reconstruction and prediction. This combination detects deviations from the planned flight

path and required spacecraft orientation, which can give the mission more accurate and

reliable station-keeping capabilities. However, as continuous use of a ground-based

reference would require a great deal of computer and communications time, using this type of

system for the primary attitude determination would probably interfere with the transmission

of scientific data -- especially during landing and sampling -- and thus would be detrimental

to the mission as a whole. On the other hand, several recent missions have demonstrated the

value of having as many back-up systems as possible, and the implementation of a

HIPPARCOS-type integrated system could be an excellent reserve system.
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Table 6.7: Attitude Determination Hardware. (Connolly, A. et. al., "Synopsis of Optical
Attitude Sensors Developed by ESA," Automatic Control In Space,
Proceedings of the 9th IFAC Symposium, 1982, pgs. 257-264; also Wertz,
J.R. and Wiley, J.L., editors, Space Mission Analysis and Design, 1991,
Kluwer Academic Publishers, Inc., Dordrecht, The Netherlands, Table 11.12,

pg. 323.)

Sensor S/C Stabilization Accuracy Mass (kg) Power (W)

IMU 1 three-axis =0.003 °/hr 20.02 75.02
random
drift

High Accuracy three-axis 0.01-0.05 = 10 = 15
Sun Sensor 3 arcsec

Multipurpose three-axis < 0.04 ° 1.65 10.4
Sun Sensor 4

Image Dissector three-axis 0.67-0.95 12.0 22
Tube Star Tracker arcsec

(LPS)5

Star Mapper Spin or three-axis 6 < 1 arcmin = 2 = 10

1: An example of an IMU "package" is described in detail in Reference [24].
2: No mass or power requirement given in [24]; Estimate from data in Wertz and Larson, [8].
3: This sensor is described in detail in Reference [25].
4: Sensor recommended for various Earth orbits. Not specifically designed for heliocentric orbits.

This sensor is described in detail in Reference [26].
5: This sensor was developed in 2 versions, one highly accurate for use in the Spacelab Instrument

Pointing System (IPS), the other smaller and less accurate for EXOSAT (Both Earth orbiting).
6: This sensor was originally developed for a spacecraft spinning at 10 rpm. Later studies showed that

it was relatively easy to modify control algorithm for approximately non-spinning (1 rev per 100
rain) spacecraft.

6.4.3 Attitude Control

In selecting and sizing the attitude control hardware, the MMP must be inspected for

two things: the smallest necessary maneuvers (i.e., the pointing accuracy requirements), and

the largest necessary maneuvers. The determination of the type of attitude control system is

dependent upon both of these; in fact, most spacecraft almost have two separate attitude

control systems -- one for stationkeeping and one for large slewing maneuvers. This mission

will be no different.
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For station-keeping, the same momentum-biased wheels used to stabilize the

spacecraft can be used to correct minor deviations in orientation, with monopropellant

thrusters used as both backup stabilization actuators and desaturation (or "momentum

dumping") devices for the momentum wheels. The dilemma arose with the selection of the

primary actuators to be used for larger maneuvers: either a Control Moment Gyroscope

(CMG) or thrusters.

This dilemma, along with the long-term debate about stabilization methods, led to an

interesting idea. During cruise phase, the stiff momentum vector of a dual-spun spacecraft

could be very beneficial to mission stability. Despinning the spun platform at rendezvous

would give the spacecraft a large amount of excess momentum, which could then be used to

spin up a CMG. With this approach, the quick, precise, and large maneuvering capabilities

potentially necessary at landing could be easily handled by the CMG, while during cruise

phase to and from Eros, thrusters could handle the maneuvering requirements.

However, as can be seen in Table 6.6, CMGs are not only very massive, but require a

great deal more power than momentum wheels at steady-state. Because rendezvous and

landing is already one of the peak power times, the addition of a CMG, to be used exclusively

during this phase, could represent an unacceptable level of increase to the power budget, and

possibly merit an increase in the capacity (and therefore size) of the power system in addition

to the increases already made in the mass budgets for the CMG. This consideration along

with the increased complexity and instability of the system due to spinning-up and

despinning the platform and the CMG at different times during the mission, led the design

back to the most simple system possible: spacecraft stabilization to be achieved using

momentum wheels, and large slewing maneuvers to be controlled with hot-gas (hydrazine)

thrusters.

Sizing of the thrusters, as discussed in further detail by the propulsion group, was

based primarily on the larger maneuvers required as given in the MMP. A margin of safety
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wasaddedto thepropellantmass,suchthat additionalmaneuveringat rendezvouswould be

possibleif it becamenecessary.

6.4.4 ControlDuring RendezvousandLanding

Although this areacurrently remainsthe most undefinedtopic in the designof the

GN&C subsystem,thereareanumberof issuesin theprocessof landingthespacecraftwhich

have been explored. Looking againat the MMP, the maneuversto be madeduring the

processof rendezvousandlandingare:

10.Reorientto "orbit" about Eros over most promising landing site; compensate for
rotation of scanning plaOCorrn, perform detailed scan

-> If site proves unsatisfactory, go to next of three most promising, repeat
-> If all three sites prove unsatisfactory, repeat step 9

11. Rotate to keep landing area in sight
12. Land

The italicized phrases are the areas of the most concern to the ASC group. They are

addressed in more detail below.

It is uncertain exactly what orbiting about Eros would consist of at this point beyond a

combination of linear thrust and slow "pitching" to keep the spacecraft on a somewhat

circular path over the same spot on a rotating body (Eros). It is assumed that this maneuver

will not last for more than about 5-10 min at a time. However, rotating to keep the final

landing area in sight could very easily take a lot more time and energy than rotating with Eros

to select the candidates for the landing area.

This spacecraft has, as part of its scientific instrumentation, a scanning platform

similar to the one used on the Cassini mission which uses several different types of scans

(visible, ultra-violet, laser radar) to detect hazards -- such as boulders and pits -- on

potential landing sites. The platform is located at the end of a boom off one side of the

spacecraft, and rotates to achieve a wider range of "vision." Because the scanning platform,

described in detail by the scientific instrumentation group, moves independently of the
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spacecraft,it will exerttorqueson the main body of the spacecraft, which must be balanced

for stability. In addition, the spacecraft will have to compensate for the powering-up of the

scanning platform -- and thus presumably the spinning-up of the platform's actuators --

during step 8 or 9 of the MMP.

In order to utilize the information from the scanning platform, a number of algorithms

must be developed to process the data. For example, in order to determine the orientation of

the spacecraft with respect to Eros, a program will need to process the data from the scanning

platform, which will indicate its position relative to Eros, as well as its inertial position, and

then examine the spacecraft's inertial position and deduce from those three pieces of

information where the spacecraft is relative to Eros. Also, an algorithm which will

communicate that position to Earth will have to be written which takes into account the time

delay inherent in any such interplanetary transmissions. This would be an especially crucial

program in the event of a failure of the autonomous landing system (which in itself will be a

challenge). An example of a time-delay compensation algorithm can be found in [28].

6.4.5 Mass and Power Budgets for ASC Hardware

Table 6.8 gives the mass and power budget for the ASC subsystem. It should be

noted that the hardware included in this budget, as well as the numbers given, represent the

"worst case scenario" for this subsystem. The numbers given in these budgets are estimates

based on data given in Wertz and Larson [8], Flamenbaum and Anstett [26], and Connolly et.

al. [23], and where appropriate were also referenced in Tables 6.6 and 6.7.
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Table 6.8:

Device

2 IMUs

Sunsensors

(Multipurpose, HASS)
Starsensors (IPS

version, Starmapper)
4 Momentum Wheels

TOTAL

1: See Table 2.7.

2: From Reference [24].

ASC Mass and Power Budget

Function Mass Peak

(kg) Power
tw)

Attitude sensing 40.01 150.01

Ref. for IMUs 15.01 20.01

Ref. for IMUs 30.01 30.01

Spacecraft 55.02 350.02
Stabilization

135.0 550.0

6.4.6 Recommendations

The conceptual and preliminary design of the ASC subsystem has been performed.

However, very few of the calculations made to date are better than educated guesses in

equation form, although the major problems to be addressed have, at the very least, been

defined. The next step in the ASC design would consist of performing the more detailed

analyses required. The disturbance torques, for example, need to be determined with more

accuracy, as well as the sensor mass and power budgets. The control algorithms for

rendezvous and landing need to be designed and written, and could be simulated and studied

in great detail.
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7.0 Communications Subsystem

7.1 Requirements

Spacecraft communications require the use of advanced electronic techniques for both

the Earth-based systems and the spacecraft systems. Size and weight constraints limit the

design of the spacecraft communications system. The spacecraft's operating environment

also plays a key role in the system design.

One of the communications system's primary objectives will consist of performing

high-speed, two-way information transfers. The communications system will relay to Earth

the spacecraft's health and position as well as scientific data and images. The spacecraft must

receive messages from Earth such as attitude adjustments, in-orbit corrections, and

emergency manual landing override commands, if necessary. To accomplish this objective,

the system will require high frequencies and high data rates.

7.2 Communications Subsystem Description

7.2.1 Frequency Band Selection

The K a band has the highest frequencies the spacecraft can achieve without exceeding

economic constraints. Because low frequency bands are widely used in communications

systems, the use of higher frequency bands will most likely ensure a high clarity signal. The

communications system will use uplink and downlink frequencies of 30 GHz and 20 GHz,

respectively [29].

7.2.2 The High-Gain and Low-Gain Antennae

The High-Gain Antenna (HGA) will have a 3.5 meter diameter. An antenna of this

size will provide the large power output to input ratio required for high speed
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communications.During launch,theHGA will befolded to fit into the launch shroud. After

the spacecraft is ejected from the shroud, the HGA will unfold.

The Deep Space Network (DSN) can receive a signal with a minimum power

intensity of 10 -17 W/m 2. From this basis, the minimum radiated uplink and downlink powers

for the high-gain antenna were determined.

The gains of both the spacecraft and the DSN antennae were calculated using the

following equation:

: o,o,loEo  i l
where D is the antenna diameter, f is the signal frequency, and c is the speed of light in a-

vacuum.

The communications system will employ two low-gain antennae pointing opposite

each other, providing a full 360* of coverage.

7.2.3 Data Transfer Rates

To accomplish high speed communications, a data rate of 1.544 Mbps will be

required. Using this data rate plus a 200% overhead, the communications system will send a

complete image every 65.2 seconds. The transmitted CCD images will be composed of a

1024 x 1024 pixel grid with each pixel containing 4 bytes of information. To accommodate

the large data handling and storage requirements involved with the imaging equipment, the

communications system will employ a Digital Tape Recorder (DTR) [30].
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7.2.4 SignalModulation

All signalswill bemodulatedusingQuadraturePhaseShift Keying (QPSK)which

waschosenbecauseof its provenreliability. For therequireddatarateand,usingQPSKthe

requiredbandwidthwill haveamagnitudeof 926,400Hz [29].

7.2.5 PathLosses

Travelling throughspaceandEarth'satmosphere,the signalwill experiencelosses.

The required power and the signal path loss are both functions of the 3 AU maximum

distancebetweenEarth and Eros. Thesepath lossescan be determinedby the following

equation

PATH LOSS = 2OIogloI4 _S f. ]

where S is the distance transversed by the signal (3 AU maximum), f is the frequency, and c

is the speed of light in a vacuum.

7.2.6 Mass, Power, and Data Rate Budget

The total mass and power of the communications subsystem is based on existing

systems. Eighty percent of the total power is consumed by the HGA and the power amplifier.

The most reliable, efficient, and frequently used power amplifier is the traveling wave tube

amplifier (TWTA). A typical TWTA uses 19.715 Watts of power [30]. Table 7.1 details the

specifications of the communications subsystem [3 I].
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Table 7.1: Communications Subsystem Specifications (Bostian, C.W., and Pratt, T.,
Satellite Communications, John Wiley & Sons, New York, 1986.)

Total Mass
Total Power

Uplink Frequency
Downlink Frequency
DSN Antenna Diameter

High Gain Antenna Diameter
High Gain Antenna Efficiency
Max. Data Rate

Required Bandwidth
Spacecraft Antenna Power Radiated

Spacecraft Antenna Gain

DSN Gain

DSN & Spacecraft Antenna Path Loss

Uplink
Downlink

Uplink
Downlink

Uplink
Downlink

Uplink
Downlink

30.0 kg
80.0 W
30.0 GHz
20.0 GHz
120.0 m
3.5 m
0.55

1.544 Mbps
926.4 kHz
19.05 W
42.86 W
58.23 dB
54.71 dB
88.93 dB
85.41 dB
235.03 dB
231.51 dB

7.3 Conclusions and Recommendations

The communications system will consist of one high-gain antenna (HGA) measuring

3.5 m in diameter and two low-gain antennae which provide 360 ° of coverage. The

communication transmission will use a high-frequency K a band to maximize the signal's

clarity. This communications system will modulate the signal using reliable Quadrature

Phase Shift Keying (QPSK). A Digital Tape Recorder (DTR) will store the large amounts of

data taken by the various imaging devices and transmit this data in packets manageable by

the HGA.
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8.0 Ground Support

8.1 Requirements

The spacecraft will require adequate Ground Support to ensure the mission's success.

It must supply a sufficent communications link between the spacecraft and the Mission

Operations Center (MOC).

8.2 Ground Support Description

The mission will utilize the Deep Space Network (DSN) for ground support. Since the

spacecraft must travel in interplanetary space, the DSN will provide adequate

communications between Earth and the spacecraft. The DSN plays an important role in the

mission, since it will collect and analyze all data sent back to Earth from the spacecraft. The

DSN is operated for NASA by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL). DSN stations are located

at three locations around the world to collect important data from space. These three

installations forward commands to the MOC at JPL. Data rates of the DSN have increased

over the years, and at present they are quite high. For example, in 1973, Mariner 10 achieved

117,200 bits per second (bps) from Mercury. At the distance from Eros to the Earth, the

DSN should provide an excellent communication link between the spacecraft and MOC [32].

8.3 Conclusions and Recommendations

To ensure a successful mission, the spacecraft will rely on the DSN to fulfill its

ground support communication needs.
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9.0 Command and Data Handling (C & DH)

9.1 Requirements

The Command and Data Handling subsystem, often referred to as the brains of the

spacecraft, is one of the most complex subsystems onboard. Defined by mission

requirements and spacecraft parameters, C & DH interacts with all onboard subsystems

through data and telemetry buses, and with ground control through communication

downlinks. The C & DH subsystem is responsible for receiving and distributing data and

commands; it also collects, formats, and relays standard operations telemetry and

housekeeping to Earth. The extent of this subsystem's capabilities are severely limited by

technology and cost. Due to these limitations, a rigid design procedure must be followed to

ensure that the most simple system is developed to carry out all of the mission's tasks [8].

9.2 C & DH Architecture

The basic framework for a computer system is called the architecture. The

architecture of the system is dependent on mission specifications and operational needs.

There axe two basic types of architecture, centralized and distributed. Figure 9.1 illustrates

block diagrams for the two basic types. A new architecture type, which is finding increased

usage, involves any combination of the two aforementioned types. This hybrid type

architecture combines the best attributes of, and eliminates many of the major problems

associated with, the constituent architecture types [8].

9.2.1 Centralized Architecture

Resembling a spider, the centralized architecture is perhaps the simplest to design. It

consists of a central or hub processor and point-to-point interfaces with several remote units

(Figure 9.1) [8].
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Figure 9.1: Block Diagrams of Architecture Types. (Derived from Figures in Wertz, J.R.
and Larson, W.J., eds., Space Mission Analysis and Design, Kluwer
Academic Publishers, NorweU, MA, 1991.)
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9.2.2 DistributedArchitecture

Thedistributedarchitectureshowsadifferentapproachto computerdesign. Thereare

two basictypesof distributedarchitectures;theyarethebusandring configurations.Thebus

architecturemakesuseof a commoninterface,or bus,andall remoteunits sharethis. The

ring architecture,asthe nameimplies, is madeupof a loop interface. Figure 9.1 illustrates

examplesof both typesof distributedarchitectures;notice that there is no central hub,but

thereis acentralor mainprocessor[8].

9.2.3 Hybrid Architecture

As previously stated,the hybrid architectureis a combinationof oneor moreof the

otherarchitecturetypes. Commonly, a ring, a bus,and a centralizedarchitecturemay be

combinedto createarathereffectivehybrid. Suchahybridcombinesthebestattributesof all

architecturetypeswhile eliminatingmanyof theproblemsassociatedwith eachone.

9.2.4 ArchitectureSelection

Throughanalysisof theproposedmissionrequirementsandspacecraftparameters,the

hybrid architecturewasselected.This architectureallowsfor a greateramountof flexibility

thaneithera centralizedor distributedarchitecture.

The following design is bestsuited for this spacecraft. At the subsystemlevel a

centralizedarchitecturewill be utilized. This will involve connectingall of the subsystem

sensorsor datainput/outputdevicesto acentralor hubprocessor.For theentirespacecraft,a

two bus,branch-distributedarchitecturewill beused. Eachof thetwo buseswill consistof a

three bus interface. The three buseswill be a command/datahandler bus, a telemetry

additionbus,anda telemetrydatareturnbus. Foursubsystemhubswill beinterfacedoneach

busbranch. Finally, thecommunicationsportionof theC & DH subsystemarchitecturewill

be a ring architecture made up of the communicationsdownlinks, the Telemetry and
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CommandUnits (TCU's), andthe system'smain superinterface. SeeFigure 9.2 for the

block diagram of this architecture [8].

Data ENC.

Structure
RemoteUnit
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Remote Unit

Sampling &
Attachment

Remote Unit

w/micro

Science
Instruments

Remote Unit

I IRecorders _ System
Interface
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indicate optional
redundant units
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From

Comm.

4

m

+

Redundant

Remote Unit 11

w/micro

_ Communication

- Remote Unit

w/micro

_ GN&C

Remote Unit
w/micro

_ Thermal Control

Remote Unit
w/micro

r

CPU !

Figure 9.2: Block Diagram of Proposed Architecture

The architecture described in the previous paragraph was selected using a single

criterion. That criterion was maximum computing with maximum simplicity. Using the two

branch buses will distribute the system allowing subsystem processors to be near the
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subsystemin question.Thisdistributionallowsfor moresubsystemunitsto beadded,should

they beneeded,without overburdeningtheexistingcomputers. It alsoreducestherisk of a

single-point failure shutting the entire system down, which is a problem commonly

associatedwith centralizedarchitectures.

The subsystemhubs will add flexibility to the designconstraintsplacedon each

subsystemby giving eachsubsystemits own processorrather thanrationing out processing

spacefrom a maincomputerto eachsubsystem.

This architecturealso lendsitself to modification for the structuralconstraints. By

utilizing acentralprocessorhubandtwo branchbuses,themainprocessorcanbeplacedin a

central location within the spacecraft,and the subsystemprocessingunits can be placed

anywherewithin thespacecraft.Theonly requirementthat mustbemet involves theproper

wiring of all unitsandtheproperinterfacingof theprocessors.

9.3 HardwareandSoftware

The selectionof the computersand algorithmsnecessaryto carry out the mission

Criteria for this selectionrequirements involves a great deal of thought and computation.

process can be broken down in to four questions:

• Is the system testable?

• Will the system accomplish the mission objectives?

• Does the system meet spacecraft parameters?

• Is the system reliable and cost effective?

These questions show a heavy reliance on unknown factors, such as subsystem data

processing rates. Through the use of basic system analysis, many of these unknowns can be

eliminated. By breaking the system into its fundamental units (subsystem hubs) and

analyzing it unit by unit, each of these questions can be answered. The main factors affecting

unit selection are mass, power, processing rates (bits/sec), and volumetric constraints.
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The softwarerequirementsarevast. As thesystemtakesshape,andmoresubsystems

develop requirements, the software can be designed. Presently, the useof Assembly

Languageand Higher-Order Languages(HOL's) is projected. The HOL known as Ada

appears to be the most versatile, able to handle general purpose, artificial intelligence and

database management tasks. This language is a Department of Defense (DOD) Standard

Language with extensive international acceptance. Table 9.1 lists some of the HOLs

available and there characteristics. Notice that Ada is the only language found in all three of

the primary processing applications. An additional requirement for Ada is an inference

engine for artificial intelligence applications. There will be no artificial intelligence

applications necessary within this mission's parameters; therefore the lack of an inference

engine will not pose a problem [8].

Table 9.1: Table of Higher-Order Languages. (Wertz, J.R. and Larson, W.J., eds.,

Space Mission Analysis and Design, Kluwer Academic Publishers, Norwell,
MA, 1991.)

Primary Common Higher-Order Languages and Their Uses
Processing
Application

..............................................................................................................

Ada DOD Standard Language; extensive international
acceptance

Jovial DOD Language of 1970s
General Pascal Ada precursor
Purpose C Used often for commercial development; well-supported

development environment
FORTRAN Primarily Scientific and ground-based applications

..............................................................................................................

LISP A1 - Object Oriented Language
Artificial Prolog A1 - Object Oriented Language
Intelligence C General purpose - inference engine needed

Ada General purpose - inference engine needed
..............................................................................................................

Ada Can be used for embedded systemsDatabase dBase Database language; not for embedded systems

Management ] Oracle "
I Rdb "

..............................................................................................................



The actual algorithms needed to make this subsystem a success are quite extensive.

Their discussion would require a great deal of research and computer engineering

development. Note that the actual development of these algorithms is beyond the scope of

this project and only generic references to the nature of the required software are possible.

9.3.1 C & DH Inventory and Cost Analysis

Using basic estimation techniques found in Reference 8, a subsystem inventory was

established. See Table 9.2 for the listing of subsystem requirements for mass, power, and

volumetric displacement respectively. Notice that four of the subsystem units have been

defined. These particular systems, the CPU, redundant CPU's, TCU's, and the recorders

were selected as temporary stand-ins. The final selection of hardware will be a very long

process and does not fall within the scope of this design project.

Based on estimation algorithms found in Reference 8, research and development (R &

D) and first unit production costs were determined. Using the estimated mass of 121.35 kg

and the algorithms, which maxed out at 112 kg, R & D could cost $27.8 million. The first

unit production cost is a little less at $15.3 million. All values are subject to change as the

final design of the subsystem is completed. More information will be available as research

continues, and decisions will be made with regard to the particular computers necessary to

accomplish the mission objectives.
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Table 9.2: Mass,Volumetric, andPowerBudgetsfor C&DH

Propulsion& Launch
ThermalControl

• ME** (8 boards)
Guidance,NavigationandControl

• ME (8 boards)
Power

• ME (8boards)
• RedundantUnit (29boards)

Sampling& Attachment
• ME (8 boards)

ScienceInstruments
Structure
Communications

• ME (8 boards)
Main CPUs

• RedundantUnit
RedundantCPUs

• RedundantUnit
Telemetry& CommandUnits

• RedundantUnit (10boards)
• PossiblyuseCDC/469CPU

SuperInterfaces
• RedundantUnit

Recorders
• RedundantUnit

Encrypter/DecrypterUnits

1RU* (21boards)
1RU (21boards)

1RU (21boards)

1RU (21boards)

1RU (21boards)

1RU (21boards)
1RU (21boards)
1RU (21boards)

ITEK/ATAC
16ms

CDC/469

TCUs (10 boards)

Odetics DDS5000

5.24

5.24
2.00

5.24
2.00
5.24
2.00
7.24
5.24
2.00
5.24
5.24
5.24
2.00

11.30
11.30
4.50
4.50
2.49
2.49

2.49
2.49
9.07
9.07
2.49

7920.96

7920.96
2676.00

7920.96
2676.00
7920.96
2676.00

10596.96
7920.96
2676.00
7920.96
7920.96
7920.96
2676.00

12900.00
12900.00

1400.00
1400.00
3853.44
3853.44

3853.44
3853.44

14450.00
14450.00

3853.44

8.45

8.54
18.55

8.54
18.55

8.45
18.55
27.00

8.45
18.55

8.45
8.45
8.45

18.55
50.00
50.00
20.00
20.00

8.75
8.75

8.75
8.75

40.00
40.00

8.75

TOTAL [121.35 1164111.84 ]451.10

*Remote Unit

**Microprocessor Extension

9.3.2 Hardware Selection Modification Idea

For most subsystems, a high degree of redundancy is required to ensure the success of

the mission. All redundant units are listed as optional when the final design is proposed.

Most of the time the term optional implies a requirement, but design constraints limit the use

of all optional equipment. In all cases, the redundant unit is a duplicate unit. This allows for

easy transfer of processing from the failed unit to the back-up unit. Looking back to Figure
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9.2, an interestingdevelopmentcanbenoted. Thesubsystemhubsdo not havea redundant

unit, the exceptionbeing the powerhub. In an attemptto saveon volumetric, mass,and

volumebudgets,a singleredundantCPU(RCPU)waschosen. Not only doesthis cut down

on the aforementionedbudgets,but it increasestheprocessingcapabilitiesof theredundant

unit. By actingasa centralhubfor thefailedsubsystems,this RCPUcanprocesstelemetry,

collatedata,and,in general,cut downonprocessingtime. Sincethepowersubsystemshows

thepotentialfor multiple failures(i.e.,powerspikes,shortcircuits,etc.),aredundantunit on

top of the RCPU hasbeenproposed. This redundantunit ensuresthat power subsystem

operationswill continueevenif thereis amultiple failure within thesubsystem.

9.4 TheConceptof Autonomy

Most spacecrafthave a needfor some level of autonomy. This concept simply

describesthespacecraft'sability to function withoutoutsideassistance(i.e.,groundcontrol).

Suchneedsmay arisewhen thereis a breakin communicationsor whenthe spacecraftis

eclipsedby a largebodyin space(i.e., aplanet,or anasteroid).

For this missiona highdegreeof spacecraftautonomyis recommendedto ensurethe

proper completion of the mission. In order for this to be achieved,a rather complex

algorithm needsto bedeveloped. This algorithmwill be ableto determinesystemfailure,

correctly utilize back-up systems,and establishan alternatecourseof action, as well as

recognizetheneedfor autonomousoperation(i.e., thespacecraftlosescommunicationswith

Earth,necessitatingthe useof internal control ratherthangroundcontrol). This spacecraft

autonomywould notbeentirelycomplete.An overridecommandstructurewill beutilized to

permit groundcontrol to takeoveratany time.

A decreasein communicationrequirementsfor powercanbeachievedby increasing

the level of spacecraftautonomy. Suchan increasewould allow the spacecraftto operate

with a minimal useof groundfacilities. For instance,thespacecraftcould operateunder its
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own control until it reachesasteroidproximity; then it could turn control over to ground

control for f'malcommandguidance.

9.5 ConclusionsandRecommendations

A highly autonomous,hybrid architectureutilizing HOL softwarehasbeenchosenas

thebestpossiblecandidatefor this mission'scomputersystem. This systemwill minimize

risksof failure andincreasesecurityof operationwithout groundcontrolhelp.

The recommendationsfor this subsystemarenot all-inclusive. The needexists for

researchinto hardwareandsoftwarepackages.This researchdoesnot fall within the scope

of thisproject andwould requiredetaileddesignby computerengineers.For the mostpart,

thegroundworkhasbeenlaid for ahighly viablecomputersystem.When thefinal decisions

are made regarding the hard/softwareof this subsystem,a multifunction, high-capacity

operatingsystemwill betheculminationof theresearchdoneto produceasubsystemcapable

of completing the mission.
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10.0 Thermal Controls

i0.1 Requirements

All spacecraft components must be kept within specific temperature ranges to ensure

their proper operation. Thermal control of the asteroid sample return spacecraft is critical for

the success of the mission. The thermal control of the spacecraft will be regulated by means

of both active and passive methods. The passive controls consist of the use of various surface

coatings to control the absorption and emmitance of radiation both inside and outside the

spacecraft. Active methods of thermal control include the use of heat pipes, solar radiators,

and louver mechanisms. The spacecraft will make the best use possible of off-the-shelf

technology with the use of new materials where needed. The primary reason for using

existing technology is the reliability of such systems.

The primary concern of the thermal subsystem is to maintain stable temperatures for

all spacecraft components throughout all phases of the mission. Not only must the thermal

controls prevent overheating of some components, it must prevent freezing of others.

Thermostats will be placed in these areas so that the spacecraft's on-board computer will be

able to autonomously control the thermal heaters.

Overheating in such areas as the drill and power supply are also the primary concern

of the thermal subsystem. To prevent excessive amounts of heat to be conducted throughout

the spacecraft during drill operation, a combination of several thermal controls shall be used.

These include heat pipes, thermal blankets, and the use of radiators to dissipate the heat

generated.

10.2 Temperature Ranges

Initially, a list of primary equipment needed on the spacecraft was compiled. From

this list, components requiring heat addition and those requiting heat extraction were formed

and tabulated. Additionally a list of thermal operating ranges was compiled in order to find
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anoverall operatingrangefor theentire spacecraft. Table 10.1shows typical equipment

temperaturelimits thatcanbeexpectedfor theasteroidsamplereturnmission.

Table 10.1: Typical EquipmentTemperatureLimits. (Agarwal,Brij N., Design of
Geosynchronous Spacecraft, Prentice-Hall Int., London, 1986, p.266)

Communications

Receiver -30/+55 + 10/+45

Input multiplex -30/+55 - 10/+30
Output multiplex -30/+55 - 10/+40
Traveling Wave Tube Amps -30/+55 -10/+50
Antenna - 170/+90 - 170/+90

Electric power
Solar array wing -160/+80 - 160/+80
Battery - 10/+25 0/+25
Shunt assembly -45/+65 -45/+65

Attitude control
Earth/Sun sensor -30/+55 -30/+50

Angular rate assembly -30/+55 + 1/+55
Momentum wheel - 15/+55 + 1/+45

Propulsion
Solid apogee, motor +5/+55 .....
Propellant tank + 10/+50 + 10/+50
Thruster cataly st bed + 10/+ 120 + 10/+ 120

Structure

Pyrotechnic mechanism - 170/+55 - 115/+55
Separation clamp -40/+40 - 15/+40

Drill N/A N/A

10.3 Passive Controls

Many passive controls are being considered for use on the spacecraft. These include:

selective surface coatings, optical solar reflectors, second surface mirrors, multi-layer

insulation blankets, thermal radiators, and a cold rail system.

10.3.1 Selective Surface Coatings

Selective surface coatings, such as paint, can be used to regulate the heat flow by

varying the coating material throughout the spacecraft. Theses coatings regulate the heat
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flow by adjustingtheabsorbtivityandemissivity in desiredregions. Matte-blackpaint will

be used on all internal spacecraft components to maximize heat exchange with other on-board

equipment on the spacecraft. A white epoxy paint will be used primarily on the parabolic

antenna surface to minimize temperature fluctuations which cause physical distortion [34].

However, there are also other forms of selective surface materials.

Optical solar reflectors (OSR) and second surface mirrors (SSM) act as thermal

regulators on the outside of the spacecraft. OSR and SSM are similar, except that the OSR

have fused silica glass with silver backing as opposed to flexible plastic sheets used in SSMs.

Because the OSR and SSM have low absorptivity and high emmitance rates, they are ideally

suited for limiting infrared radiation absorption in units that require low operating

temperatures, such as batteries. The OSR and SSM would be used in conjunction with

louvers to help control heat in temperature sensitive areas of the spacecraft [34].

Degradation of the selective surface coatings can, and will, occur from several effects.

These include charged particles, high vacuum, and ultraviolet radiation from the Sun [33].

Since the SSM degrade more rapidly, and the duration of the mission is not known yet, the

choice of which material to be used is not known.

10.3.2 Multi-Layer Insulation (MLI)

Multi-layer insulation blankets are used to reduce heat loss between the spacecraft

and its surrounding environment. Placement of the blankets is around three primary areas.

The first area is the outside of the spacecraft which will primarily face the Sun. Doing this

will minimize the solar radiation absorption. The second area is around the propulsion

system to help prevent freezing of the propellant. Lastly, it is also placed around the apogee

kick motor to prevent exposing the spacecraft to high temperature fluxes during orbit

injection [34]. At times when the spacecraft is at distances in excess of 1.5 AU's from the

Sun, the thermal blankets will work more as an insulator in order for the spacecraft's

components to remain within operating temperature limits given in Table 10.1.
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MLrs areconstructedwith multiple layersof aluminizedKaptonor Mylar, separated

by Dacronmeshwhich preventstemperatureflux dueto conductionbetweenthealuminized

layers[34]. Many timestheoutermostlayerof theMLrs arecoveredwith a layerof indium-

tin oxide which will maketheMLI electricallyconductive.Thepurposeof this is to prevent

electrostaticchargingon theMLI andtheassociateddischarge[34].

10.3.3 Cold RailsandCold Plates

Cold rails thatareusedin activesubsystemsdiffuseheatsourcesalongtherail. Cold

rails are often used in conjunction with heatpipes [35]. This combination allows larger

quantities of heat to be conductedmore effectively thaneither method alone. The heat

pipe/cold rail system,also known asa cold plate, is typically locatedin high temperature

regions in the spacecraftwherethe equipmentcan bemounteddirectly onto the rail, as in

Figure 10.1. The heat absorbedby the cold plate is then transportedto a radiator for

dissipation[8]. Cold rails aretypically madeof analuminiumalloy giving thecombination

not only good thermal conduction characteristics,but also providing structural support.

However, beryllium is being consideredby the structuresteam as a primary structural

material. While notproviding ashigha thermalconductivityassomealuminiumalloys,it is

still suitablefor themission.

!
Equipment / Heat Pipe

,1 [ _ColdRail

U Mounting Nut

Figure 10.1: Heat Pipe/Cold Plate Combination (Tawail, M., Heat Pipe Applications for

the Space Shuttle, AIAA 7th Thermophysics Conference, San Antonio, TX,

April 10-12, 1972. )
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10.3.4 AdvancedRadiator

For the phases of the mission where large quantities of heat will need to be

dissipated, such as during the drilling of the core sample, the possible use of a multi-plate

Advanced Radiator (AR) is planned. Used in conjunction with the planned heat pipe system

of the drilling/attachment section of the spacecraft, the AR is designed to handle up to 50

times more of a heat load than the conceptual Advanced Moisture and Temperature Sounder

(AMTS) for a given heat load. When compared to the VISSR radiator, the AR dissipated

more heat for either a constant surface area or weight [36]. Both the AMTS and VISSR are

other conceptual radiators mentioned briefly by Bard [36].

The AR consists of several layers of radiator material each surrounding the next, see

Figure 10.2. The AR concept allows heat to be conducted and radiated through each of the

plates but only the outer most plate is directly exposed to solar radiation. This design

improves the AR efficiency greatly. Because of this design, the AR is a much more efficient

than a standard radiator panel.

H_Heat Out

Heat In _ Heat In

Figure 10.2: Diagram of Advanced Radiator Concept (Bard, S., Advanced Radiative

Cooler with Angled Shields, AIAA 16th Thermophysics conference, Palo

Alto, CA, June 23-25, 1981)
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10.4 Active Controls

10.4.1 HeatPipes

The heatpipe is a simple,yet effectivemeansof transferringlargequantitiesof heat

overshortdistances. Heatpipesoperateby conductionof heatwith theuseof acarrierfluid

enclosedwithin ahollow pipecontainingsomeform of wick asshownin Figure 10.3. In the

high temperatureregionof theheatpipethefluid is vaporizedandmovestowardsthecooler

regionwhereit condensesandis transportedbackto thehotregionvia capillarypressure.

_r HeatIn HeatOut

....(L. _ )_
Liquid

Vapor

_,_ Liquid

_Heat In Heat Out_ _'J

Figure 10.3: Schematic diagram of a Heat Pipe (Agrawal, Brij, Design of
Geosynchronous Spacecraft, Prentice-Hall Int., London, 1986, p.299)

The material used as the working fluid primarily depends on the operating

temperature range of the components in question. For lower temperature ranges, materials

such as ammonia, freon, or other phase changing materials can be used. At higher

temperatures liquid metals are generally used [37]. This is done effectively with the high

latent heat of vaporization of the carrier fluid. The primary locations for the heat pipe system

will be in the areas of the drill motor, and the spacecraft power supply.
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10.4.2 ThermalHeaters

The thermal heatersare generally resistorsfed with an electric current from the

spacecraft power supply. Thermal heaters will be located in areas such as the propellant

tanks, thrusters, valves, propellant lines, and batteries. Thermostats are used in conjunction

with the heaters to regulate fine temperature control [8]. They can be controlled

autonomously, via a ground control mode, or in a continuous-on mode [33].

For areas of the spacecraft that will require continuous heating, the use of Light-

Weight Radioisotope Heater Units (LWRHU), similar to those used on the Galileo probe, are

being considered. These would provide 0.56 W/g of radioisotope, typically Plutonium-238.

The use of a 1-Watt heater would provide a small thermal increment to satisfy the needed

thermal environment of the spacecraft components [38].

10.4.3 Louvers

Louvers, used in combination with optical solar reflectors or second surface mirrors,

will be used to control fine temperature regulations such as in the region of the batteries.

Depending on the amount of internal power generated and the external heat flux from the Sun

or Earth, the louvers can vary the absorption to emmisivity ratio of the spacecraft. This is

important during certain phases of the mission where more heat will need to be dissipated.

The louvers operation is often controlled with the use of a spring loaded, bimetallic strip

which, as the temperature varies, adjusts the position of the louvers [33]. A schematic

diagram of the louver mechanism is given in Figure 10.4.
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!
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I

Interior

Figure 10.4: Louver Mechanism (Berlin,P. The Geostationary Applications Satellite,
Cambridge University Press, New York,1988, p. 89)

10.5 Placement of Thermal Controls

Using the energy balance equation given in Wertz and Larson [8] on page 381:

t'o_,= e_ +e/,,,,,,_

the solar flux, f, was calculated using:

f = L(4 zcd2) -1

where L is the luminosity of the Sun and d is the distance away from the Sun in meters.

Using these equations and distances provided in Section 6.2, the average temperatures of the

spacecraft were calculated for various portions of the mission. These temperatures are given

in Table 10.2.

Table 10.2: Various Average Temperatures of the Spacecraft (with and without
Thermal Blankets)

Location w/Thermal Blankets w/o Thermal Blankets Notes

(oc) (oc)
..........................................................................................

Near-Earth + 11 +65
En-route -58 to +11 -17 to +65

Eros -58 -17 No drilling
Eros +3 +56 With drilling
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It shouldbe notedthat thesetemperaturesrepresentthe averagetemperatureof the

entire spacecraftas a whole. Thesenumbersdo not representtemperaturesof specific

subsystemcomponents. Such calculations are beyond the scope of this report. However, the

thermal controls for each of the major areas of the spacecraft will be discussed.

Since the temperatures given in Table 10.2 do not represent the localized temperatures

of each of the spacecraft components, specific thermal controls should be used throughout the

spacecraft in order to hold each component within the temperature parameters given in Table

10.1. A brief schematic diagram of the placement of thermal controls throughout the

spacecraft is shown in Figure 10.5.

10.5.1 Heat Dissipation for the Power Supply

Thermal dissipation for the spacecraft power supply will primarily depend on the

final design choice. The primary design being considered is the use of Radioisotope Thermal

Generators (RTG's) in combination with a series of batteries. Also being considered for use

as a primary power supply for the spacecraft is the Dielectric Isotope Power Supply (DIPS).

While both will require some form of thermal radiator, the RTG radiator requires a

considerably smaller radiator area than the one required for a DIPS system. For a typical 5

MW DIPS generator, a 46 m 2 radiator plate will be needed [7]. A possible redesign of such a

large radiator plate would be the use of several smaller radiator plates containing heat pipes.

Since the DIPS system operates using a liquid metal as a working fluid, this fluid

could be fed directly into the heat pipe system reducing the overall mass (size) of the thermal

radiator [39]. A major drawback to this method is with possible extreme heating of the

working fluid resulting in too much of the fluid being located in the condenser section of the

heat pipe and not within the generator itself. Another option for dissipating large quantities

of heat from the power supply would be to improve existing radiators available.
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Drill Mechanism

Thruster

@ ® "'- Thermal Blanket

" -" Drill Heat Pipe

* Thermal Heater

-"----- Second Surface
Mirror

Note: Parabolic Antenna
Dish and Lander Attachment

Legs Not Shown.

Combustion Chamber

Thruster

Drill Mechanism

Figure 10.5: Thermal Control Design for the SASR Spacecraft
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The optimum radiator materialwould consist of a high conductivity, high infrared

emissivity, and low solar absorpivity material. Copperwas found to have the highest

conductivityof thematerialslisted in WertzandLarson[8]. Thematerialhavingoneof the

lowestabsorptionto emissionratiosis white epoxypaint. Thushavingacopperradiatorwith

a coatingof white epoxy would bedesirable. Unfortunately the high massof the copper

materialmakesit impracticalfor anentireradiator. A conceptualsolutionto this couldbethe

useof acoppertapeweavedaroundevenlyspacedheatpipesenclosedin analuminiumalloy

matrix coatedin a white epoxy paint. This combinationprovides the conductanceof the

copperthroughouttheradiatorwhile utilizing thelow weightof thealuminiumalloy. Sucha

radiatorconfigurationis shownin Figure I0.6.

Alumimum Alloy Matrix

White Epoxy
Paint

CopperTape

Figure 10.6:Conceptualdesignof ThermalRadiator
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Thecoppertapeweavedaroundtheheatpipeswouldallow greaterconductionof the

heatawayfrom theheatpipeswhich wouldbe furtherconductedthroughthealuminiumand

finally radiated into space. The aluminium alloy surroundingthe heatpipes would also

provideprotectionfor theheatpipesfrom micrometeorimpacts.

Possibleproblemsfor sucha systemwould be thedifferencesin thecoefficients of

thermalexpansionof the aluminumand the copper. This problemcould arise not only in

spacebut alsoin theprocessingof theradiator itself. The radiatorplate could howeverbe

assembledwith the applicationof thealuminiummatrix by usingplasmavapor deposition.

Theexactdetailsto thisprocessarenotknownat this time butwill beexamined.

10.5.2 PropulsionSystem

In orderto maintaintheoperatingtemperaturesfor thehydrazine,nitrogentetroxide,

and monomethylhydrazinepropellantsusedin this spacecraft,severalprecautionsmust be

takensothepropellantsdonot freezeor experienceexcessiveheating. Sincethemajority of

the spacecraftmission will be at distancedgreaterthan 1 AU from the Sun, eachof the

propellant tanks will be fitted with thermal blankets and electric thermal heaters.

Additionally, eachpropellent tank will be fitted with thermostatsso that the spacecraft's

computercanmonitorthetemperaturesof thepropellents.

The propellent lines, thrusters,andvalves will also be fitted with electric thermal

heatersand thermostatsto prevent freezing of the propellent lines. At times when the

propellent tanks are beyond the given thermal parameters, heat will be conducted away from

the tanks via the spacecraft structure where the tanks are to be mounted.

The main spacecraft thrusters, shown in Figure 10.5, are contained within a region of

the spacecraft where high temperatures are expected. Therefore, this area will be completely

surrounded with thermal blankets and second surface mirrors to act as a thermal barrier to

minimize the heat flow between this area and the rest of the spacecraft.
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10.5.3 Drill Mechanism

The drill mechanismfor the asteroid sampleextraction will generatethe single

greatestamountof heat for the spacecraftwhile on the asteroid. For this reasonseveral

thermalcomponentsshallbeusedto control thisheatgeneration.

As with the primary spacecraftthrusters,thedrill mechanismwill beenclosedin an

area which containsa thermal barrier of thermal blanketsand secondsurfacemirrors, to

protect therest of the spacecraftfrom excessiveheating. The drill itself will be fitted with

four aluminum heatpipes which will usewater as a working fluid. This combinationof

materialsshouldtransferanadequateamountof heatawayfrom thedrill into space.

The aluminummaterialin theheatpipewill conduct205 W/m°C [37] while therest

of theexcessheatwill be removedvia theworking fluid. The usefulrangeof temperatures

for waterasa working fluid arefrom 30°Cto 200°C [37]. While theminimumtemperature

for water is considerablyabovethe averagetemperatureof the spacecraftwhile en-routeto

theasteroid,thefluid will bekeptfrom freezingwith theuseof electricheaterslocatedalong

theheatpipe. The heaterswill be regulatedby thespacecraft'scomputervia thermostatsso

thatthewaterwill not freezenorvaporizewhile thedrill is not in use.

The baseof the spacecraftwill be fitted with a large secondsurfacemirror (SSM).

There are two main reasonfor this. First, the SSM will be used to prevent the heat

dissipationby theheatpipesfrom beingreabsorbedby thespacecraft.Second,the SSMwill

act asaddedprotectionfor thespacecraftfrom debrisimpactswhile thedrill mechanismis in

operation.

10.5.4 ScientificEquipment

Manyof thescientificequipmentdesignatedfor this missioncanbeheldwithin their

temperatureparameterswith the useof thermalblankets,heaters,or radiator panels. The

exceptionto this is the Visual InfraredMappingSpectrometer(VIMS). TheVIMS must be

kept at an approximatetemperatureof -193°C. This will require the useof a Radiative
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CryogenicCooler (RCC)andSun-shield(FigureI0.7) similar to theoneusedon theGalileo

probe. TheRCChasbeendesignedto providerefrigerationto thearrayof visualandinfrared

detectors.Detailsof this systemaregivenin thereportby Morris [39].

Sunshield

i___ MountingPlate

,L
- Radiative Cryogenic Cooler

Enlargement of RCC

Cryogenic Components

_-_ /Radiat°rnshiel d

/
Figure 10.7: VIMS Radiative Cryogenic Cooler (Cafferty, Thomas T., Radiative

Cryogenic Cooler for the Near-Infrared Mapping Spectrometer for the

Galileo Jupiter Orbiter, AIAA 16th Thermophysics Conference, Palo
Alto., June 23 - 25, 1991)

10.5.5 Asteroid Sample

Beyond the survival of the spacecraft, the most important function of the thermal

subsystem is to ensure the return of the asteroid sample in as near the original state as

possible. The primary concern being the heating of the sample as the return spacecraft nears

Earth. The sample return container will be fitted with extensive thermal blanketing to

minimize the heat flow to the sample. To try and maintain low temperatures, a cryogenic

cooling system will also be incorporated into the sample return container. Thermostats will

be used to control the activation of the cryogenic cooling system.
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10.6 Recommendations

Therehasbeena greatdealof informationgatheredon the waysof controlling the

thermalenvironmentonboardthe spacecraft.However,moredetailedwork canbedoneto

improve the system. This includes running a thermal analysis program to find the

temperaturesat all locationsin the spacecraftat any time during the mission. Throughthe

useof a computerthermalmodelingprogram,the thermalcontrolsof the spacecraftcanbe

optimized,thusreducingthethermalcostparameters.Theseincludetheminimizationof the

massandpowerconsumptionof thesubsystem.
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11.0 Scientific Payload

11. I Requirements

This mission requires that the collection of scientific data should be divided into three

distinct phases. These are the cruise phase, the rendezvous phase, and the on-site phase. The

cruise phase will consist of the time period between departure from Low Earth Orbit (LEO)

and target sighting at an altitude of around 1 million km. Upon sighting of Eros, the

rendezvous phase of the mission will begin. This phase will continue until the spacecraft is

anchored in position on the surface of the asteroid, at which time the on-site phase will

commence. Each of these mission phases will possess its own specific requirements.

11.1.1 Cruise Phase Requirements

The scientific requirements during the cruise phase will be to study many of the

important features of the interplanetary space between the Earth and Eros. The scientific

instrumentation should provide a means to study the physical characteristics of the solar wind

plasma, interplanetary magnetic fields, and micrometeorite particles. The instruments must

take data continuously throughout this phase in order to provide a complete and detailed

picture concerning the nature of the interplanetary space along the spacecraft's trajectory.

11.1.2 Rendezvous Phase Requirements

The rendezvous phase of the mission will require the most intense usage of the

scientific payload. Requirements of this phase will include: detailed imaging over a wide

range of wavelengths, surface compositional measurements, and the analysis of the

interaction of the asteroid with the interplanetary environment (i.e. magnetic field, solar

wind, etc.). In addition, the instruments must assist in the determination of a landing site that

is both safe and desirable. Efforts will also be made to accurately determine characteristics

of Eros such as its mass, diameter, albedo, and spin rate. It will be necessary to employ a
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varietyof diverseinstrumentsin orderto obtaintherequiredinformation. Following theon-

site phase, the spacecraftwill execute further topographical mapping of Eros' surface

contingenton theremainingpropellantsupply.

11.1.3 On-SitePhaseRequirements

Onceanchoredsecurelyon the asteroid,the scientific requirementswill consistof:

surface images in the vicinity of the vehicle, local magnetic field measurements,

micrometeorite population analysis, and seismic measurements. The instruments will

performall of therequiredmeasurementsbeforeimplementationof thedrilling processsince

drill-generatedvibrationswouldgreatlyinhibit instrumentperformance.

11.2 ScientificInstrumentationDescription

11.2.1 PlasmaSpectrometer(PLS)

The PlasmaSpectrometer(PLS) will studythe solar wind plasmaexisting in the

interplanetaryenvironmentand analyzethis plasma'sinteractionwith Eros. The instrument

comprisesamulti-sensorplasmaanalyzeranduseselectrostaticdeflectionto measuretheion

andelectronvelocity distributions. ThePLScanmakemeasurementsoveranenergyrange

of 1 eV to 50 keV and a massrange of 1 AMU to 50 AMU. Angular resolution is

approximately 2" in one plane and 20" in another (orthogonal) plane. The energy resolution

will allow measurements of supersonic flows. The PLS will occupy a place on a turntable

located at the end of a boom [41].

11.2.2 Magnetometer (MAG)

A Magnetometer (MAG), located on a 10 m long boom, will measure the magnetic

field found in interplanetary space and determine how this field interacts with Eros. The
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MAG may aid in the asteroid'scompositionaldeterminationby interpretingEros'effect on

the(otherwisenearuniform)magneticfield.

TheMAG will takemeasurementsatregularintervals(asoftenaspossible)duringall

threemissionphasesto betterdeterminethe characteristicsof both the unalteredand the

alteredmagneticfields. It will havearesolutionof 0.01nT andanabsoluteaccuracyof 0.1

nT [42].

11.2.3 Dust Analyzer (DA)

The spacecraft will utilize a Dust Analyzer (DA) during all three scientific phases.

The DA's objectives will include: measuring the density of dust particles around Eros and in

the space between Earth and Eros; and determining the mass, speed, and electrical charge of

individual dust particles. The DA will contain an impact plasma detector to count individual

impacts. This instrument will be located on the same turntable boom as the PLS.

11.2.4 Solid State Imaging (SSI)

The spacecraft will employ the Solid State Imaging (SSI) equipment during the

rendezvous phase to obtain visual spectrum images for both scientific purposes (such as

albedo measurements) and landing site determination.

The SSI system will employ two charge-coupled devices (CCDs) each comprised of

identical, two-dimensional pixel arrays (1024 x 1024). Both instruments will be mounted on

a High-Precision Scanning Platform (HPSP) [42]. The narrow angle camera will have a field

of view of 11.42" x 11.42" with a focal length of 50 cm. The wide angle camera will have a

field of view of 22.62" x 22.62" and a focal length of 25 cm. Spectral resolution, achieved by

filters, will range from 200 to 11000 nm.

The spacecraft will utilize the narrow-angle camera during the high altitude segments

of the rendezvous phase (from one million km altitude down to 100 km). Use of the wide-
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anglecamerawill beginat 100km altitudeandcontinuethroughlandingsite selectionand

theon-sitemissionphase.

Becausethe SSI systemwill takea largeamountof dataat one time, a Solid-State

Recorder(SSR)may needto beemployed. The SSRwill record thedataand trickle it to

Earthin manageablesegments.

11.2.5 Visual andInfraredMappingSpectrometer(VIMS)

The Visual and Infrared Mapping Spectrometer(VIMS) is a remotesensingtool

which simultaneouslyimagesanareain hundredsof wavelengthsin the visual andinfrared

spectrum (0.35 to 5.1 I.tm). The selected VIMS will be based on proposed design

specifications for the Comet Rendezvous and Asteroid Fly-by (CRAF) mission (Figure 11.1)

and mounted on the HPSP. The VIMS will require an operating temperature of 80 K because

higher temperatures will affect the infrared measurements [43].
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Figure 11.1: CRAF VIMS (Wellman, J.B., et al, "Visual and Infrared Mapping
Spectrometer (VIMS): A Facility Instrument for Planetary Missions,"
Proceedings SPIE, San Diego, CA, Vol. 834, pp. 213-221.)
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During the rendezvous phase, the spacecraft will use the VIMS to determine Eros'

surface composition (mineral concentrations, ice patches, etc.). While adding to the complete

picture of Eros, this data may also aid in determining an ideal landing site.

11.2.6 Ultraviolet Spectrometer (UVS)

An Ultraviolet Spectrometer (UVS) will image and identify surface elements such as

SO 2, NH 3, and 03 which emit in the ultraviolet (UV) spectrum (1150 to 4300 angstroms).

This instrument will also be located on the HPSP.

11.2.7 Laser Radar (LADAR)

The spacecraft will employ a Laser Radar (LADAR) system for surface scanning

during the landing site selection segment of the rendezvous phase. The LADAR design is

similar to one proposed for a comet approach and landing system for the Rosetta/Comet

Sample Nucleus Return [44]. The instruments that constitute the LADAR system are an

ND:YLF pulsed-diode transmitter, an avalanche photodiode receiver, a 10x beam expander, a

5x common telescope, and two 2* wedge scanning prisms. The LADAR instrumentation will

be mounted on the HPSP. Table 11.1 summarizes many of the important characteristics of the

LADAR system.

Table 11.1: LADAR Instrument Characteristics (Bonsignori, Roberto and Luca Maresi,
"Sensor System for Comet Approach and Landing," Proceedings SPIE,
Orlando, FL, Vol. 1478, pp. 76-91, 1991.)

Pulse duration

Pulse repetition frequency
Beam Divergence
Horizontal Resolution

Range Accuracy

2 ns

400 Hz

40 grad
1 m (at 2.5 km altitude)
10 cm
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11.2.8 RadioScience(RS)

The Radio Science(RS) experimentswill utilize radio emissionsto and from the

spacecraftto determinefactorssuchasgravitationalfield strength,solarwind interaction,and

chargedparticlecharacteristics.Erosmustbe in occultationwith thespacecraftandEarthfor

theRSexperimentto work.

11.2.9 Seismometer(SEIS)

A seismometer(SEIS) will measureseismiceventsoccurring during the on-site

phaseof themission. Becausevibrationscausedby thedrilling processmayinvalidateany

seismicreadings,theSEISoperationwill be limited to thetimeperiodsduringwhichthedrill

is notoperating.

11.3 Mass,Power,andDataRateBudgets

Tables11.2,11.3,and11.4,summarizethemass,power,anddataratebudgetsfor the

scientific payload,respectively.Thesenumbersweredeterminedeitherby direct calculation

or by comparisonof the instrumentationthat hasbeenpreviously designedto accompany

otherspacecraftmissionssuchasGalileo,CRAF, andCassini.

Table 11.2:ScientificPayloadMassBudget

Instrument Name Mass

(kg)

Plasma Spectrometer (PLS) 12.5

Magnetometer (MAG) 7.0
5.0Dust Analyzer (DA)

Solid-State Imaging (SSI)
Visual and Infrared Mapping Spectrometer
(VIMS)

Ultraviolet Spectrometer (UVS)
Laser Radar (LADAR)

Radio Science (RS)
Seismometer (SEIS)

Total

33.0
23.5

8.0

26.9

6.3

7.0

129.20
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Table 11.3:ScientificPowerRequirementsBy Phase

Instrument

PLS

MAG

DA

SSI

Cruise (W)

14.5

3.1

2.0

Rendezvous

(w)
14.5

3.1

2.0

30.0

On-Site

(w)

3.1

2.0

30.0

VIMS --- 9.1 ---

UVS --- 6.5 ---

59.0LADAR
Rs
SEIS ...... 2.0

TOTAL 19.60 124.20 37.10

Table 11.4: Maximum Scientific Payload Data Rate Requirements By Phase

Instrument

PLS

MAG

DA

Cruise

(Kbps)
16.0

3.6

0.024

SSI ---

VIMS

UVS

LADAR

Rendezvous

(Kbps)
16.0

3.6

0.024

120.0

32.0

4.0

640.0

On-Site

(Kbps)

3.6

0.024
120.0

RS .........
SEIS ...... 2.0

19.624Total 815.624 125.624

11.4 Role of Science Instruments in Landing Site Selection

The act of autonomous landing site selection will involve considerable coordination

between the scientific instruments, the Command and Data Handling System (C&DH), and

the Guidance, Navigation, and Control System (GN&C). The spacecraft will utilize both a

passive system (CCD imaging) and an active system (LADAR scanning) to complete this

task.
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At an altitude of 2.5 km, the spacecraftwill enterorbit with Eros, maintaining its

positionovera specificsurfacelocation. At this time,theSSIsystemwill photographanarea

of thesurface(1 km x 1km) directly beneaththespacecraft.The C&DH systemwill analyze

thereflectanceimageryby usinga shadowdetectionalgorithm to detectlargedepressionsor

protrusionson thesurface[45]. This algorithm(which is still in thedevelopmentalstages)

will createahazardmapfrom which it will identify up to threepotentiallysafelandingzones,

each having a 30 m radius. The LADAR systemwill then scan theseareasfor surface

gradientsuntil oneis found thatpresentsno likely hazards.This scanningprocessmaytake

aslongastwo to threeminutes.Oncethissite is found,theinformationwill be relayedto the

GN&C system which will then begin the landing process. If no safe landing zone is

discovered,thespacecraftwill maneuverto analternatelocationandrepeatthepassive/active

scanningprocess.Figure 11.2showsthissensorapproach[46].

• C_ni_ the mini twin multip6o senso_

(,osssJve and active) to create i hazard map.

• Use shadow detection to guile the laser

scanner; segment the map according to
hazam cdleria, and k:Jentitythe position of

safe landing zones.

I I

Figure 11.2: Passive/LADAR Sensor Approach (Gleichman, K., Tchoryk, P., and

Sampson, R.E., "Application of Laser Radar to Autonomous Spacecraft
Landing," Proceedings SPIE, Los Angeles, CA, Vol. 1416, pp. 286-294.)
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11.5 Recommendations

The spacecraftwill contain a scientific payload capableof taking a diverse and

extensiveamountof datathroughoutall phasesof themission. SpectrometerandSolid-State

Imagingexperimentswill imagetheultraviolet to infraredspectralrangeto determineEros'

surfacecomposition.A magnetometer,plasmaspectrometer,anddustanalyzerwill examine

theenvironmentalongthespacecraft'sflight pathaswell asaroundEros. A seismometerwill

obtain seismicactivity measurementsoccurring on the asteroid. If the propellant supply

permits,theimaginginstrumentswill generatedetailedmapsof thesurface.

Utilizing alaserradarsystemfor autonomouslandingsitedetectionis aconceptin the

early designstages. While showing greatpromise,this systemrequiresfurther research,

development,andtesting.
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12.0 Attachment and Sample Collection

12.1 Requirements

Attachment is that phase of the mission where the spacecraft lands and then

physically attaches itself securely to the asteroid. This is an essential and crucial phase of the

mission since the core drill will be imparting extremely large torques and vertical forces on

the spacecraft. A regolith sample will be obtained using a method similar to ocean floor

sample collection, while a 10 kg solid core sample will be obtained using a coring drill

designed specifically for this mission.

Based on discussions with Dr. J. Koehler, Department of Earth and Mineral Sciences

at the Pennsylvania State University, and subsequent research into material properties and

drilling equipment, it was determined that there are many unresolved problems associated

with attachment to the surface as well as with sample collection. The major problem is that

the properties (especially hardness) of the rock are virtually unknown. Since the asteroid is in

a vacuum, impurities such as water do not exist in the asteroid material. Absence of these

impurities make the molecular bonds much stronger; thus a material with known properties

on Earth could be conceivably many times harder in the vacuum of space [47]. For this

reason, it is believed that present drilling technology is not suitable for the specified mission.

The following discussion is therefore conceptual in nature. Further discussion of the

problems with attachment and drilling is described in subsequent sections. Therefore this

design is presented on the assumption that the asteroid properties, when discovered, will

allow attachment and drilling to take place.

12.2 Regolith Sample

A series of remote sensing tests will be run prior to landing on the asteroid; this will

allow for appropriate sample site selection. A complete description of the instruments used is

covered in section 11.0. When the remote sensing of the asteroid is complete and all the
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resultsare interpreted,two different samplesites will be chosenbasedon their different

characteristics.The first is terrain which would resemblesmallrock fragmentsor regolith

soil, the other is solid rock with a flat surfacein order to makeanactual landing for core

drilling. Whena desiredregolith soil sectionis selectedfrom the asteroiddata, the initial

samplingwill start. Positionedabovethe asteroid,the spacecraftwill take threeregolith

samplesusingsamplingmethodssimilar to thoseusedin oceanfloor samplecollection. The

conceptusesthe ideaof backcharges.Threecylindershapedsamplecollectors(30.5cm in

length and5.08cm in diameterfor 6.5kgof regolith samples)arereleasedat low velocities

towardtheselectedregion. Uponcontact,backchargesaresetoff driving thecollectorsfully

into theregolith soil. Thesamplesare thenreeledback into thespacecraftby tetherswhich

areattachedto them. Thesearethef'trstof thetwo different typesof sampleswhich will be

brought back to Earth for analysis. Each samplewill be storedin its own stainlesssteel

containerto protect it from contaminants.The nextmethodrequiresthat the surfacebe flat

andcomposedof solid materialin orderto landandattachto theasteroid.

12.3 AttachmentandLanding

Sincethereis avery weakgravitationalfield on theasteroidascomparedto theEarth

or Moon, attachmentis a vital part of theoperation. Using theremotesensing,a relatively

flat landing sitewill be found. Onceabovethis site,thrusterswill be fired with low thrust

pulsesto direct the spacecrafttowardtheasteroidsurface.Thefoot-padswill beconstructed

from anenergy-absorbingaluminumhoneycombandthelegswill containshockabsorbersin

caseof a hardlanding. Crushableblockswill beplacedon theundersideof thespacecraftin

theeventof touchdownin arocky terrain.

Once the spacecraftis on the asteroid,it will have to withstand relatively large

amountsof torqueandexternalforcesduringdrilling. The landerwill havefour legswith a

wide basein orderto distributethetorquesmoreevenly. To fastenthelanderto theasteroid,

a sensor/spikesystem was chosen. Sensorslocated on the undersideof the foot-pads
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determinewhen the landerhas made contact with the asteroid. The signals from these

sensors trigger the back charges located on top of the spikes, and each of these spikes are

driven deep into the solid rock. This will occur only after all four legs have touched down.

Thrusters will again be fired, this time high level thrusts, to offset the force of the asteroid

surface on the penetrating spikes. These spikes are driven through the feet of each of the legs

and are approximately 0.4 meters long and five centimeters in diameter. Each foot will

contain three spikes that are barbed to insure a secure fit. This will prevent the lander from

separating from the asteroid and also provide stability during drilling operations.

The methods of attachment described here assume that material properties will be

known. This is of course essential in the determination of attachment spike material and

charges to be used. Due to the expected extremely high downward force (i.e., 22.2kN) and

torques (approx. 4000 Nm) imparted by the drilling apparatus, proper attachment is the most

crucial phase of the mission. It should be noted that this method of attachment assumes that

the rock will not fragment during spike insertion. If this is expected to occur after material

properties are known, an alternate method of attachment will need to be investigated.

12.4 Subsurface Sampling

12.4.1 Solid Core Sample

When the spacecraft is fully attached, the next sample will be taken by the use of a

core drill. Stored within the spacecraft, the drill will be lowered to the asteroid surface along

its frame support track, see Figure 12.1. The drill bit will be composed of black industrial

diamonds in order to cut through the solid core material, currently the hardest bit material

used on Earth. Steel is the material to which the drill bit will be attached. Current research is

being conducted for the use of ceramics for this procedure. The actual core sample that will

be taken will be 5.08 centimeters in diameter and approximately 1.5 meters deep.
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Figure 12.1: Drilling Apparatus

These dimensions are based on obtaining a single 10 kg sample of material with estimated

density of 3.5 g/cm 3. In order to generate the high torques and downward thrust, it was

estimated that the motor needed will require at least 7.5 kW of power. The weight of most

industrial drills range from a couple hundred to several thousand pounds depending on the

downward thrust and torques needed. Since we are limited by launch mass constraints, it was

determined that this drill could not exceed 1000 kg. This drill will need to generate torques

that will exceed 4000 N-m and an opposing force of about 22.2 kN. In order to generate the
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necessarydownwardthrust,ahydraulicpresssystemwill needto beutilized,seeFigure 12.1.

On Earth theseconsistof bulky systemsof leversthat arenot suitablefor spacemissions

having massand size constraints. Such a hydraulic systemwill need to be developed

specificallyfor thismission.

Oncedrilling is completethesamplewill beretrieved. Theentiredrill casingwill be

retrievedandstoredin thereturnvehicle. Uponreachingthereturnmodule, thedrill bit will

be removedand anendcapwill replaceit to sealthe samplefor the return to earth. The

sampleretrievalcasingwill bemadefrom stainlesssteelin orderto preservethesamplefrom

contaminants.

12.4.2 Problemswith CoreDrilling

Thereareseveraldrawbacksto this methodwhich needto beaddressedin order to

explain why it never performs as it is expected. The major drawback is that there is a

problemwith the left overparticleswhich remainduring thedrilling process(similar to saw

dustwhencuttingwood). On Earth,air is forceddownthecoresamplewhich in turnforces

theleft overparticlesto escapeout thesidesof thehole. In spacethereis no atmosphereand

thefragmentswill stayin the hole andincreasethe friction on the drill. As theseparticles

build up, they tend to haveabondingtype attraction;theycanstopthedrill far soonerthan

would bepredicted. Sincetime is not a largeconcern,the following procedurefor removal

of the particles is proposed. Drilling will occur in approximatelythirty secondintervals.

After eachinterval, the drill will be raisedanda burstof highpressuregas,Hydrazinefrom

the propulsion system,will be directedinto the hole through small channelsin the drill

casing,locatedbetweentheoutercasingandthesampleretrievalpod, seeFigure 12.2. This

will forcetheparticlesout sothatdrilling canbeginagain. Sincethebottomof the spacecraft

is alreadyprotectedby thecrushablehoneycomb,theseparticlesarenot considereda threat.

Additionally, sincethedrilling is only in thirty secondbursts,overheatingof the bit should

notbeaproblem. Assumingapproximately0.32cm penetrationin eachdrilling interval,the
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totaldrilling timewill beapproximately4 hours.This does not account for the time when the

drill is being raised and lowered or when the particles are being removed.
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Figure 12.2: Drill Bit Design
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It shouldbenotedagainthat knowledgeof thematerialhardnessis essentialfor the

success of the entire mission and that obtaining a core sample may, in fact, not be possible

with present drilling technology [47]. This reality was observed when the push tube core

drills failed to retrieve solid rock samples from the moon [48].

12.5 Conclusions and Recommendations

As previously stated, determination of material properties is essential in designing the

attachment and drilling equipment. Current experiments are being conducted where

materials are placed in vacuum for extended periods of time. This procedure is done to

extract impurities, such as water, in order to simulate materials found in space. Since this

process changes the material's molecular bonds, this process could conceivably take many

years. It is therefore recommended that smaller scale missions initially retrieve regolith

samples before a full scale drilling operation is undertaken. From these samples a closer

representation of the core material could be obtained.

Assuming drilling will be possible, a specific drilling apparatus needs to be

developed. The major technologies that need to be advanced are the thrust producing

mechanism (or hydraulic press) and harder more durable drill bits.
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13.0 Retrieval

13.1

LEO.

Requirements

The retrieval method will require safe and efficient recovery of the samples from

13.2 Retrieval Description

For the final leg of the journey, the spacecraft must descend through the atmosphere

and return the sample to the Earth. The Space Shuttle will retrieve the spacecraft from LEO.

By this method, the spacecraft would not require the added mass of a heat-shields, and

parachutes. Space Shuttle retrieval, would entail the spacecraft entering Low Earth Orbit

(LEO) and remaining their until the Shuttle can perform the retrieval. This retrieval method

will require an additional mount on the spacecraft which could support the force of the

Shuttle's robot arm as it pulls the spacecraft into the cargo bay. Then the Shuttle will carry

the spacecraft back to Earth inside the cargo bay. This will require additional propellant to

place the spacecraft into a suitable LEO and to perform the necessary maneuvers to

rendezvous with the Space Shuttle. Another important consideration is also the availability

of the Space Shuttle. However, the spacecraft can wait in LEO for an extended period of

time, since the sample would most likely not be extensively affected by a long wait time until

the Space Shuttle can perform the retrieval.

13.3 Conclusions and Recommendations

The sample will remain in LEO until the Space Shuttle can perform a convenient

retrieval. The wait-time in LEO will highly depend on Shuttle availability.
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14.0 Cost Analysis

14.1 Requirements

There are several reasons why a cost analysis section should be done. Two of those

reasons are to use a budget to restrict how much money can be spent on certain areas or for

informational purposes only. The first situation, that of working within the strict guidelines

of a budget, seems to be more realistic. However, for this mission project, a cost analysis

section is being done for informational purposes. This will help provide a comparison

between this objective and those done in the past.

There are two main requirements for the cost analysis. They are that the final cost is

reasonable and that the cost analysis methods that are used to find the final figure be feasible

to use. The methods that were used in this cost analysis fall within these requirements.

14.2 Subsystem Cost Breakdown of the Spacecraft

Using the cost analysis models given in Wertz and Larson [8] and Cyr [49], a

complete list of spacecraft systems and equipment was compiled. Using this list of

subsystems, a spreadsheet was developed to calculate the cost of the spacecraft and life cycle

cost. The major categories of subsystems for the cost analysis spreadsheet and their costs are

shown in Table 14.1.

14.3 Discussion of Spreadsheet

There are four parts to the spreadsheet. The first is the Research, Development,

Testing, and Evaluation (RDT&E) cost for the space segment portion. These costs are

acquired from the actual researching and testing of prototypes for the various subsystems on

the spacecraft. Most of these cost estimates are based on mass and power, which makes the

computations easy to do since the details of each area are easy to develop.
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Table 14.1: Cost Analysis Breakdown (FY925M). (Wertz, J.R. and Larson, W.J., Space
Mission Analysis and Design, Kluwer Academic Publishers, Norwell,/VIA,
1991 and Cyr, K., "Cost Estimation Methods for Advanced Space Systems,"
NASA Johnson Space Center, 1988.)

Space Segment Cost N Research, Dev.,
Testing, & Evai. (RDT&E)

Space Segment Cost m First Unit

Communications Communications
Antenna 3.77 Antenna 0.88
Electronics 10.29 Electronics 5.27

Spacecraft Bus Spacecraft Bus
Structure/Thermal 35.87 Structure/Thermal 6.39
Tracking, Telemetry, & Control 30.71 Tracking, Telemetry, & Control 16.87
Attitude Determination 38.80 Attitude Determination 10.01
Power 328.11 Power 17.68

Drill Mechanism 142.67

Propellant 125.24 SUBTOTAL 57.09
Scientific Instruments 44.83
Software 380.88

SUBTOTAL 1141.16

Ground Segment Cost

Development
Software
Equipment
Facilities
Management
Systems Engineering

Product Assistance

Integration & Test
Logistics

Operations and Maintenance
Maintenance
Contract Personnel

189.89
169.81
37.73
37.73
62.89

31.45
50.31
31.45

307.13
1.00

SUBTOTAL 919.39

Total Cost

Space Segment Cost
RDT&E 1141.16
First Unit 57.09

Ground Segment Cost
Ground Station 919.39

Ground System Operation and 611.26
Suppo_

Launch Segment 115.70

TOTAL COST 2844.60

The second part is the First Unit Cost for the spacecraft. This is the cost that _he

actual subsystems on the spacecraft will have. Again, most of these cost estimates are based

on mass and power.

The next section is also broken into several segments. They are Operations and

Maintenance and Development. These figures are approximate costs that will be induced
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from the ground portion of the mission. Most of these calculations will be based on the

required amount of computer code for the ground segment.

The final part, the total life cost, is the sum of the first three parts. In addition, areas

that were not included in the space segment or the ground segment, such as launch segment

cost are included in the life cycle cost.

14.4 Cost Estimation Methods

To complete the cost analysis spreadsheet, two cost estimation methods were used.

The first method, Cost Estimation Relationship (CER) was taken from Wertz and Larson [8]

and the other method uses an equation taken from Cyr [49].

14.4.1 Cost Estimation Relationship

The primary method for the cost estimation was the Cost Estimation Relationship,

CER. This method uses different equations for different subsystems and uses a parameter,

such as mass, as the input value.

14.4.2 Cost Estimation Equation

This method was used to compute approximate costs for subsystems that were not

included in Wertz and Larson [8]. These subsystems are the drill mechanism, propellant,

and scientific instruments. The equation found in Cyr [49] is:

Cost = 0.000172(Q °'5773 )(W 0"6569)(58.96 C)(1.0291 (r-19oo) )(G-O.3485 )

where Quantity is the number of elements and test articles procured, Weight is the dry weight

of the element, Culture is a measure of mission difficulty, Year is the year of the launch, and

Generation is a measure of subsequent variations on a basic design. The output, Cost,

includes researching and testing and the procurement cost. However, the costs for the drill
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mechanism,propellant,andscientific instrumentssubsystemsshownin the RDT&E section

containtheFirst Unit costsalso.

14.5 Resultsof theCostAnalysis

As Table 14.1 illustrates, the final estimatedcost for this spacecraftprogram is

$2844.60 million dollars for the fiscal year 1992. Comparedwith older interplanetary

spacecraft systems,such as the Pioneer program, this cost appearsvery high. (The

approximatecost for the Pioneer spacecraftbus was $33.12 million in fiscal year 1992

dollars. [8]) However,thecostof thespacecraftseemsrealisticsinceit canbeexpectedthat

more expensiveequipment,suchasthe drill mechanismand power supply, areneededto

completethe missionrequirements.The Pioneerspacecraftdid not requirea drill andthe

amountof powerthattheasteroidsamplereturnspacecraftdoes.Almost half of thetotal cost

of thespacecraftis dueto theRDT&E segment.If moreoff-of-the-shelf technologywould

beused,theRDT&E costwoulddropsignificantly,droppingthetotal costalso.

14.6 Recommendations

Eventhoughthetwo methodsusedto estimatethespacecraftcostworkedwell, more

work can still bedone to develop an analysismethod that would betterapproximatethe

missioncost. Expandingthe analysisto includeminor subsystemsandcomponentswould

greatlyincreasetheaccuracyof thecostestimate.
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15.0 Conclusions and Recommendations

This mission design proposal represents only the initial stages of the design process

and offers a sound argument for the near-term feasibility of such a project. However, further

research will have to be conducted in many of the crucial design areas. In particular, the

drilling system and the autonomous landing system will require development and testing

since they have not been employed on previous spacecraft. In order to better understand the

drilling requirements, it is recommended that a regolith sampling mission be undertaken

before the core sample-retrieval is attempted. In addition, the computer algorithms which

control these systems must also be developed and tested.
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Abstract

A multiple asteroid sample return mission is proposed incorporating future

technologies into the design. This mission utilizes a nuclear-electric, low-thrust propulsion

system and a tethered probe in order to retrieve multiple samples from each asteroid. The

spacecraft will rendezvous with the asteroids Euterpe, Psyche, and Themis (types Stony-Iron,

Metallic, and Carbonaceous, respectively), and return the samples, via a lander, to low Earth

orbit for recovery by the Shuttle or its replacement. The transfer orbits, reactor size, and

propellant mass were def'med with NASA's QuickTop 2 (QT2) program. The spacecraft will

use an optical communications system that, compared to conventional systems, has smaller

transmission hardware, lower mass, higher data rates, and also consumes less power. The

reusable landing gear will adapt to uneven surfaces, cushion the landing impact, and keep the

spacecraft vertical for drilling. The drill system will make use of several devices to keep

heating and power requirements low, such as an augering device to remove the heated

drilling debris. This system would also allow for a new drill stem to be used for the retrieval

of each sample. The spacecraft mass is 15,800 kg; therefore, a Titan IV will be used to reach

Low Earth Orbit (LEO), and a low-thrust spiral trajectory will be followed until Earth escape.
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1.0 Introduction

1.1 Mission Rationale

An asteroid sample return mission has been previously proposed by several research

institutions, including the National Aeronautics and Space Administration and The

Massachusetts Institute of Technology [1,2]. The need for such a mission is driven by a

continuous depletion of the Earth's scarce resources (i.e., precious metals, ores, and water).

Since little is known about the chemical properties of asteroids, there is a need to explore

their composition in order to evaluate possible resource substitutes and to contribute to the

overall knowledge of the scientific community.

1.2 Proposed Mission

This report proposes a scientific sample return mission to three of nine possible

asteroids which are located in the asteroid belt (see Figure 1.1). Several asteroids were

evaluated based on their orbit eccentricity, distance of nearest Earth approach, and angle of

inclination relative to the Earth's ecliptic. The proposed design will incorporate a main

spacecraft/lander configuration. The main spacecraft/lander configuration will rendezvous

with three asteroids to acquire surface core samples. The main spacecraft is responsible for

transporting the lander to the asteroid, maintaining a continuous data link during sampling,

and returning the sample. After reaching the asteroid, the main spacecraft portion of the

vehicle will be responsible for defining the asteroid's topography, gravitational field, and

spin rate before the lander is sent to explore its surface. The lander will then descend to the

surface of the asteroid while still being attached to the main spacecraft by a tether. On the

asteroid, several tests will be performed to disclose the chemical composition of the surface

and core. After removing three core samples, the lander will return to the main spacecraft.

All transmittable data will be relayed back to Earth by a high-gain antenna. The entire
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vehicle will then travel to two moreasteroidsand finally relay the asteroidcore anddust

samplesbackto Earth.

1.3 SpacecraftSubsystems

The subsystemsof thespacecraftdetailedin this report include: orbital mechanics;

launchvehicle; spacecraftstructure;propulsion;power;guidance,navigation,and control;

communications;commandanddatahandling; thermalcontrol;micrometeoroidprotection;

landinggear;andsampleextraction.

Psyche ""'"-j.d
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Figure 1.1: Mission Scenario
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2.0 Orbital Mechanics

2.1 Requirements

The orbital mechanics calculations are performed in order to achieve two main goals.

First, the mission duration should be minimized, and second, the total spacecraft mass must

be kept as low as possible. This is a very difficult task because of the high number of inter-

related variables in the calculations. Effects of reactor mass and power, thruster mass,

specific impulse (Isp), thrust level, propellant mass, target ephemeris data, the mission's

structure, and total time must all be considered to acquire a workable solution.

Minimum reactor, shielding, propellant, and thruster masses are required to keep

mission costs low and launch possibilities reasonable. Thus, it is highly desired that the total

spacecraft mass be under 17,450 kg, the maximum mass that a Titan IV can carry to LEO [3].

It is common for the design of a low-thrust spacecraft to incorporate dozens of thrusters;

therefore, these thrusters contribute significantly to the total spacecraft mass. Minimum

thruster implies that a minimum number of thrusters be used, thus reducing the spacecraft

complexity and increasing reliability. In addition, using the optimal Isp is desired to balance

the total mass of the reactor and the propellant.

Keeping the total travel time to a minimum is also highly desired, after all, the sooner

that results are obtained, the better. Even more importantly, however, lower mission time

increases overall mission reliability due to continuous wear on all the spacecraft's

subsystems. For shorter mission times there is less concern about micrometeoroid

bombardment, reactor failure or propellant depletion, mechanical failure of movable parts,

and in general, use of the spacecraft parts beyond their recommended lifetime.

Ultimately, the orbital mechanics calculations must provide a means to rendezvous

with the three target asteroids long enough for the desired scientific data and samples to be

acquired.
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2.2 Introduction

Orbital mechanicscalculationswill include traveling from LEO to Earth escape,

rendezvouswith the three target asteroids,the return to Earth's sphereof influence,and

finally the return to LEO. Since an ion propulsion system will be used, low-thrust

calculations must be performed for all legs of this mission. Though this method of

propulsionhasneverbeenusedfor a spacemission,extensiveresearchhasbeenperformed

concerning the orbital mechanicscalculations necessaryfor such missions. A brief

explanation of these methods is outlined below, along with an explanation of NASA's QT2

program, a low-thrust orbital mechanics calculation tool, and its application to this mission.

2.3 Basic Concepts of Orbital Optimization

Since the concept of the low-thrust trajectory was first proposed, researchers have

been attempting to optimize this type of transfer through a variety of means. These

researchers are mainly seeking to decrease both the flight time and the required propellant of

a given mission. As with any orbital optimization problem, there are two ways to get a

solution, either by directly integrating the equations of motion, or by simplifying the

equations to obtain an approximate analytical solution. Because the thrust is constant, the

energy of the orbit is always changing; therefore, the orbital elements are slowly changing as

well. Due to this gradual procession, perturbation methods lend themselves well to the

integration of the problem. Black [4] points out, however, that when numerically calculating

the full equations of motion, the amount of computation required for transfers involving

many revolutions is prohibitive, and numerical errors rapidly become unacceptably large.

Thus, another approach involves slightly simplifying the equations of motion and then

integrating these newly derived equations.

For low-thrust trajectories, a common technique involves developing a 'fast/slow

timescale' solution. This method involves optimizing the change in the orbital elements tbr

one or a few revolutions, thereby obtaining a control law for the slow timescale problem.
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This control law is then integratedinto the fast timescaleproblemand applied over many

revolutions until the minimum time solution is found. This results in greatly decreased

computational time, while retaining a higher degreeof accuracythen when more gross

assumptionsareusedin ananalyticalsolution. Theonly problemwith integrationis thatthe

calculatedsolutionis only valid for thosespecificinitial conditions;therefore,the entire set

of calculationsmust be carriedout again for even a slightly different setof values. The

following subsectionexaminesananalyticalsolutionfor low-thrusttrajectories.

2.4 An Analytical Solutionof Low-ThrustTrajectories

Black [4] developeda simplified analytical solution describinglow-thrust transfer

orbits,andthencomparedtheresultsto direct integrationof acorrespondingsimplified setof

equationsof motion. At low thrustlevels,theanalyticalsolutionwasfoundto beacceptable.

As the thrustincreased,however,thedeviationbetweentheanalyticandintegratedsolutions

grew unacceptablylarge. In addition, the error increasedwith more revolutions of the

spacecraft;this is due to thelargernumberof iterationsthat mustbeperformed. In actuality,

eachcalculationis anapproximation,andtheinherenterrorsin thesecalculationsgrow over

time; thiseffect is seenin Figure2.1. Two othermajorpointscomefrom hiswork. First, the

resultsimply that a minimum propellantsolution,which is different from a minimum time

solution,canbedeveloped.Basically,if thethrusteris turnedoff andonat appropriatetimes,

then the minimum propellant solution can be found. Second,it is estimated that the

analyticalsolutioncalculatesonerevolution90 timesfasterthantheintegratedsolution[4].
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Figure 2.1: Semi-Major Axis Versus the Argument of Latitude at Epoch. [Black, T.,
"Optimal Low-Thrust Transfer Using a First Order Perturbation Model," M.S.
Thesis, Air Force Institute of Technology, Wright Patterson Air Force Base,
June, 1985.]

2.5 Asteroid Selection

The target asteroids were selected on the basis of type and accessibility, with

secondary consideration being given to size. The data on the chosen target asteroids is

summarized in Table 2.1 [5]. The types of asteroids chosen were S (Stony-iron), C

(Carbonaceous), and M (Metallic). These types were selected because they are the most

common; therefore, this mission should bring back information applicable to most of the

asteroids in the Solar System. In addition, these asteroids were chosen because their orbits

have a low inclination and similar semi-major axes. This will keep the total AV requirement

to a minimum. Also, these asteroids are fairly large, and may be easier to track than smaller

asteroids. Information on these large asteroids will be useful if mining becomes a high

priority in the future since it is more economically sensible to set up mining operations tot a

longer duration (i.e., on a larger asteroid).
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Table 2.1: Target Asteroids. [Bender, D. F., "Osculating Orbital Elements of the
Asteroids," Jet Propulsion Laboratory, 1979.]

Euterpe 27 S 118 2.35 0.17 1.59 94.39 355.79 239.19
Psyche 16 M 249 2.92 0.14 2.09 150.13 226.24 251.13
Themis 24 C 246 3.13 0.13 0.76 35.65 112.19 235.88

* @ Julian Date 2443800

2.6 QuickTop 2 Capabilities

The QuickTop 2 program and the Chebytop system were acquired from NASA Lewis

Research Center to perform the orbital mechanics calculations for this mission. QT2 is a

driver for the Chebytop system, which is essentially a mass tracking program with major

variables being travel time, launch dates, and reactor power for given home and target

ephemeris data [6].

QT2 has a large number of capabilities; only those used for this mission are described

below. First, during one run, QT2 can be told to sweep through the specified values of one

parameter, while optimizing another variable and holding all remaining ones constant. This

is very useful for manually optimizing travel time, departure date, or arrival date.

Unfortunately, QT2 does not automatically optimize travel time or departure date. On

separate runs, however, QT2 can automatically optimize Isp, reactor power, and reactor mass

specific power with all other variables held constant. User defined ephemeris data can be

input for both home and target. Predefined launch vehicles can be used for launch and

departure from Earth's sphere of influence, such as the Titan IV. Also, low-thrust spiraling

can be used to leave Earth's gravity instead of a launch vehicle with an upper stage. The total

firing duration of the thrusters in one leg of the mission can be set; this is useful for defining

the maximum instantaneous thrust, and for ensuring that thrusters are not used longer than

their specified lifetime [6].
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QT2 will optimize both legsof a missionfrom Earth to one asteroidand back [6].

However, the proposedmission involves threeasteroids,and therefore,four total mission

legs. Due to this, the programmustbeusedin a muchmorecomplicatedmannerto obtain

actualtrajectorydata.

2.7 Orbit CalculationsUsingQuickTop2

This missionrequiresfour different transferorbits; leg 1is from Earthto Euterpe,leg

2 is from Euterpeto Psyche,leg 3 is from Psycheto Themis,and leg 4 is from Themis to

Earth. The QT2 codewasrun for eachleg,anda 'patchedsolution' wasdetermined.This

may not representthe minimum total time or propellantmass,sinceeachindividual leg is

optimized as opposedto the mission as a whole. However, it will serve as an initial

estimationof theoptimizedtrajectory.

The first step is to enter ephemeris data for the target asteroids. Since the

gravitationalpull of eventhelargestasteroidsis nearlynegligible,thespacecraftcannotrely

on gravity to keep it orbiting aroundthe asteroid. Therefore,the spacecraftmust 'match'

orbits with the targetasteroidat the time of arrival to ensurethat the asteroidwill be near

during theentireobservationtime. Essentially,theasteroidandspacecraftwill beco-orbiting

the Sun. During this period, maneuvers will be made to maintain a close, yet safe, distance

from the asteroid, and the tethered probe will be deployed. The dynamics of a spacecraft

with a tethered lander involve some interesting and complicated analyses, but they will not

be covered in this report.

Next, the total invariant spacecraft mass plus a first guess of variable mass was

entered. The variable mass includes reactor, shielding, propellant tanks, and thruster masses.

The program then calculates propellant mass; everything else is considered invariant

spacecraft mass. Also, it was assumed that an Isp of 10,000 seconds would be attainable.

Then, the program was run to determine the appropriate reactor mass for each leg of the

journey. The appropriate reactor mass was that which would get a total spacecraft mass,
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including thousandsof kilograms of reactor shielding and hundreds of kilograms of thrusters,

across that specific leg of the journey as quick as possible and at a desirable date.

This program must be run in reverse order (leg 4, 3, 2, and 1); the reason for this is

best understood by an example. Suppose the program were run for leg 1 and then for leg 2.

The propellant requirement determined by the second run would affect the conditions in the

first run. Therefore, leg 4 was analyzed first, followed by legs 3, 2, and 1.

Unfortunately, due to limited total spacecraft mass and limited thrust per thruster, the

travel times turned out to be fairly large (see Table 2.2). Although launch dates were input

over ranges sometimes as great as six years, the total stay time at all the asteroids totaled 6.9

years (also summarized in Table 2.2). This data was acquired after performing hundreds of

runs on QT2, most often varying trip time and departure dates.

Table 2.2: Results of the Orbital Mechanics Calculations.

Event Start Date Duration Propellant Thrusting Time
(MM-DD- (days) (kg) (days)
20YY)

Leg 1 03-20-02 2401" 2581" 1946"
Euterpe stay 10-15-08 514 0 0
Leg 2 03-13-10 783 1037 782
Psyche stay 05-04-12 1347 0 0
Leg 3 01-11-16 1000 1146 864
Themis stay 10-07-18 650 0 0
Leg 4 07-18-20 2091" 2105" 1587"
TOTAL 04-09-26** 8786* 6869* 5179"

* includes geocentric spiraling
** LEO arrival date

Once the propellant requirement was calculated for legs 3 through 1 of the journey,

the total propellant tank mass was calculated. This was then added to the total spacecraft

mass required for the fourth leg, with a mass margin of error of 200 kg. This leg was then

refined to yield a final total spacecraft mass, power, and fourth leg travel time as well as
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departureand arrival dates. This information wasthenusedin calculatingfinal trajectories

for legs 3 through 1. All four transfertrajectoriesareshownin Figure 2.2, alongwith first

point of Aries, theSun,andtheinitial targetasteroids.

Theresultantmassof the spacecraftwas too greatfor anupperstageto beusedon a

Titan IV. Therefore,the spacecraftwill spiral from LEO to a heliocentricorbit, andon to

Euterpe.Theadditionalpropellantandtankmassfor thegeocentricspiralingphasehasbeen

incorporatedinto the spacecrafttotal mass. Unfortunately,after extendedefforts, a rather

largetravel time of 24 yearsresulted. This could be loweredby altering the chronological

order of asteroidsvisited,or by visiting different asteroidsaltogether. The missiondesign

only consideredvisiting theasteroidsin theorderof Euterpe,Psyche,andThemis.
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-- Euterpe

m Psyche

m Leg4

Themis

Earth
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-- Earth

Euterpe
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-- Psyche
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Figure 2.2: Transfer Trajectories. [Ephemeris data taken from: Bender, D.F., "Osculating
Orbital Elements of the Asteroids," Jet Propulsion Laboratory, 1979.]
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2.8 Conclusions and Recommendations

It is obvious that it would be highly desirable to reduce the total travel time, the

asteroid stay time, and the total spacecraft mass. Perhaps the Isp of 10, 000 seconds could

have been varied more thoroughly to find an optimal balance between reactor mass and

propellant mass. It was found that lower Isp'S result in a higher required instantaneous thrust,

and this very dramatically increases the total number of thrusters required; this in turn greatly

increases the spacecraft mass. Thus, much more propellant is required, and the total

spacecraft mass can be doubled if the Isp is reduced too low. As a result, reducing Isp could

increase the total trip time to an even more undesirable number; this also implies an increase

in the number of thrusters (and thruster mass) because of limited thruster lifetime. The

limiting factor is not the huge total mass (even though this increases cost greatly, it is

physically possible to use a larger launch vehicle), but the unacceptable complexity of

hundreds of low-thrust thrusters, bringing the mission reliability clown to nearly zero.

Using a larger launch vehicle and thrusters that can handle more thrust would result in

a more desirable total trip time. Also, thrusters with a longer lifetime would reduce

spacecraft mass and provide a shorter trip time. It is also quite possible that a different size

reactor could have produced a more favorable solution. Changing the ephemeris data, by

visiting different asteroids or the same asteroids in a different order, could also produce more

desirable results.
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3.0 Launch Vehicle

3.1 Requirements

The choice of launch vehicle is dependent on the particular mass, size, and desired

initial orbit of the payload. The mass of the spacecraft before launch is 15,800 kg. The

stowed spacecraft is approximately 16 meters long with a maximum diameter of 4.5 meters.

Furthermore, the mission profile dictates that the spacecraft begin its journey from LEO.

3.2 Total Spacecraft Length

To keep the vital components of the spacecraft at a safe distance from the reactor, a

20 meter truss has been designed. This results in a total spacecraft length of over 25 meters;

which is too long to fit in any existing launch vehicle. Therefore, the truss will be collapsed

for the launch phase and extended while in LEO. The minimum spacecraft length of 16

meters is therefore determined from the length of the remaining components, specifically 2.5

meters for the reactor and shielding, 2.5 meters for the main spacecraft body, and I I meters

for the large reactor radiator panels.

3.3 Launch Vehicle Selection

There are currently only two American launch vehicles capable of accommodating the

spacecraft. One is the expendable Titan IV, and the other is the reusable Space Shuttle. The

Titan IV can lift a payload 5 meters wide and 23 meters long with an overall mass of 17,450

kg to LEO. The Space Shuttle can place a 4.5 meters wide by 18.0 meters long payload

weighing 22,765 kg into the same orbit [3].

The Space Shuttle is not, however, a feasible alternative since NASA is not willing to

carry a nuclear reactor in the cargo bay. In addition, the Space Shuttle will cost

approximately 25% more than the Titan IV [3].
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This leaves only the Titan IV as the only feasible American launch vehicle. Figure

3.1 shows the spacecraft, with the truss collapsed, in a Titan IV faring. If, however, a major

accident or problem develops which will prevent the use of the Titan IV, an alternate launch

vehicle must be used. This alternative will be the European Space Agency's Ariane 5, built

by Arianespace; its first flight is scheduled in 1995. The Ariane 5 can accommodate a 4.57

meters wide and 18 meters long payload with a mass of 18,000 kg which makes a rough

equivalent to the Titan IV [7].

3.4 Conclusions and Recommendations

The Titan IV launch vehicle has been selected to boost the spacecraft into LEO. The

Ariane 5 has been named as an alternative launch vehicle if the Titan IV is for some reason

unavailable. The cost for a Titan IV is $214 million (FY 2002) [3].

\

- \
\

\

|t

!

Reactor

Radiator Panels

Collapsed Truss
(BELOW RADIATOR PANELS)

Main Spacecraft Body

Figure 3.1: Collapsed Spacecraft in Titan IV Fairing
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4.0 Structural Subsystem

4.1 Main Spacecraft

The use of composite construction is important in the spacecraft industry because of

weight and strength bonuses. Composite materials are used in this mission to construct a

truss to connect the nuclear reactor to the rest of the spacecraft, and to design a monocoque

torus to hold the propellant and components of the mission.

Special considerations are necessary for composite applications in space however.

Composite parts cured on Earth experience an 'out-gassing' effect due to the vacuum of

space. It should be possible to specially prepare the composite materials with a coating to

prevent or minimize this effect. Also, coverings need to be considered for minimizing

micrometeoroid impacts.

4.1.1 Truss Structure

The basic structural design of the spacecraft is a direct result of the need to keep a

nuclear reactor about 20 m from the onboard systems and instruments. Other proposed low-

thrust designs have used a truss to connect the reactor to the bulk of the spacecraft. This idea

was expanded from utilizing a narrow triangular or square truss to a conical truss connecting

the outer edge of the reactor assembly to the outer edge of the base of the spacecraft.

By using the ANSYS computer finite element package, a preliminary design was

obtained for the spacecraft structural skeleton. Six main spars with cross members were used

to connect a double torus cage at the base of the craft to the reactor at the top (see Figure 4.1).

The upper cage at the base will hold the propellant for the mission. The lower cage will

contain all components of the mission except those needed to be mounted on booms such as

communication systems. For analysis, lumped mass elements were placed at the top of the

truss to simulate the reactor and radiator panels while similar elements were used equally

around the cage at the base to simulate propellant and spacecraft system mass. A maximum
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angularaccelerationwasestimatedon the largestmomentpossiblefrom a typical control

momentgyro. A factor of safetyof 1.5wasusedwith a preliminary factor of 10 to include

dynamic effects (net safety factor of 15). Members will be fabricated from Hercules

graphite/epoxyandwere sizedto preventthe first Euler buckling mode. Tubular members

were analyzedfor the ability to deploy the truss after injection into LEO. The resulting

structureis detailedin Table4.1.

Figure 4.1: FrameSkeletonof Main Truss

Table 4.1: TrussSizing

Sl_t_tut_ Tram

I i | 4 S li ? I

Section

Number

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Member Radius (ram)

Main Spar Cross-Member
14.7 9.30

13.7 9.05

12.1 8.50

11.2 8.45

9.51 7.82

8.94 7.85

6.70 7.55

6.23 7.13

Total Mass of Truss 35.$ kg
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4.1.2 TomsStructure

Advancedcompositeshellsconsistof strong, fibered sheetsof material orientedin

specificdirectionsseparatedby acoreusuallymadeof foamor honeycombasin Figure4.2.

The outer sheetsprovidestrengthandstiffnesswhile thecoreprovidesshearresistanceand

greatly increasesbuckling loads. This design is essentialto the aerospaceindustry since

compositesareamodemtechnologywith significantstrengthandweight improvementsover

conventionalmaterialshavingapplicationsin all aerospacevehicles.

By using a compositeelementavailable on the ANSYS finite element package,

multilayeredandmultidirectionalshellscanbeanalyzedfor anapplication. For this mission,

it is necessaryto designa shell to enclosethe spacecraftcomponents,propellant storage

purposes,andfor anchoringof thelandingcraft (seeFigure4.3).

Composite Skin

Honeycomb Core

/

Figure 4.2: Typical Composite Shell

Figure 4.3: Torus Shell
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It is also necessaryto carefully consider material selection. Graphite/Epoxy is

commonlyusedin aircraft, howeverlessstiff Kevlar composite is more tolerant of damage.

Material choice is important for the shell of the spacecraft on this particular mission.

Micrometeoroid damage can be anticipated and an outer layer of thin aluminum and foam

core or similar material will be added over the torus shell design adding a buffer zone to

significantly lower composite impacts. A monocoque design with a graphite/epoxy sandwich

surrounded by a buffer zone to minimize impacts was chosen. This configuration will

provide a strong and light structure that will house all instruments and systems, provide

propellant storage, and house the lander vehicle at its center.

4.1.3 Deployment

The truss structure will be stowed at launch so that the spacecraft torus and nuclear

reactor are rigidly secured in the bay of the launch vehicle. After initiation of LEO, the truss

powered by batteries will be commanded to deploy. A series of tests will be performed to

check the health of the vehicle after the launch. When properly tested, the spacecraft will be

sent into an escape trajectory. At this time the nuclear reactor will be started and battery

power will no longer be needed.

4.2 Lander Vehicle

The mission will employ a small landing craft to obtain all core samples from

prospective asteroids. The vehicle will be stored at the center of the main torus on a

retractable mechanism for deployment.

4.2.1 Structure

The mission will employ the lander vehicle depicted in Figure 4.4 to extract core

samples from chosen asteroids. The lander will have a rigid truss frame to support the

drilling equipment. This truss frame will be made of Hercules graphite/epoxy similar to the
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main spacecrafttruss. A compositeskinwill cover this hexagonshapetrussin a cylindrical

fashion. The compositeskin materialwill bea graphite/epoxysandwichwith a honeycomb

materialseparatingthecompositelayers,similar to thetorusstructure. This will protectthe

internal componentsfrom dustanddebriswhich mayresult from drilling. The drill will be

locatedat thecenterlineof the landerwhile thebarrel-like storagecompartmentcontaining

the sampleswill be slightly off center. This will leaveone empty storagecylinder from

whichthedrill canpassthroughat thecenterline.

Figure 4.4: Lander Configuration

Scientific instruments will be located toward the top of the lander vehicle with the

exception of an altimeter, which will be located near the bottom, assisting with guidance,

navigation, and control. Batteries will be onboard the lander to power a transmitter to be

used once the lander is jettisoned from the main spacecraft into LEO. This will aid in the

Shuttle recovery portion of the mission. A spherical tank will be located in the upper portion
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of the lander, which will storexenon propellant. This supply will be usedby thrusters

locatedat strategicpositionson thelander.

Retractablelanding gearwill beusedon the landervehicle. This landinggear will

consistof threelegs which will fold down from thesidesof the lander. Theselegswill be

equippedwith sensorsto determinethecurrentpositionof the landinggear. This isnecessary

in theeventof afailure in oneor moreof the legsto fully retract. If this shouldoccur,safety

abortmechanismswill detachthe legs, since therewill not beenoughclearanceto fit the

landerin thetorusstructurewith theanyof the legsdown. Backupmissionscenariosmaybe

developedin caseof suchafailure, suchastakingtheremainderof thesamplesat thecurrent

asteroidbeforedetachingthelandinggear.

4.2.2 Attachment

Power to the lander vehicle will be supplied through a umbilical tether which will

connect the lander with the main spacecraft. This cable will be 0.5 to 1 km in length. It will

be stored in a cylindrical compartment located in the back of the torus structure. The tether

will be wound to minimize storage space as well as for simplicity in collecting the excess

once the lander is secure and inside the torus. This tether will supply power and provide a

data link to and from the lander as well as providing a physical means to reel the lander back

to the main spacecraft in the event of any navigational problems. Another technique

employed in this mission is attaching the lander vehicle to the main spacecraft with a

retractable boom. This boom will work like a power antenna on an automobile. At the tip of

the boom a disk will be mounted which will actually connect with the lander. The umbilical

tether will be located inside the boom to avoid being tangled throughout the mission. This

boom will extend a safe distance outside the torus structure where the lander will either

detach or dock. Once the lander is secured, the boom will retract, pulling the lander inside

the torus. This will reduce any potential problems such as collision with the main spacecraft.
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4.3 StructuralConclusionsandRecommendations

Using ANSYS finite element analysis, a mass estimate for a graphite/epoxy

spacecraftstructurewasobtained. Placementof subsystemson the spacecraftbusneedsto

furtherconsidered.Also, massestimatesof the landervehicleareprovidedalthoughfurther

analysisis neededto finalize thedesign. Massandcostestimatesareprovidedin Table4.2.

Table 4.2: Structure mass and cost estimates

Mass (kg) Cost ($M)

Main Truss 35.8 198.53
Torus Shell 140.0 81.00
Lander Frame 45.0 93.81

TOTAL 220 373.34
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5.0 Propulsion Subsystem

5.1 Propulsion Requirements

The propulsion system chosen for this mission must meet demands such as thrusting

for long time periods (8-15 years), utilizing high Isp, and having complete control of thrusting

at all times. This system must be able to transport the spacecraft from Earth to the asteroids

and back meeting these criteria.

5.2 Low-Thrust Propulsion

A low-thrust propulsion system will satisfy the requirements of the mission. A high-

thrust propulsion system has relatively low Isp values. For this mission, the low-thrust

system is more feasible. The low-thrust system will utilize an array of thrusters powering

them with an electric power plant. The SP-100 has been selected as the powering unit for the

thrusters and is discussed further in Section 6.0.

5.3 Thrusters

The thrusters used on the spacecraft must provide high Isp and still provide enough

thrust for the mission. Several types of thrusters were analyzed including DC arc jet,

resistojet, and ion-thrusters.

Both the DC arc jet and the resistojet have very complicated network systems

consisting of various components. DC arc jets have short burn duration availability, yet offer

higher thrust than most electric thrusters [8]. Resistojet thrusters use a multi-propellant

system which complicates the system further and has a high Isp degradation rate [9]. These

facts make the ion-thruster most feasible for the mission.

Ion-thrusters work by introducing neutral propellant atoms into an ionization chamber

where they are ionized using an intense electric field [10]. This will produce positively

charged propellant ions which pass through a magnetic field and are then accelerated by a
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screen-acceleratorpotential difference. Through this process,the ions becomea high-

velocity exhauststream.A schematicof aKaufmanion-thrusteris shownin Figure5.1.
Accelerator

Screen _ I Shield....................HP...................................,:]
Electron

Bafll© path

Exhaust
Propellant- beam

Figure 5.1: Schematic of Kaufman Thruster. [Hill, P. and Peterson, C., Mechanics and
Thermodynamics of Propulsion, Addison-Wesley Publishing Co., 1992]

Multiple thrusters must be carried for two reasons. First, ion-thrusters have an

optimum size due to constraints of maximum ionization while maintaining minimum thruster

wear. An optimized thruster can be seen in Figure 5.2.

From the scale of the figure, the size of a thruster is relatively small, roughly 6 inches

by 6 inches in cross-section. An ion-thruster's size cannot be increased to produce greater

thrust [ 10]. The second requirement affecting the number of onboard thrusters needed on the

spacecraft is the thruster lifetime prediction versus the thruster burn time. Similar to an

engine spark plug, repetitive electrical arcing wears the metal of the anode and cathode.

Once the wear becomes too great the thruster will no longer work efficiently. Just as spark

plugs need to be replaced in a car, additional thrusters must be carried in the event of

necessary thruster replacement. Ion-thrusters have a predicted lifetime of about I0,000 hours

of use or approximately 1.1 years. A mission that required 3.3 years of thrusting would

require a minimum of 3 sets of thrusters. In addition to the required number of thrusters,
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there should be some redundancy in the system in case of thruster failure. A typical mission

that required 3.5 years of thrusting might require 4 or 5 sets of thrusters for success. The

thrusters chosen for the mission each produce 0.8 mN of thrust, have an Isp of 10,000 see.,

and a lifetime of approximately 300 days [11].

Cathode
Anode

Propellant

feed system,

Approximate scale in inches

Arc chamber

Beam-forming
electrodes

Electromagnet

Figure 5.2: Low-Current Ion-thruster. [Hill, P. and Peterson, C., Mechanics and
Thermodynamics of Propulsion, Addison-Wesley Publishing Co., 1992]

5.4 Low-Thrust Propellant

The propellant chosen for this mission is xenon. It was chosen because it offers high

efficiency, is readily available, and is relatively safe to work with. Figure 5.3 shows the

relationship between specific impulse and efficiency. The specific impulse for this mission is

assumed to be 10000 sec which is based on current thruster research. Xenon also offers a

high-thrust to power ratio as can be seen in Figure 5.4. This figure can be extrapolated for

the specific impulse used for this mission. It also has a much higher boiling point than the

other propellants considered for this mission [11]. This is particularly important because the

mass of propellant needed for the mission is large (800 kg) and storage space is limited.

Therefore the xenon will need to be stored on board the spacecraft in the liquid phase.
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Figure 5.3:
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Ion-Thruster Efficiencies. [Hill, P. and Peterson, C., Mechanics and
Thermodynamics of Propulsion, Addison-Wesley Publishing Co., 1992]
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Thrust-to-power ratios for high-performance ion propulsion subsystem
operated on various propellants. [Hill, P. and Peterson, C., Mechanics and
Thermodynamics of Propulsion, Addison-Wesley Publishing Co., 1992]
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5.5 Propulsion Conclusions and Recommendations

The number of thrusters as well as the mass of propellant were determined using the

QT2 program. If parameters of the orbital mechanics are altered, estimates are subject to

change.

Future work would include more intricate analysis in the system layout, specifically

including the plumbing network, pressure tanks, fuel storage, and propulsion network

configuration. A thruster capable of producing higher thrust levels or able to sustain longer

periods of operation should be explored. Power and mass estimates have been completed for

the individual thrusters and thruster control units [11]. Estimates have also been computed

for the miscellaneous components of the propulsion section. Cost estimates were derived

from the NASA Advanced Cost Estimate program [12]. These values can be seen in Table

5.1.

Table 5.1: Propulsion Budget.

Mass

(kg)

Ion-Thruster 8/unit

Thruster Control Unit

Propellant tanks,

pipinl_, controls, etc.

Total

Power

(Watts)

per unit
13600
15800

Units
used at

one time

4

Total
Units

80

Cost

(million $)

108.3

12/unit 2 40 103.3

680 -- -- -- 10

1800 86000 221.6
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6.0 Power Systems

6.1 Power System Requirements

The mission layout will require the spacecraft to have long thrust times in low-thrust

orbital transfers. An onboard system that can power the ion-thrusters will need to be carried

throughout the mission for a number of important reasons. The primary stipulation for an

onboard system is to provide an ample power supply to all spacecraft systems such as

communications, guidance navigation and control, and scientific experimentation. A

secondary reason for the onboard system is to provide a necessary power source to operate

the ion-thrusters. It was also necessary to take into account the power supply for the lander.

This topic will be discussed in greater detail further along in the section.

A number of different types of power systems were considered for the asteroid sample

return mission. From the many first reviewed, two unique systems were selected for further

consideration. The two systems, solar and nuclear, both exhibited important features

essential towards the success of the mission. Each system was considered on the basis of

power output, cost, reliability, and the ability to be tailored to fit the mission. The next

section details the final selection and the reasons for the selection.

In addition to the primary power system, an auxiliary power system was designed.

The system would consist of a type of battery back-up for the main spacecraft and a small

battery back-up for the lander. This topic will again be discussed in greater detail later.

6.2 Primary Power System

The primary power system was studied with two separate power configurations in

mind. The fin:st configuration was a solar power system which would use solar arrays similar

to those proposed for Space Station Freedom. The power produced by a solar power system

would be reduced as the spacecraft travels away from the Sun. This is caused directly by a

reduction in the Sun's light intensity, which is proportional to the inverse square of the radial
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distance. Primarily due to the increasing power loss, a solar power system was not

consideredfor this mission. If the mission involved theinner Solar System,this type of

systemwould bemore feasible. The secondpower systemunderconsiderationwasaspace

nuclearreactor. A nuclear power source would allow the mission to utilize a constant supply

of power throughout the mission. The reactor, however, has yet to be implemented on any

mission and therefore some risk might arise in using an untested system. Nevertheless, with

all the possible ramifications of using a nuclear power source, the advantages far outweigh

the disadvantages. The design of the reactor is discussed in detail in the following section.

6.2.1 Nuclear Reactor

A nuclear power source was selected to be used as the primary power supply since the

system would not have power losses during the mission. For safety reasons it will be

necessary to send a nuclear powered spacecraft to Earth escape velocity before the reactor

can be activated. One possible reactor concept that is being considered is the General

Electric SP-100 reactor, shown in Figure 6.1, which has a 10 year predicted full-power life

[13]. The reactor is a closed system, i.e. there is no radioactive waste emitted, and it works

by heating liquid lithium as it is pumped through the core and then using a Rankine

conversion system to transform this heat to usable power. The Rankine conversion cycle

utilizes potassium as the conversion fluid. The cycle, running at full power conversion, has

an estimated efficiency of 20.8% [14]. This value is understood to be relatively low,

however, the conversion cycle has not yet been optimized. Lithium will be used as the

primary reactor coolant which allows the reactor to remain inactive until escape velocity is

achieved. The reason for this inherent safety in the reactor design is that the reactor core is

encased in a solid block of lithium at launch. If a launch accident did occur, the reactor core

would remain safe and intact. Once activated, excess heat from the reactor would have to be

dissipated by radiator panels so the reactor would not overheat. In addition, the reactor will

include a redundant shutdown system such as movable reflector elements and beryllium pins
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that could be inserted into the reactor core. The core'sinherent reactivity feedbackalso

wouldassistin reactorcorestabilizationin theeventof thecorebecomingsupercritical.The

inherentreactivity feedbackis the negativefeedbackproducedby thereactorcore'sthermal

expansionproperties.

expansion.

As thereactorcoresuperheats,its volumeincreasesdueto thethermal

POWER CONVERTER

ASSEMBLIES

REACTOR

SHIELD

Figure 6.1:

REACTOR

REENTRY SHIELD

RADIATOR PANELS

SP-100 Nuclear Reactor and Shielding Assembly. [General Electric Space
Nuclear Power Tutorial, conducted at NASA Lewis Research Center, May 29-

31, 1991]

The mass of an SP-100 reactor depends on the power output generated by the reactor,

the reactor's separation distance, and the maximum radiation dosage of the spacecraft [14].

The results of the study are shown in Figure 6.2. A number of different reactor/structure

design configurations were investigated. Each configuration places the reactor at a different

distance away from important payloads. The configurations also placed an appropriate

amount of shielding near the reactor to ensure safe radiation levels. Configurations 1 and 3

have a 20 m separation between the reactor and spacecraft while configurations 2 and 4 have
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a40 m separation.Also, configurations1 and2 allow for a radiationdosageof 7.5x104rad

over the calculated 10 year life span of the reactor while configurations 3 and 4 allow for a

dosage of 5.0x105 rad over the same period. The specific mass of the power system is plotted

as a function of the power output and specific mass decreases with increasing power due to

economies of scale.
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Figure 6.2: Specific Mass of SP-100 Reactor for Varied Power Output. [General Electric

Nuclear Power Tutorial, conducted at NASA Lewis Research Center, May 29-
31, 1991]

6.2.2 Reactor Safety

The safety of the mission has drawn a good deal of questioning in the area of nuclear

safety. The question of radiation release always surfaces when the topic of nuclear power is

brought up. The idea of launching a nuclear reactor into the Earth's atmosphere is even more

questionable. These questions and others were considered during the final selection of a

suitable power system. The design of the General Electric SP-100 reactor has exhibited

many important safety features which allow the reactor to perform safely even under adverse

conditions. Space nuclear systems have had recent examples of safety judgments from the

Galileo and Ulysses launches. The SP-100 design can be compared to the design of these

two missions. The reactor design took into consideration the most probable accidents during
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launchandEarth fly-by. The reactorwasdesignedto remain intact and subcriticalduring

accidents.In theremotechanceof inadvertentreentry,thereactorwasdesignedto perform

anessentiallyburiedimpact. A detailedstudyof thereactor'ssafetyhasbeenperformedon a

numberof otheraccidentscenarios,however,the likelihoodof suchaccidentsis very minute.

The GeneralElectric SP-100reactoris acceptedasthefuture of spacenuclearpower. The

safety,poweroutput, reliability, andoverall acceptancearetheoverwhelmingreasonswhy

thereactorwasthefinal selectionfor thepowersystemfor themission.

6.3 Auxiliary Power

The missionwill requireanauxiliary powersourceto supply thespacecraftwith the

necessarypower beforethe nuclearreactoris broughton-line. This energysourceneedsto

be large enough to supply power to the spacecraftuntil the reactor is deployed and

operational.A setof batterieswill beusedto providethepowerneeded.Two different types

of batterieswereconsideredfor the mission. The first canbe labeledas a primary battery

source. The batteryselectedfor theprimary sourcewasa lithium thionyl chloride battery

configuration. This configurationpermitsthebatteryto expendthepowerat a moderaterate

in only a matterof hours. The lithium thionyl chloride batterywould beusedto allow for

housekeepingcommunicationsandfor thedeploymentof the trussstructure. A secondary

batterysourcewould beusedasa back-upto thenuclearpowersource.This wouldonly be

usedin thecaseof areactorshutdownor othersuchproblems.

The lander will also require a power sourceto supply the necessarypower to the

various systems. Again, a lithium thionyl chloride battery configuration would be used to

supply power for basic housekeeping duties. A secondary battery configuration will also be

needed when the lander is released from the main spacecraft in Earth orbit for retrieval by the

Space Shuttle. This battery configuration would utilize a nickel cadmium (NiCd) cell to store

power generated from the nuclear reactor. The battery would then be switched on during the

release of the lander. The primary reason for the selection of the NiCd was the batteries long
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life spanandtheextensivedatabaseof the system.Also, theNiCd batteryis space-qualified

in a largepool of missions.

6.4 PowerSystemConclusionsandRecommendations

The GE SP-100nuclearpowerreactorwaschosenfor useon this missionsinceit is

specifically beingdevelopedfor applicationsin space.Nuclear safetyhasbeenconsidered

and is under further considerationin the developmentof the power system. The power

systemwasmainly chosenfor nuclearelectricpoweredpropulsion. TheSP-100is still being

developedthereforeall mass,power, andcostestimatesaresubjectto change.In Table 6.1

themasscharacteristicsof thesystemaregiven.

Table 6.1: Power Subsystem Mass and Cost Estimates

Functional

Subsystem
Component Total System

Quantity

Current Mass

Estimate (kg)

Cost

(million $)

Reactor Fuel Pins 1 1215 21.343
Reactor Vessel' 1 745 30.875

and Internals
Reflectors 12 485 51.459

Safe_ Rods

Reentr), Shield
Total Assembl_,

95 27.683

Shield

1 175 22.176

2715 153.536

Combined
Total

Neutron Shield
Gamma Shield

900

730

18.641

1 16.495

Thermal Control 1 985 20.532
Structure

Str:ucture/Vessel 1

Total Assembly

670

3285

6000

15.731

71.399

224.935
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7.0 Guidance, Navigation, and Control

7.1 Requirements

Several devices will be needed to ensure that guidance, navigation, and control

requirements are met during all phases of the mission. Many maneuvers, including

midcourse corrections, station keeping, orbit injections, and attitude stabilization will take

place during the mission. A maneuver involving the separation of the main spacecraft and

the lander will occur at the asteroid. After the surface mission has been completed, the lander

will rendezvous and dock with the main spacecraft. These maneuvers will require three-axis

control and reaction control systems. Sensors monitoring the position and velocity of the

spacecraft will be required to facilitate the arrival at the asteroid.

7.2 Sensors

The navigation and attitude control of the main spacecraft and lander will be handled

by an Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU), which will directly measure linear and rotational

accelerations. From the acceleration measurements the rotational and linear velocities and

positions will be calculated. The IMU will be backed up by two digital Sun sensors and an

integrated focal plane star sensor on the main spacecraft. Earth sensors are not useful on

interplanetary missions because of the low luminosity of the Earth. During parts of any

trajectory away from the Sun, which has intensities of 12 orders of magnitudes greater than

the Earth, the Sun falls into the field of view of the Earth sensor, which will also render this

type of sensor inoperable. Thus, for trajectories away from the Sun, some other celestial

object, such as Canopus which is approximately 90degrees away from the sunline, is

preferable as a reference point [15]. A telescope will be used on both vehicles as a long-

range sensor. The telescope on the main spacecraft will be locked onto the expected position

of the asteroid and will be used in a way similar to a star tracker. A radar range-rate sensor

will serve as the mid-range sensor for the main spacecraft and lander. This radar sensor will
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have a range of one meter to three kilometers, and will be used to determinecontrol

responsesnecessaryto achieveorbit with theasteroid. Correctionsneededto maintain the

orbit will bedeterminedwith assistancefrom the horizonsensor.A laserrangefinder will

function asthe shortrangesensorandwill alsobackupandverify thedistancesof the radar

sensor.

7.3 Main SpacecraftControls

Controlmomentgyroscopes(CMG), whicharecapableof producinghightorque,will

beusedto control the attitudeof the main spacecraft.The main spacecraftwill also havea

monopropellanthydrazine(N2H4) thrustersystemfor midcoursecorrectionsand trajectory

adjustments. Hydrazine thrusterswerechosenbecauseof a long heritage,and their thrust

level is sufficient for theneedsof thismission. Sixteenmainthrusterswill beusedto control

the main spacecraft. They will be fixed along two of theprincipal axes,four thrusterson

eacharm, and will only beableto fh-eat anangleperpendicularto a principal axis. There

will be eight backupthrustersalignedout of the principal planes. Thesethrusterswill be

attachedto a ring, allowingchangesof thethrusterfh-inganglein 5 degreeincrements.Each

set of two thrusterswill beable to backupfour of the singleposition thrustersin caseof

failure. Placementof thethrustersis shownin Figure7.1.

7.4 LanderControls

Fourcold-gasthrusters locatedon thetopof the landerwill beusedfor dockingand

maneuveringpurposes.Cold-gasthrusterswerechosensoasto reducetheamountof thermal

shielding neededduring docking maneuverswith the main spacecraft. Four hydrazine

thrustersmountedon the bottomof the landerwill control the descentand lift off from the

asteroid. There will also be a hydrazinethrustermountedon each side of the lander to

control lateralmovementduring operationson theasteroid. Theplacementof the thrusters

on thelandercanbeseenin Figure7.2.
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Figure 7.1:

ring

@

Main Spacecraft Cross-sectional view detailing thruster placement

thrusters

/

Figure 7.2: Lander -- top/bottom view of thruster placement
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7.5 Mass,Power,andCostBudgets

Thefollowing tables(Tables7.1,7.2, and7.3)containmass,power,andcostbudgets

for theguidance,navigation,andcontrol of themain spacecraftandlander. The costbudget

wasdevelopedusingtheformulasfoundin Reference3. Hydrazinethrusterswerecalculated

at approximatelydoublethecostof normalcold gasthrusters.

Table 7.1: Guidance,Navigation,andControlSubsystem- Main Spacecraft(Wertz,J.R.
andLarson,W.J.,Space Mission Analysis and Design, Kluwer Academic
Publishers, Dordecht, The Netherlands, 1991.)

Units Mass/Unit Power

(kg) (W)
IMU 1 15 100
Sun sensor 2 2 3

Star mapper/tracker 1 5 12
Radar sensor 1 I0 5

Laser range finder 1 5 10
Telescope 1 5 3
CMG 1 50 120

Hydrazine thruster 24 0.5 10
Propellant 105

TOTALS 211 263

Table 7.2: Guidance, Navigation, and Control Subsystem - Lander (Wertz, J.R. and
Larson, W.J., Space Mission Analysis and Design, Kluwer Academic
Publishers, Dordecht, The Netherlands, 1991.)

Units Mass/Unit Power

(kg) (W)
IMU 1 15 100
Horizon sensor 1 3 8

Telescope 1 5 3
Radar sensor 1 10 5

Laser range finder 1 5 10
Hydrazine thruster 8 0.5 3
Cold gas thruster 4 0.5 2
Propellant 5

TOTALS 49 131
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Table 7.3: Cost Analysis for Main Spacecraft and Lander Guidance, Navigation, and
Control (Wertz, J.R. and Larson, W.J., Space Mission Analysis and
Design, Kluwer Academic Publishers, Dordecht, The Netherlands,
1991.)

Component

Attitude
Determination

Attitude and Reaction
Control

Mass RDT&E First Unit

(kg) (FY925M) (FY925M)
80 24.44 6.72

70 13.15 4.28

Additional Costs

Advanced Technology

Star Tracker

SUBTOTAL

Multiplication Factor for Heritage (0.6)

3.18 1.70

40.77 12.70

TOTAL 24.46 12.70

7.6 Recommendations

Hydrazine thrusters were chosen over xenon ion gas thrusters due to heritage and

thrust levels. They are cheaper than the xenon ion gas thrusters, and the cost of a separate

fuel tank is minimal when compared to the cost difference. The development of most of the

equipment used for guidance, navigation, and control can be facilitated using existing

technology.
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8.0 Communications Subsystem

8.1 Requirements

This mission will require more power and pointing precision than a low Earth orbiting

satellite. The communication system will have to be able to send and receive data at

distances up to 4.54 AU; this will have a profound effect on the selection of the

communication architecture. Low power, and especially low mass, are also important design

criteria. A power requirement under 100 watts is desirable, though with the very large supply

of power from the nuclear reactor, this is not a stringent design criterion. Still, low mass and

volume is desirable so that the spacecraft can be launched on a reasonable launch vehicle. A

mass under 200 kg and a small or highly collapsible antenna is desired. Data rates of 10 to

I00 kilobits per second (kbs) are required.

8.2 Omni-Directional Antenna

During launch the spacecraft main communication subsystem will not be powered up.

For communications during the launch phase an omni-directional antenna will be used to

relay telemetry and command data. Once LEO has been reached the optical communication

system will be powered up, checked-out, and utilized for the remainder of the mission. The

omni will no longer be used.

8.3 Communications System Selection

RF and optical interplanetary communication systems were compared. The RF

system proposed would involve an upgrade of the Cassini X-Band (8.4 GHz) configuration to

Ka-Band (32 GHz) configuration, eliminating the use of X-Band completely [16]. However,

the slightly reduced mass and power would still require a fairly large, three meter, antenna.

The nuclear power source used to drive the thrusters, would also pose a problem for the RF

communication system. For these reasons, an optical communication system will be
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implemented. The shortwavelengthsof optical signalswill substantiallyincreasethedata

ratecapability.

8.4 OpticalTransceiverPackage

Thereare two majorcomponentsof anopticalcommunicationsnetwork. The first is

the optical transceiverpackage(OTP) aboard the spacecraft. The secondconsistsof the

Earthorbiting relaystation,(EORS)[17].

This systemwasoriginally intendedfor interplanetarymissions. Thedesignrequires

thecommunicationsubsystemto havehigh dataratecapabilities,small sizeandlow power

requirement.TheOTPcontainsa single,eleveninch aperturetelescope(asopposedto the3

meterantennadish of the Cassiniconfiguration),which is usedfor bothuplink receptionand

downlink datatransmission.An illustration of the OTPis shownin Figure8.I. Pointingof

thetelescopewill beaccomplishedwith milliradian accuraciesto placetheEarthin its field-

of-view. The precisetracking andpointing is accomplishedby fine steeringimagingoptics

within the unit. The total massof theoptical systemis 52.4kg. The powerrequiredfor the

optical systemis only 57 Watts ascomparedto the 86.8 Watts required for the Cassini

configuration. Massandpowersummaryarebrokendown by themajorcomponentsasseen

in Table 8.1. The massallocationswereoptimizedwithin theconstraintsof thefunctional

requirements,materials,environmentsandcost [18].

The communicationssystemcan useanEORSor communicatedirectly to anEarth

relay station. The maximumdistancefor thisEarthorbiting relay stationis 10AU, which is

more thanample for this mission requirementof 4.54 AU. Downlinking can be done in

preciseratesof 10 kbs, 30 kbs, and 100 kbs with a bit error probability of 10-3. A five

microradianlaser beamat a wavelengthlessthan2.0 micronstransmitsat anaverageof 10

Watts. Platformstability is controlledsothat thetransmittedbeamis pointedto theOTPby

open-looppointing,with zeropoint loss. To receive,EORShasa clearapertureof 10meters
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with a 1microradianfield-of-view. A photomuhipier-based,directdetectionsystemis used

for thereceiver. More informationonEORSis givenin Table8.2 [18].

COMMUNICATION

ELECTRONICS

CONTROL
ELECTRONICS

IMAGING
OPTICS

TELESCOPE

Figure 8.1:

L

8ASEPLATE

LASER

POWER

CONDITIONING
UNIT

Optical Transceiver Package (Isometric View). [Lambert, S. G., et al.,
"Design and Analysis Study of a Spacecraft Optical Transceiver Package,"
Final Report, JPL Contract 957061 with McDonnell Douglas Corp., August
19, 1985.]

Table 8.1: Mass and Power Summary for the OTP. [Lambert, S. G., et al., "Design and
Analysis Study of a Spacecraft Optical Transceiver Package," Final Report,
JPL Contract 957061 with McDonnell Douglas Corp., August 19, 1985.]

Item Mass Power

(kg) (W)
• Electro-Optics Assembly

Telescope (11 in.) 8.2 --
Imaging Optics Assembly 6.1 2.0
Laser Assembly 9.1 4.0
Detector Assembly 0.5 0.4
Earth Tracker 2.1 4.6

• Electronics
Comm. Electronics 4.1 7.7
Control Electronics 5.7 14.5
Power Conditioner Unit 8.9 17.1

Structure/Wire/Misc. 7.7 6.7

TOTAL 52.4 57.0
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Table 8.2: Earth Orbiting Relay Station (EORS) Characteristics. [Lambert, S. G., et al
"Design and Analysis Study of a Spacecraft Optical Transceiver Package,"
Final Report, JPL Contract 957061 with McDonnell Douglas Corp., August
19, 1985.]

Aperture Size

Detector Field-of-View

Receiver

Direct Detection Quantum efficiency

Transmit Power

Transmit Divergence

Pointing Loss

Pointing

10 Meters Effective

1 mrad

Photomultiplier Based

30%

10 Watts, Average

5 mrad Diameter

Zero

Capable of Open Loop
Pointing 5 mrad Beam
at OTP

There are certain criteria that the spacecraft subsystems must meet so that the OTP

will operate with the designed accuracy. First, the spacecraft attitude must have precision

control within 2.0 milliradians. This will allow for accurate pointing of the OTP telescope to

the Earth. If this criteria is not met, a larger telescope field-of-view would be necessary,

meaning a gimbaled telescope with larger area. This would result in greater mass, volume,

and cost. Command data is designed to be sent to the spacecraft via optical uplink for

decoding, then to the OTP, so one location of decoding is necessary. System acquisition time

is calculated to be less than three seconds [18].

8.5 Dynamic Environmental Effects

Knowledge of dynamic environmental effects is essential to ensure mission

survivability. The OTP can be effected by various aspects of space environment.

Micrometeoroid encounter probabilities are based on Galileo Orbiter estimates. The

component most susceptible to meteoroid damage is the telescope mirror. Since the OTP

boresight is to be pointed toward Earth opposite the velocity vector, minimum shielding is

required [ 18].
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OTP hasbeendesignedfor maximum protection againstgravitational, magnetic,

electrical,andthermalradiationat 10AU's. Thethermalsubsystemincludesaheaterto keep

theOTPtemperaturein its operatingrange[18].

TheOTPdesignhasfive specificbackgroundnoisesources.Theseconsistof uplink

to OTPfrom EORS,Earthbackgroundradiation,off-axis sunlightscatteringon thedetector,

Earthtracker,anddownlinking. OTPis capableof compensatingfor all of theseeffects[ 18].

8.6 OpticalTransceiverPackageComponents

The two major componentsof the OTP consist of an electro-opticsassemblyand

electronicsassembly. The electro-opticsassemblycontainsa telescope,imaging optics,

downlink laser,Earth tracker headassembly,and beaconcommunicationdetector. The

electronicassemblyconsistsof a power unit, a communicationselectronicassemblyand a

controlelectronicsassembly[18].

In theelectro-opticsassembly,thetelescopeis fixed mountedandcollectsthebeacon

and Earth radiation and relays it to the imaging optics. The laser usedin the OTP for

uplinking anddownlinking,consistsof afrequencydoubledNeodymiumYttrium Argon Gas

(Nd:YAG) Laser. The maximumrangeof the uplink/downlink systemis 10AU, which is

morethanamplefor thismissionrequirementof 4.54AU. Therearethreedistinctdown link

rates,100kbs,30kbs,and 10kbs. TheEarthtrackerheadis anarraydetectorusedfor point-

aheadandEarthtrackingfunctions. Thecommunicationselectronicssystemperformspulse

positionmodificationwhile supplyingoutputdatafrom thespacecraft[ 18].

Control electronics are used for Earth tracking capabilities. These consist of

controlling all OTP modes of operation that are interfaced with the spacecraftattitude

referencesystemandEarthtrackererror signals.A powerconditionerunit providesall prime

power conditioning for variouscomponentsin the OTP system. The optical designhasa

Cassegrain11-inchdefractionlimited telescopecoupledin an imageopticsassembly.Beam

steeringmirrors andoptical relay elementscontrolvernier tracking andtransferthetransmit
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laserenergyto thetelescope,while alsotransferringreceivedenergyto thecorrectdetectors

[18].

8.7 Electronics Design

There are three assemblies that make up the electronic configuration. These

assemblies provide control, communication, and power conditioning functions. The control

electronics provide the acquisition and tracking function. The Communications Electronic

Assembly controls the communication functions of coding/decoding and

modulating/demodulating. The Power Conditioner Unit converts the spacecraft power to the

required secondary voltage levels, provides redundancy switching mechanism and heater

control, as well as command and telemetry interfaces [ 18].

8.8 Conclusions and Recommendations

The optical communication system will meet mission requirements as described by

the Cassini mission that will be deployed in 1997. The power and mass required for this

subsystem are 57 Watts and 52.4 kg, respectively. The optical communication system

requires 29.8 less Watts and 60 less pounds than the proposed upgrade of the Cassini

communication configuration. The system also has a higher data rate capability than the

Cassini configuration. Unfortunately, this system has not been tested in the space

environment. The total cost of the communications system is approximately $157.6 million

(FY 2002). This cost estimate was calculated using the Cost Estimation Methods for

Advanced Space Systems [12].
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9.0 Command and Data Handling

9.1 Requirements

The computer system will monitor the daily housekeeping of the main spacecraft and

rendezvous and docking related data from the lander. Everything from attitude determination

and control to power management will be controlled by this system. This system will

analyze data from the GN&C sensors and apply appropriate thrusters to correct any errors.

The CPU will use a system called MAX, which is a high-speed general purpose

multicomputer for space applications. Rendezvous and docking will be monitored by a

separate MAX [ 19,20].

9.2 Monitoring of the Spacecraft from the Ground

The Spacecraft Monitoring and Control Software (SMCS) will be composed of

approximately 20 subsystems which range from low-level utility routines through the

middleware systems to the major monitoring and control software. The main functions of

the system are to monitor, display and archive spacecraft telemetry, prepare commands, and

produce hard copies of experimental data. Of special interest in the case of the SMCS are the

database files, telemetry processing, telecommanding, and archiving of data [ 19].

9.2.1 Database Files

The SMCS has to rely on the contents of one or more databases for its operation.

These range in complexity from the file giving the definitions of each display (parameters,

axis limits, colors, etc.) to a list of addresses of experimenters who require hard copies of

data.

A standard VAX text editor will be used to update these files. For efficiency, some of

them will be compiled into another format for easier access [19].
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9.2.2 Telemetry

The telemetryprocessingwill haveto be receivedfrom aDataCaptureand Staging

Subsystem(DACS), which is transmittedacrossa TransmissionControl Protocol/Internet

Protocol (TCP/IP) communicationsinterface. The SMCS requestsdata from the DACS

either in real time or recall mode. The incoming telemetrywill arrive at Earth in Standard

FormatDataUnits whichconsistsof a headeranda 128byteframeof spacecraftdata. These

framesmust becollected until a whole format of telemetry is complete. The numberof

framesneededto makeupaformatis dependenton thetypeof data(2for engineering,32 for

scientific). Eachformat of telemetryproducesa ProcessedTelemetryRecord(PTR) which is

made available for display and archiving. The DACS will be configured to hold

approximately threedaysof telemetrydata. This datacan be receivedfrom the DACS in

four ways. Thefirst is real-timedata,which is receiveddirectly from thespacecraft.Real-

time data,however,must beprocessedasquickly as possibleso that any problemscan be

detected. The secondmethodis playback. Playbackdata is recordedonboardand then

receivedinterleavedwith real-timedata. It is storedon disks for processingat a laterdate.

Thethird way is recalldatawhich is real-timedatareceivedatthe ground-station,butwhich,

for somereason,wasnotpassedthroughto SMCS. The final techniqueis recalledplayback

data. This is playbackdatawhich wasnot passedthroughwhenoriginally receivedand is

processedasnormalplaybackdata[19].

9.2.3 Telecommanding

A scheduleof commandsis built upusinga standardtexteditor to give a list of data.

A day's worthof commands,alongwith anycontingencyprocedures,will be includedin one

file. The scheduleis made up of four main types of spacecraftcommands. The first

commandis on/off commandswhich aremainly usedfor power supply switching. The

secondtype is the fixed-bit patternmemory loadcommands,and the third is memory load

commandswith variableinput data. Last is theblock commandswhich aremadeupof sub-
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blocks that can contain commandsto schedule/descheduleonboard processes. When the

command schedule is verified, it is stored on disk until needed. When required for uplink,

the processed schedule will be converted into NASA standard command frames and

transferred onto tape [19].

9.2.4 Archiving of Data

Data will be stored on circular Short History Files (SHF) which holds the last fifteen

day's worth of data. Any playback data will be inserted into the correct place in the file. For

these reasons the SHF are circular, the oldest data being overwritten by the newest, and have

fixed time slots for each record [19].

9.3 Main Computer Processor

After investigating the many processors available today, a high speed, general

purpose multicomputer was selected. This processor is faster, uses less power, and has a

higher density than any other processor available. The processor, called MAX, is also best

suited for the multiple tasks that will be expected from the computer subsystem.

All MAX's strengths coincide with the requirements of the computer system. MAX

possesses sophisticated concurrency support for times when the spacecraft is at an asteroid

and many subsystems are operating at once. It also features fault tolerance, which provides

redundancy and includes control systems to monitor errors. This will maintain the mission

should correctable failures arise. The system is tailorable to any requirements of the mission

and has on-line repairability.

Additional qualities the MAX incorporates into its design are: dual processor design,

direct memory access, separate local bus and memory for each central processing unit, and

two speed data transmission. The transmission can be either conventional multi-tasking and

input/output at low levels, or data flow programming at high levels of transmission. The
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other improvements to this processor, which are more suited to be discussed in the

rendezvousanddockingsection,alsocontributedto its selection[20].

9.4 RendezvousandDockingProcessor

BecauseRendezvousandDocking (RVD) requiresvery demandingperformancefrom

a computer processor,the main spacecraftwill also include a separaterendezvousand

docking processor.Rendezvousbetweenthelanderandtheasteroid,andthelanderandthe

main spacecraftwill bemonitoredby this processor.The RVD processorhasthe capability

to run the software dedicated to monitoring and control of the GN&C, support and

managementof the standardtelemetrypackage,andmanaginginformation relatedto RVD.

This processorwill alsomonitor sensordataacquisitionandprocessing;estimation;position,

attitude and thruster control; and the docking mechanism(betweenthe lander and main

spacecraft). After a review of the processingrequired for an RVD maneuver, it was

determinedthathigh computing,interface,memorysize,andreprogrammingcapabilitiesare

essentialto thesuccessof this maneuver[3].

Another MAX systemhasbeenselectedastheRVD processorbecauseit containsa

floating point unit (FPU) co-processorfor advancedmathematics,tailored for real time

application; prioritization of responses;and all the qualities explained in the preceding

section.The RVD processorwill alsobea redundancyfor themain computer. The special

requirementsof an RVD processorand how the MAX meetstheserequirementswill be

examinedin detail in thefollowing sections[20].

9.4.1 ComputingRequirements

The RVD processorwill derive"measurements"of thespacecraftfrom sensoroutput.

It will estimatethepositionfrom currentmeasurementsandthepreviouslyestimatedstate. It

will alsodrive the spacecraftin a giventrajectoryandattitudeby a setof forcesandtorques

on the spacecraftframe. Finally, theprocessorwill computetherelative orientationof the
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docking framewith respectto thetarget'srotatingframe,sincetheattitudeof thetargetis an

inertial one. TheMAX's FPUco-processoris capableof thesecomputations[20,21].

9.4.2 MemorySizeandReprogrammingCapability

A memory sizeof 0.5 Mbytes will be neededto storethe software for the RVD

processor.MAX hasa memorysizeof 32 Mbytes[20]. All datacollectedduring the RVD

maneuverwill bestoredwhile thesamplingportionof themissioncontinuesandwill thenbe

transmittedto Earthduring thetravel timebetweenasteroids.

Any reprogrammingof thecomputermust bedonefrom Earth. If reprogrammingis

necessary the MAX has on-line repairability. Due to the transmission lag-time, checks of the

software must be performed two to three weeks prior to the RVD maneuver. This

verification time depends on the accuracy and power of the long-range sensors. Earlier

detection of the asteroid by the long-range sensors will allow more time to verify the software

and make any necessary corrections [21].

9.4.3 Interface Requirements

The RVD processor will interface with the main computer and the GN&C system to

obtain the needed telemetry and communication data. Since the RVD processor and main

processor are the same this will not be a problem. The GN&C interface will guide the

spacecraft to the proper location and give accurate attitude, velocity, and distance

measurements. For a successful RVD maneuver, the interface between the RVD processor

and the other spacecraft subsystems must have a high level of performance [21].

9.5 Architecture of the Onboard Computer

The computer system aboard the spacecraft can utilize one of three different

architectures. The ftrst is centralized architecture. This type of architecture has point-to-

point interfaces between processing units and a single management computer. Even though
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this typeof architecture will have a large wiring harness, it is very reliable. When a failure

along one interface occurs, the other processing units and interfaces are not affected. The

second type of architecture is bus architecture. The bus architecture uses a common data bus

which all the processors share. The third type, ring architecture, establishes a way to arbitrate

bus control. The ring architecture allows for adding more nodes with only a minor effect on

the central processor. Unlike the centralized system, the ring system may allow a failure

along one interface to affect other interfaces.

The MAX hardware architecture uses a bus structure configuration because the

system will be fully decentralized (sharing no memory between modules) and there can be

any number of identical processing modules. Other features of the bus include global system

time synchronization; round-robin access during heavy loading and multiple access during

light loading; and fully distributed operations. The bus architecture can be seen in Figure 9.1

[20].

GLOBAL
BUS

Figure 9.1:

MESHWORK

MAX Hardware Architecture [Bolotin, G., "Computer Sciences and Data
Systems, Vol. 2", NASA-CP-2459-Vol 2, March 1987, pp. 250-275.]
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9.6 Mass,Power,andCostBudgets

The following tables contain mass, power, and cost budgetsfor the computer

subsystemof the main spacecraft. The massesof the remoteunits and the formulas for

developingthecostbudgetcamefrom Reference3.

Table 9.1: Computer Subsystem [Wertz, J.R.and Larson, W.J., Space Mission Analysis
and Design, Kluwer Academic Publishers, Dordecht, The Netherlands, 1991.1

CPU

Telemetry and
Command Unit

Remote Units
GN&C 1

Propulsion 1
Communications 1
Scientific Instruments 1
Power 1

Sampling 1

Units Mass/Unit Power

(kg) tw)
2 11.3 30.0
2 2.49 8.75

5.24 8.45
5.24 8.45
5.24 8.45
5.24 8.45
5.24 8.45
5.24 8.45

TOTAL 56.53 119.45

Table 9.2: Cost Analysis for Computer [Wertz, J.R. and Larson, W.J., Space Mission
Analysis and Design, Kluwer Academic Publishers, Boston, MA, 1991.]

Component Mass
(kg)

Computer System 56.53

Multiplication Factor for Heritage (1.1)

RDT&E First Unit

(FY925M) (FY925M)
19.51 12.09

TOTAL 21.46 12.09

9.7 Recommendations

Though the MAX processor has no heritage, many of its features are tailored exactly

to meet the needs of the mission. Its large memory and ability to compute advanced

mathematics make it suitable as the RVD processor. The second processor will be a

redundant system because of the modularity and fault tolerance in the MAX system. Its

multiple co-processors allow it to handle the needs of several subsystems simultaneously.

This processor was the best of those examined at handling the needs of the mission.
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10.0 Thermal Control

10.1 Requirements

The thermal control subsystem will maintain the spacecraft within the operating

temperatures of the structure and each of the subsystems. It must radiate excess heat

produced by the subsystems while controlling the amount of radiation absorbed (primarily

solar radiation). Different operating temperatures for the various components and interaction

of the components with the thermal control system can make their temperatures difficult to

maintain. The thermal control system must operate for the duration of the voyage. Two

major types of thermal control systems were investigated: passive and active. A summary of

the techniques often used for the thermal control of spacecraft is given in Table 10.1.

10.2 Passive Systems

Passive systems are advantageous because they are lighter, less costly, require less

power, and have no moving parts. The one major disadvantage of passive systems is their

inability to adequately control temperatures during large changes in solar intensity and

intermittent use of equipment having high power consumption. Some passive systems

considered include paints, coatings, multilayer insulation, and heat pipes [22].

10.2.1 Paints and Coatings

Paints and coatings are used on the surface of a spacecraft to establish a balance

between the heat absorbed and the heat radiated into space. Many types of paints and

coatings have been tested and used on spacecraft. The major problems which must be

overcome when considering the use of these materials are the solar absorptance, infrared

emittance, and degradation due to solar radiation. Some of the materials best suited for and

most used in the space environment are: white paints, thermal coatings, and second surface

mirrors.
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Many white paints have beentestedon spacecraftboth in near-Earthorbits and in

interplanetaryspace.Of these zinc oxide in potassium silicate (Z-93) and treated zinc oxide

in silicone (Z-13G) have shown marked stability over long durations of exposure to radiation

in both the laboratory and on spacecraft such as the Mariner V and Lunar Orbiter IV [23].

Both paints show comparable results, degrading little over time. Results from near-Earth

craft, however, have shown better results than the interplanetary craft. This is due to the

constant exposure of the solar wind outside the Earth's magnetic sphere.

The Z-93 paint was selected for the surface of the lander because of its proven

resistance to increased solar absorptivity over long time periods. Its change in solar

absorptance was only 0.005 over a period of 1580 equivalent sun hours [23].

Table 10.1: Thermal Control Techniques [Corliss, W.R., Scientific Satellites, U.S.
Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C., 1967.]

Surface paints
and coatings

(passive)
Surface property
control (passive)

Electric heaters,
coolers (active)

Movable
external surfaces

(active)

Variable internal

heat paths
(active)

Technique

Stripes, patches,
polka dots

1. Mirror finish
and controlled
thickness of

coating
2. Surface

treatment by
chemical baths

3. Sandblasting

Heaters, coolers,

temp. sensing,

power switchin$

Advantages

Simplicity of
application

Control absorptance
to emittance ratio

over wide range

°

2. Uniform coating,
suitable for large
spacecraft

3. High temperature,
stable

Simplicity, flexibility of
control

Controls temp. over a

wide range of inputs,
requires no heater power

Disadvantages

Nonuniform surface

temperatures; difficult

with large vehicles
1. Precision technique,

limited to small craft

2. Quality control

Louvers, Maltese
cross (movable
surface) actuated
by bimetal
elements

Actuators vary
radiation to outer

surface by bimetal
elements, bellows,
or louvers

Efficient use of

vehicle's waste heat,

requires no heater power

3. Quality control

Reliability problem,
power available for

temperature control
Incident sunlight on
louvers may pose

problem, bearing
failures, launch
vibrations

Require compartments
insulated from shell
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Anotherthermalcoatingunderconsiderationwasaluminizedteflon. Long-termtests

on this material have shownit to be very stableundersolar radiation following an initial

decreasein its solarabsorptance.Aluminized teflonalsohasalower solarabsorptancethan

manyothermaterialsandhasa stableinfraredemittancerate[24].

A secondsurfacemirror which hasproven its effectivenessis the Optical Solar

Reflector (OSR). It consistsof fusedsilica with secondsurfacesilver. Thoughit must be

bondedto the substratevia adhesivesor mechanicalfasteners,its low weight per unit area

(0.056 g/cmz) andlow solar absorptanceto emittanceratio (0.059) make it a competitive

choiceasa coating[25]. Its low absorptanceto emittanceratio also allows it to serveasa

radiator.

10.2.2 Multilayer Insulation

Themultilayeredmicrometeoroidshieldusedon this landerwill consistof fiberglass

silicone layerswith polyurethanefoam asa spacerbetweenthe layers. This shieldingwill

provide insulationfor the internalsystemsof thespacecraftandwill keepheatingdueto solar

radiationwithin tolerablelimits whenusedwith the low absorptance,highemittancesecond

surfacemirror andwhitepaint.

10.2.3 ColdPlatesandHeatPipes

Anotheroptionexaminedis theuseof cold platesandheatpipes. Theyallow for the

transferof heat from high temperatureto low temperatureregionsand can bedesignedto

operateaspassivesystems,havingno movingparts.

Both systemsoperateby absorbingthermal energy. A cold plate absorbsthermal

energyvia aphasechangedevice. As it absorbsenergyfrom electricalequipment,thephase-

changematerial,usuallyaparaffin,melts. It thencools,transferringtheheatto thecold plate

whentheequipmentis inactive. For apassivesystem,thecold plateis connecteddirectly to
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a radiator to allow for the dissipation of excess heat whereas an active system contains fluid

being circulated through passages leading from the cold plate to the radiator [3].

Heat pipes are enclosed systems which operate by absorbing heat through one end of

the pipe, vaporizing the working fluid within. The vapor flows to the opposite end of the

pipe where it cools and condenses. The liquid is then returned to the evaporator end by

flowing through a wick. They are characterized by: high thermal conductance, the tendency

of the condenser surface to operate at uniform temperature, and the possibility of variable

conductance. Heat pipes as passive systems can be designed with variable conductance by

using a noncondensable gas to regulate the condensing area. This allows for a nearly

constant source temperature over a wide range of heat input [26]. The major source of failure

of heat pipes is incompatibility of the working fluid, wick, and wall materials.

Heat pipes were chosen over cold plates because they can be designed for variable

conductance. Heat pipes for space applications commonly use aluminum alloys for the wall

material and ammonia as the working fluid. The heat pipes used for this mission will consist

of an aluminum wall, ammonia, and a stainless steel multiarterial wick. Argon has been

chosen as the non condensable gas for controlling the conductance. Heat pipes consisting of

these materials have been proven effective by past usage [26]. The wick is designed to have

multiple arteries to allow the pipe to operate should an artery fail due to vapor or gas

blockage. The wick configuration is shown in Figure I0. I.
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Stainless steel
former mesh lining inner

wall and artery

Figure 10.1: Arterial Wick [Dunn, P., and Reay, D.A., Heat Pipes, Pergamon Press
Inc., Elmsford, New York, 1978.]

10.3 Active Systems

Active systems are useful in situations requiring large dissipations of energy and for

systems requiring little temperature variation [3]. Because they include moving parts, active

systems can pose reliability problems, especially on long-duration missions. The higher

weight and power requirements can also be a problem when these must be kept to a minimum

to reduce costs. Electrical heaters were considered as solutions for keeping the subsystems

within their operating temperatures as were heat pipes with thermal switches and deployable

radiators. Those subsystems with stringent temperature requirements could be placed in

ovens, or insulated compartments, with electrical heaters to carefully control the temperature.

10.3.1 Deployable Radiators

In the instance that if more radiating surface should be needed than could be

provided by fixed radiators, a flexible, deployable radiator was considered. These can be

stowed in compact units during launch and deployed in space. Their mass savings is also
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attractivebecausetheydo notrequireextensivestructuralsupport[27]. Two typesof flexible

radiatorshavebeendeveloped:soft tubeandhardtube. The soft tuberadiatorhastransport

tubing thatdeploysby unrolling inflatabletubesoneither sideof aflexible panel. The hard

tuberadiatorusesradiatortubeswoundin a helicalspringconfiguration,forming acylinder.

It deployswith theenergystoredin thespring.

Although they are attractive from a mass standpoint, these radiators were not chosen

since the proposed spacecraft does not have a large power output and second surface mirrors

will provide the radiating surface needed.

10.3.2 Electric Heaters and Active Heat Pipes

Because of the decreased reliability associated with active systems and the extra

power required to run these systems, electric heaters and active heat pipes were discarded in

favor of the lighter, more reliable passive systems. Variable conductance heat pipes can also

control the temperature of heat sources with varying power output.

10.4 Recommendations

Due to the scientific importance and the long duration of the proposed mission,

materials and systems which have proven their effectiveness have been chosen for the

thermal control of the spacecraft. Active systems have been discarded in favor of lighter

weight, more reliable passive systems. The systems chosen for the thermal subsystem are Z-

93 white paint, variable conductance heat pipes, and a second surface mirror consisting of

fused silica with second surface silver.

The total mass of the thermal subsystem is estimated to be approximately 125 kg.

This includes a safety factor for any changes in the design which may be needed. Since no

active systems will be used for the thermal control, the power consumption of this subsystem

is zero. The cost estimate of further development and evaluation of the chosen materials and

systems is $16M FY92.
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11.0 Meteoroid Protection

11.1 Requirements

The threat posed by meteoroid impact is still not well understood, especially in

regions beyond the Earth and its orbital radius. Using radar, visual, and satellite

observations, several estimates of the particle flux in deep space have been made. Most of

these place the meteoroid flux at four to ten times greater than those near Earth, but inside the

asteroid belt it could be as much as a hundred times greater. Meteoroid impact defense

selection was based upon a mechanism's ability to protect against the three major impact

effects -- penetration, surface alterations, and spallation -- without adding excessive mass.

11.2 Penetration

The most obvious hazard associated with meteoroid impacts is hull penetration. Both

the explosive force and the secondary impacts from the fractured wall particles can cause

catastrophic damage to internal systems. In past missions (Voyager, Galileo) the probability

of such strikes was so low that hull strengthening was too "weight expensive" to be

worthwhile; however, according to estimates by Dr. Fred Whipple [28], an unprotected

spacecraft near the asteroidal belt could expect as many as three penetrations a day.

11.3 Surface Alterations

External cracking and cratering of the surface could eventually lead to failure either

from stress concentration around the crater lip or from future impacts in the same region.

The near continuous micrometeoroid (meteoroids with mass < 0.025 g) bombardment has

been experimentally shown to cause small surface layer losses over time [29]. Although

these losses are very small, in a heightened flux environment they could be as large as 200

angstroms per year. Considering that thermal and optical systems can be significantly altered

by a loss of only 0.1 microns, even such small changes are significant.
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Problemshave alsobeenseenwith compositestructures. The high temperaturesof

hypervelocity impact tend to cause delamination and adhesive breakdown [30], and some,

including graphite, crush easily under even low-speed impacts.

11.4 Spallation

Even a non-penetrating strike could still cause significant internal damage through

spallation. Upon impact a compression wave forms in the target material and travels towards

its inner surface. If this wave is strong enough, the inside surface will rupture leaving the

wall cracked and weak, while ejecting fragments toward sensitive, unprotected internal

systems. Weaker waves could produce destructive vibrational amplitudes in ceramic

components or cracks in any welded joints throughout the spacecraft.

11.5 Recommendations

To protect against these hazards either the skin may be thickened to present a larger

barrier to incoming particles or a thin bumper-spacer scheme may be used. Increasing the

thickness tends to have great weight penalties while still not providing a suitable defense

against spallation and vibrational damage; however, with the same material thickness and

some advanced materials, the weight efficiency may be increased up to 16 times that of a

thickened outer wall. The bumper technique attempts to deflect low energy particles and to

arrest the higher energy particles before they impact the spacecraft inner surface. The initial

strike occurs on an outer high-strength wall. Any penetrating, spalling fragments, or

dangerous vibrations are then met by a thicker area of foam which should sufficiently

dissipate the energy to a safe level. By not exposing the spacecraft face to the incoming

micrometeor, any surface cracking or spallation is eliminated.

Since high flux rates and high-energy particles are expected in the asteroidal region,

an additional bumper-spacer layer will be required to protect from penetration with a 95%

certainty. The materials chosen were a fiberglass-silicone bumper and a polyurethane spacer.
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Many testshavebeenperformedwith this construction[31], andit provedto bethebestand

most weight efficient defense•A comparison of some other alternatives is shown in Table

11.1, and a cross-section of the design is shown in Figure 11.1.

Table 11.1: Comparison of Various Meteoroid Protection Materials (tested at 10 km/s
particle velocity and shield thicknesses of 0.033 in.) (Pipitone, S.J.,
"Effectiveness of Foam Structures for Meteoroid Protection," NASA

Contractor Report, 1964.)

Bumper

Material Weight

(lb/ft 2)

fiberglass-silicone 0.17
Dacron-Butyl 0.42

aluminum (2024) 0.17
aluminum (2024) 0.31

Spacer

Material

polyurethane
flexible latex
foam

none

polyurethane rigid
foam

Weight
(lb/ft 2)

1.2
6.0

4.0

Penetration
of Hull?

No

No

Yes
Yes

0 033 '_"

• 1,,I

Outer Vehicle Surface
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i::_,_.l__:?._.:.,:_::..x:::_._._:::_,_. _.._]:::::.:._:".:: _.._:._: _..x._:_.._::.,.x:..:$::::..::._ _:. ._.'-'::_::_$::.::'.:[.x.:.:-.'._:::..'::'_:::.:::: :_- _-
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Figure 11.1: Bumper - spacer design concept
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Becausethis missionis apreludeto futureasteroidexplorationandsincenoaccurate

model for meteoroid flux outside 1 AU is available,measurementsof meteoroidimpacts

shouldbecarriedout. The bestdetectionmethodis asimplesoundingboard- microphone

apparatus. If the flux of dangerousmeteoroidsis found to be sufficiently high, future

missionsmay needto travelout of theecliptic planewherefluxes arebelievedto decrease

drasticallywith increasinginclination.

Assuminga total spacecraftsurfaceareaof 102.5ft2,thebumperprotectionscheme

will weighapproximately281 lbs. If a soundingplate of total testareaof 25 ft2 is placed

over the shield an additional 10 lbs. will be added.
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12.0 Scientific Instruments

Because the main purpose of this mission is to obtain information about the

composition of asteroids and their future worth for mining purposes, scientific experiments

are a high priority. Most of the asteroidal material study, however, will take place on Earth,

where more detailed experiments can be carried out. If such experiments were to be

performed on the spacecraft or at the sampling site, the mass and power restrictions would far

outweigh any benefits that might be gained.

Some on-site testing may prove valuable, in the event that the sample is damaged,

destroyed, or contaminated upon return. Only small, inexpensive tests will be performed. A

spectrometer will be used to determine the rough composition of the asteroid. Magnetic field

strength measurements will also be taken with an on-board magnetometer [22]. If future

missions are to be manned, radiation counts will also be needed and these will be found via a

Geiger counter.

In order to find a safe landing site, and to provide additional information on asteroid

structure, radar will be used to provide detailed surface maps. Radar was chosen over the

many other available systems because its performance is independent of reflected light, it is

very accurate, and it can cover larger areas than optical methods.

Additionally, as stated in the section on micrometeoroid shielding, a reliable model of

meteoroid flux rates and masses is essential to missions into the asteroidal belt. This data

will be gathered by a simple microphone - sounding board apparatus.

The total mass and the total cost of the recommended scientific instruments are 120

kg and 180 million dollars, respectively. These systems will also require 250 W of power to

run.
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13.0 Landing Gear System

13.1 Requirements

Touchdown on the asteroid will be an extremely crucial part of the mission.

Therefore, much care was taken in designing the landing gear. The legs must be capable of

being stored during transport and then deployed to hold the lander in a vertical position. A

vertical orientation is desired to ensure proper drill alignment. Consequently, the landing

gear must be flexible and have the ability to adapt to a variety of terrain [32]. In addition,

lightweight landing gear are desirable to keep the overall mass of the spacecraft as low as

possible. It is not necessary for the landing gear to support much weight since the gravity on

the asteroids will be negligible. Therefore, the primary function of the landing gear is to

provide stability. Stability during the drilling phase is very important and for this reason the

landing pads must have the ability to anchor to the asteroid surfaces. By anchoring to the

surface, the lander will be prevented from twisting due to the drill's torque.

13.2 Landing Gear

The design of the landing gear structure is relatively simple and resembles the

configuration used in the Apollo program. The system will be composed of three legs;

Figure 13.1 illustrates the basic design of the landing gear articulation. The upper strut is a

spring loaded telescoping member. During transport, the legs will be folded against the body

of the lander. Upon rendezvous with the asteroid, the legs will be released and allowed to

extend to their landing position. The landing gear is equipped with sensors on the bottom of

the landing pads which are linked to the central processing unit of the main spacecraft. With

this system, the landing gear will be able to adapt to the unpredictable surface irregularities

on an asteroid. The lander will be able to land in a vertical orientation without the use of an

expensive and heavy active suspension system [32].
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Figure 13.1: Landing Gear Articulation. [Angell, D., et al., "Lunar Polar Coring Lander,"
University of Texas, May 4, 1990.]

13.3 Operation of the Landing System

As the lander reaches the terminal portion of its descent, the computer begins waiting

for input from the pressure sensors at the bottom of the landing pads. Once a signal is

received from a landing pad indicating that contact has been made, the computer commands

the upper telescoping arm of the leg to unlock. The leg will then be free to move without

resistance. As the spacecraft continues to slowly descend, it maintains vertical orientation by

f'wing the attitude control thrusters. When a second landing pad signals that it has touched

down, the computer commands the upper telescoping arm of that leg to unlock and allow the

leg to move. Finally, after the third leg signals that it has touched down, the computer

commands the upper arms of all three legs to re-lock in their current positions (see Figure

13.2). As the lander descends, the computer checks the percentage of the full articulation of

each leg continuously. If full articulation of any one of the legs is reached before one of the

other legs touches the surface, the computer commands the lander to thrust upward and

outward. The lander will avoid a failed landing and make a short hop to a new landing site

and try the procedure again. Figure 13.3 illustrates the control loop [32].
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Figure 13.2: Potential Landing Scenario Illustrating the Adaptability of the Landing Gear
to Uneven Surfaces. [Angell, D., et al., "Lunar Polar Coring Lander,"

University of Texas, May 4, 1990.]
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Figure 13.3: Landing Gear Control Loop. [Angell, D., et al., "Lunar Polar Coring
Lander," University of Texas, May 4, 1990.]
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13.4 Anchoring Devices

During the drilling process it is necessary to maintain proper drill-hole alignment. If

the drill stem and hole become misaligned, the power consumption of the drill will increase

significantly and the penetration rate will drop off rapidly. To guarantee proper drill-hole

alignment, it is necessary to prevent the lander from moving during the drilling process. To

accomplish this task, each landing pad will have four small drills mounted inside it. When

the lander has successfully landed, one drill inside each landing pad will be activated. These

three drills will deploy and penetrate the surface of the asteroid, thereby anchoring the lander

to the asteroid. Thrusters on the top of the lander will force it against the asteroid while the

anchoring drills are operating, thus insuring successful penetration of the anchoring drills.

The lander is to land in three different places on three different asteroids, and therefore the

small drill bits in the landing pads will inevitably wear out. For this reason, each landing pad

will have four anchoring drills. One drill in each landing pad will be utilized for all three

landings on each asteroid. The fourth anchoring drill on each landing pad will serve as a

backup. Figure 13.4 illustrates a landing pad [32].

Side View Top View

Figure 13.4: Landing Pad. [Angell, D., et al., "Lunar Polar Coring Lander," University of
Texas, May 4, 1990.]
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13.5 Conclusions and Recommendations

The landing gear design will meet the requirements described in section 13.1. The

mass of the landing gear was estimated at about 15 kg [32]. The estimated cost of this system

was found to be approximately $69.4 million (FY 2002) [12].

To improve the landing gear design further it would be desirable to select the

materials to be used in the landing gear. As stated earlier, the landing gear does not need to

support much weight, but its stiffness is important for stability. Therefore, a composite

material such as graphite/epoxy might be used for its excellent stiffness characteristics and

light weight.
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14.0 Coring Method and Design

14.1 Requirements

Due to the harsh space environment and variety of rock formations, several design

and performance constraints have been specified to obtain pristine core samples. Each of the

core samples are to be approximately one meter in length. Preferably, the cores should be

removed in one piece, with very little damage or contamination. Thus, the coring apparatus

and lubricants must only minimally affect the physical properties of the samples. Also, the

apparatus must be able to protect the core samples from damage and contamination during

the transport back to Earth. The storage system should be able to accommodate a total of

nine samples, and the samples should be stored in such a manner that their place of origin can

be easily traced [33].

The coring apparatus must be totally automated, self-maintaining, and be required to

operate in a vacuum. The coring bit must be able to withstand the dry drilling conditions as

well as the large temperature differences due to the heat generated during the drilling process.

Additionally, the apparatus must be lightweight to minimize transportation costs, yet durable

and as efficient as possible [34].

14.2 Sample Size Considerations

From terrestrial geochemical studies, with most types of advanced instrumentation for

chemical and isotropic analysis of geologic materials, samples exceeding 0.1-1.0 grams in

mass cannot be analyzed directly but must be subsampled. These sampling procedures are

quite complicated, but will ensure limited sampling errors. Thus, the sample size should be

minimized as far as possible in order to be able to return as many different samples as

possible. Nevertheless, the samples should be large enough to be representative. Therefore,

as stated in [18], a core sample of approximately 2.5 cm in diameter by 1 meter was

determined to be large enough to permit measurement of the important physical properties.
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Assuming an approximate density of 3500 kg/m3, the massof a single sample was

determinedto rangefrom 1-3kg dependingon the surfacematerialcompositions[35]. This

would also minimize the total mass to be returned to Earth [36,37].

14.3 Drill Design

The drill is required to be fully automated and very robust. It must also be able to

core in a variety of rock formations as well as withstand the harsh environment of space [32].

Due to a combination of axial crushing and rotary removal of debris, a rotary-

percussion drilling technique was considered. This combination of percussion and rotation

would allow the drill to break through hard surfaces and provide the cutting action while

forcing drill debris out of the hole. This method produces a lower bit temperature as

compared to a diamond rotary coring method [32,38].

A tungsten carbide bit was chosen over a diamond bit. This selection was made

because a diamond bit is limited by heat constraints and the inability to sustain a percussion

action. Also, due to the dry drilling conditions, the diamond bit has a tendency to dull

quickly in very hard rock formations. Whereas, the tungsten carbide bit was found able to

withstand the high temperatures caused by friction associated with dry drilling [32].

The coring assembly, shown in Figure 14.1, consists of a coring bit and a core barrel,

which are both located at the end of the drill stem. The core barrel is a hollow tube designed

to receive and retain the core sample as the bit drills into the asteroid. Due to the harsh

conditions and treatment that the core barrel and drill stem must withstand, such as the high

abrasion from the walls of the drill hole, high temperatures, lack of lubrication, and

percussive impacts, the drill stem and core barrel will be made of titanium or similar material.

To reduce the undesired build-up of friction caused by the contact of the regolith with the

walls of the drill stem, the drill bit would be slightly larger in diameter than the stem. This

would allow for space between the drill stem and drill wall. Since the cuttings from the

drilling can carry up to 80% of the heat generated during the coring process, quick removal of
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thesecuttings would reducethe heat transferredinto the core by 60% and prevent any

possibility of the coring apparatusfrom jammedduring the coring process. Thus, helical

augersimplementedon the outer wall of the stem will provide debrisremoval from the

bottomof the drilling hole. An intermittentflow of xenongasblown down the hole could

alsoaid in theremovalof thedebris,andprovidesomelubricationandcoolingof thedrill bit.

Severalone-waygatesat the bottom of the stemwould prevent thecore from sliding out

during retrievalof thesample[32].

Bit AugerSystem Gates Thread

Figure 14.1: Drill Stem Assembly. [Angell, D. et. al., "Lunar Polar Coring Lander,"
University of Texas, May 4, 1990.]

An electric motor will have numerous functions during the coring process. These

functions include supplying a downward reciprocating axial force and transferring torque to

the drill stem. A mechanical gearing device will be used to vary the drilling rotation rate. It

will also allow the drill to share its power between the axial, percussive motion, and the

torque. Lubrication of these parts should be achieved by a solid lubricant, such as sulfur steel

or a silicon coating. This would reduce the risk of contamination of the core samples. To

reduce the bulk and mass of the drilling structure, hoisting of the sample will be provided by

the same mechanism used to drive the drill stem. With the percussive motion ceased, the

system will simply be put into reverse. However, the rotary motion of the drill will be

maintained to reduce friction [32].
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14.4 Drill StemStorageCylinder

Sinceseveralsamplesareto be taken,coresamplecontainerswill storetheextracted

samples.As mentionedearlier,thedrill stemwill beusedto drill into theasteroid,aswell as

to receiveandretainthe samplefor storage.Thus,thedesignwill include atotal of tendrill

stems. Nine of the drill stemswill be usedto retrievethe desiredsamples,while the tenth

drill stemwill beincludedin theeventoneof theotherninedrill stemsfail. Due to theharsh

conditionsthat areinflicted uponthedrill bit during thedry drilling procedure,the bit will

havea tendencyto dull quickly andmaybecloseto its melting temperatureafter thecoring

process.Therefore,usingdifferentdrill stemsfor eachsamplewouldallow anewdrilling bit

to be used. Also, by changingthe drill stemafter eachdrilling procedure,the chanceof

contaminatingothersampleswith thesamedrill bit will be lessened.Thedrill stemswill be

positionedin acircular arrangementasseenin Figure 14.2[33].

© ©
©

©
©©©©

Stem

Transfer
Port

Figure 14.2: Drill Stem Storage Cylinder. [Angel1, D., et. al., "Lunar Polar Coring
Lander," University of Texas, May 4, 1990.]
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14.5 Drilling OperationandProcedure

Eachdrill stemwill bestoredin arotatingturretsimilar to arevolver. Thehub shaft,

which therevolver-liketurretrotateson,alignsanemptydrill stemwith thedrill shaft. Then,

the driller shaft attaches itself to the drill stem, and the vertical transfer drive assembly of the

drill removes the stem from the turret. Next, the drill stem is aligned with the stem transfer

port in the turret assembly and on the lander. Once the proper alignment is achieved, the

drilling process can begin, and the drill stem is lowered towards the asteroid's surface.

Throughout the drilling process, xenon gas will be blown down the hole intermittently to aid

in flushing out any debris, while the core barrel receives the sample. After the one meter

sample is obtained, with the percussive action ceased, the drill motor will be put into reverse

to extract the sample. Finally, the drill stem with the core sample will be placed back into the

turret. For the other samples, the turret will rotate so the drill shaft can be aligned with an

empty stem. Once the drill shaft and stem are aligned, the procedure will be repeated [32].

14.6 Penetration Rates and Power Requirements

Table 14.1 illustrates the anticipated average power requirements and rate of

penetration for various types of solid rock. These suggested values are dependent on the type

and size of motor used; therefore, they are subject to change. The total amount of energy

required is for a one meter drilling process, including extraction of the sample.

Table 14.1: Coring Penetration Rates and Power Requirements. [Angell, D. et. al., "Lunar
Polar Coring Lander," University of Texas, May 4, 1990.]

Material Penetration Rate Specific Energy Density
(cm/min) (W-hr/m)

Pumice 300 8
Unsorted cohesive 150 16

conglomerates
Vesicular basalt 12 150-200

(50% porosity)
Dense basalt 3 900-1200

(1760 kg/cm 3)
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14.7 SubsystemMassEstimates

An estimatedmassof theentirecoringapparatus,including thedrill stemsandstorage

cylinder, is illustrated in Table 14.2. The massesareapproximationsfrom other similar

coting andstoragedevices.

Table 14.2: Coring Apparatus Mass Estimates. [Duke, M.B., et al., "Manned Mars
Missions: Working Group Papers," NASA, May 1986, and Chugh, C. P.,
Manual of Drilling Technology, A. A. Balkema Publishers, Rotterdam, 1985.]

Component Estimated Mass
(kg)

Motor 38

Gear Box 30
Drill Stem Assemblies 62

Drill Stem Storagc Revolver 25
Miscellaneous 5

TOTAL 160

14.8 Conclusions and Recommendations

Details for this coting apparatus design require further development. The estimated

cost of the system was determined to be $329.25 million (FY 2002) [12]. Future research

would include an analysis to determine the torque required of the coting apparatus. This

constraint will then have to be utilized in the design of the electrical motor and the

mechanical gearing device needed to drive the drill. A structural analysis should also be

performed to determine the stresses which the drill stem assembly would encounter during

the coting process. This would ensure that the drill stem assembly would be manufactured

from the appropriate materials, such as lightweight titanium. Also, a method or device to cut

off or fracture the core sample from the bottom of the drilled hole is necessary for the

extraction of the sample. Additionally, a control system to coordinate the coting process

should be defined and developed.
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15.0 Conclusions and Recommendations

This mission will provide several asteroid samples from the three most common types

of asteroids. Information from these samples will teach us about the constituents of much of

the solar system, and will reveal secrets of the solar system's origin.

Unfortunately, this mission is 24 years long, making the reliability very questionable.

This could be reduced by selecting different target asteroids. Perhaps smaller, near-Earth

asteroids would allow for smaller travel and stay times.

Although the optical communications system is not a space-tested design, it is lighter,

smaller and requires less power, than conventional communications systems. This system is

currently being developed and will provide more than ample communication rate and range.

The GN&C system will use a combination of hydrazine thrusters, cold gas thrusters, and

Inertial Measurements Units. Cold gas thrusters on the lander are utilized to reduce the

thermal protection necessary on the main spacecraft. The hydrazine thruster can supply the

appropriate thrust level and have a proven heritage. Temperature of the spacecraft will be

controlled by a passive thermal system. Heat pipes with multiarterial wicks with ammonia as

the working fluid will be used. Multiarterial wicks will reduce the chance of system failure

due to impurity build-up over time. An advanced multicomputer called MAX will be used as

both the main computer system as well as the rendezvous and docking system. The MAX

system is lighter, requires less power, and has a greater capacity for adaptation than any

existing processor. This system is still under development but shows great potential.

Micrometeoroid protection will utilize a two bumper technique. This technique has proven to

be 95% effective. This system will also act as thermal insulation for the spacecraft. The

drill system will retrieve three samples from each of three asteroids as well as protect the

samples. To do this the drill has been designed to operate in the harsh environment of space

and to be able to drill through the very hard asteroid surface. The landing gear has been

designed to adapt to uneven asteroid surfaces and to secure the lander to the surface for the
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drilling process. The legs will hold the spacecraftnearly vertical so that the drill will

penetrateasdeeplyaspossible. Smallanchoringdrills will beemployedon thelandingpads

to ensurea securegrip on thesurface.

The GESP-100nuclearpowerreactorwasreactorwaschosenfor useon thismission

sinceit is specifically begindevelopedfor applicationin developmentof thepowersystem.

The powersystemwasmainly chosenfor nuclearelectricpoweredpropulsion. The SP-100

is still beingdevelopedthereforeall mass,power,andcostestimatesaresubjectto change.

Using ANSYS finite elementanalysis,a massestimatefor graphiteepoxyspacecraft

structure was obtained. Placementof subsystemson the spacecraft bus needs to be

researchedfurther. Also, massestimatesof the landervehicleareprovidedalthoughfurther

analysisis neededto f'malizethedesign.

Becausethe Titan IV cancarry 15,800kg and accommodateaspacecraft16m long

by 4.5m in diameter,theTitan IV will beusedto launchthe spacecraft.The Shuttle,or its

replacement,will beusedto returnthelanderandthesamplesto Earth.

The numberof thrustersaswell asthe massof propellantweredeterminedusingthe

QT2 program. If parametersof theorbital mechanicsarealtered,estimatesare subjectto

change.

Futurework would includemore intricate analysisin the systemlayout, specifically

including the plumbing network, pressuretanks, fuel storage,and propulsion network

configuration. A thrustercapableof producinghigher thrustlevelsor able to sustainlonger

periodsof operationshouldbeexplored. Powerandmassestimateshavecompletedfor the

for the individual thrustersandthrustercontrolunits. Costestimateswerederivedfrom the

NASA AdvancedCostEstimatesprogram.

The combinationof thesesubsystemsis hopedto producea reliable spacecraftthat

will gatherdataaboutthe Solar Systemthat hasneverbeenobtainedbefore. Furthermore,

exactdetailsmustbe developedandfiguresfor cost,mass,andpowermay vary slightly in

thefinal design.
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